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Temporal or dynamic textures are video sequences that are spatially repetitive and temporally sta-
tionary. Dynamic textures are temporal analogs of the more common spatial texture. They are a
family of visual phenomena where the texture elements, or the spatially repeating elements, un-
dergo stochastic motions that are statistically similar. Dynamic textures appear in a vast spectrum
of videos, ranging from sequences of moving water, foliage, smoke, and clouds to sequences of
swarms of birds, robots, and even humans in crowds. Also, the applications concerning such video
sequences are significant and numerous, including surveillance (e.g. monitoring traffic or crowds),
detection of the onset of emergencies (e.g. outbreak of fires), and foreground and background
separation (e.g. the transfer of a dynamic texture from one environment to another or simply dy-
namic texture removal). The study of dynamic textures poses numerous challenges, especially for
traditional motion models that fail to capture the stochastic nature of dynamic textures. Despite
their importance, the study of dynamic textures has just recently attracted the attention of the com-
puter vision community. Most recent work on dynamic texture modeling represents these frames
as the responses of a linear dynamical system (LDS) to noise. Despite its merits, this model has
limitations because it attempts to model temporal variations in individual pixel intensities; such
modeling does not take advantage of global motion coherence.
In this dissertation, we will highlight the three main dimensions along which dynamic textures
vary: the nature of the texture elements describing the dynamic texture spatially, their organization
and layering, and their dynamics. We believe that no single spatiotemporal model can be proposed
to handle dynamic textures sampled from this three-dimensional space. Instead, we propose three
models, each of which applies to a certain “range” of dynamic textures in this space. These three
ii
models by no means cover the whole space of dynamic textures; however, they build an essential
framework or stepping-stone for future models. These models can be used in various applications,
including dynamic texture synthesis, compression, recognition, and foreground and background
layer separation. When possible, we compare the performance of these models to others in the lit-
erature in terms of recognition performance or computational efficiency. Developing these models
and applying them to different problems uncovered several new and interesting problems that are
also important to the fields of computer vision and image processing. We show how these new
problems are generalized and efficiently addressed.
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Temporal or dynamic textures are video sequences that are spatially repetitive and temporally sta-
tionary. Dynamic textures are temporal analogs of the more common spatial texture. They are a
family of visual phenomena where the texture elements, or the spatially repeating elements, un-
dergo stochastic motions that are statistically similar. Dynamic textures appear in a vast spectrum
of videos, ranging from sequences of moving water, foliage, smoke, and clouds to sequences of
swarms of birds, robots, and even humans in crowds. Also, the applications concerning such video
sequences are significant and numerous, including surveillance (e.g. monitoring traffic or crowds),
detection of the onset of emergencies (e.g. outbreak of fires), and foreground and background
separation (e.g. the transfer of a dynamic texture from one environment to another or simply dy-
namic texture removal). The study of dynamic textures poses numerous challenges, especially for
traditional motion models that fail to capture the stochastic nature of dynamic textures. Despite
their importance, the study of dynamic textures has just recently attracted the attention of the com-
puter vision community. Most recent work on dynamic texture modeling represents these frames
as the responses of a linear dynamical system (LDS) to noise. Despite its merits, this model has
limitations because it attempts to model temporal variations in individual pixel intensities; such
modeling does not take advantage of global motion coherence.
Despite the diverse types of dynamic textures (DTs) that exist in nature, DTs belong to a three-
dimensional DT space. In this space, each dimension isolates a single aspect that describes the
variation of an individual DT. These dimensions are, therefore, broad categories of variation for
dynamic textures, in general. However, they are not independent, since for some cases of DT,
it is not possible to fix two dimensions and vary the third independently. This interdependence is
1
attributed to the physical nature of the phenomena being imaged. In what follows, we will describe
each of these dimensions and give their respective ranges. Note that the first two dimensions
describe the spatial variation and the spatial organization of a DT, while the third describes its
temporal variations.
(1) Spatial Texture Element: This dimension describes the spatial variation of a DT as ob-
served from each frame independently. Texture elements (usually denoted as texels) are the
spatially repetitive groups of pixels that share statistically similar appearance and structural
properties. The spectrum of texture elements varies from the simplest form at the micro-
scopic level (i.e. particles) to the most complex at the macroscopic level (i.e. whole objects).
At one extreme, this spectrum has DTs that show clouds, smoke, or water in motion, while at
the other, there are DTs of birds, animals, or humans moving. Refer to Figure 1.1 for some
examples. Most DT work has focused on pixel or subpixel objects (i.e. microscopic objects),
whereby the pixel is assumed to be the texture element whose motion is to be modeled.
Figure 1.1: Examples of the variations in the DT dimension corresponding to the spatial texture
element characterizing a DT. Notice the broad spectrum of texels spanning this dimension. This
spectrum ranges from pixel objects (ocean) and multi-pixel blobs (leaves) to complex objects (hu-
mans in crowds).
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(2) Spatial Texture Layering/Layout: This dimension describes the spatial layout of the tex-
ture elements in a DT, as well as their spatial layering. A DT’s spatial layout determines
how its texture elements are organized within each frame, especially in terms of their spatial
placement. In this sense, there are DTs with homogenously placed/spaced texture elements,
as well as DTs where the placement distribution is non-uniform. Moreover, the spatial lay-
ering of a DT refers here to the “density” (or translucency) of a DT. For simplicity, spatial
layering of a DT can be viewed as the alpha matte of the texture elements in each frame,
when visualized in front of background layer. The values of this alpha matte take values in
[0, 1]. For opaque DTs, spatial layering is not an issue, since the background does not appear
at all (i.e. the alpha matte is either 0 or 1). For translucent DTs (e.g. clouds and smoke), this
layering is essential. Refer to Figure 1.2 for some examples. Most DT work has focused on
DTs with opaque texture elements that cover the whole spatial extent of the video (i.e. no
background layer).
Figure 1.2: Examples of the variations in the DT dimension corresponding to the spatial texture
layering/layout characterizing a DT. Notice the broad spectrum of possible layering schemes and
spatial layouts spanning this dimension. This spectrum includes opaque texels (grass), which
are uniformly distributed in the entirety of each frame’s spatial extent, opaque texels (vehicles in
traffic) in a non-uniform spatial configuration and covering only a portion of each frame’s spatial
extent, and translucent texels (smoke) covering a portion of each frame’s spatial extent.
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(3) Dynamics/Dynamical Model: This dimension describes the temporal variation of a DT as
observed by the frame-to-frame variation in its texture elements and their layering/layout.
DT dynamics represent temporal changes in features (e.g. intensity values and linear trans-
formations of these values) describing the texture elements and their layout. Note that the
dynamics of a DT is a global motion representation that incorporates the dynamics of in-
dividual texture elements and their spatiotemporal interactions. Being a dynamic texture
means that the dynamics of texture elements are statistically similar and temporally station-
ary. In other words, texture elements in the same DT all move in a similar fashion and their
motions are not time dependent (i.e. statistically stationary). As such, the models of DT
dynamics either make use of physical models (e.g. Navies-Stokes equations for fluid dy-
namics) or assume a general parametric model whose parameters are learned by fitting the
model to the observed DT frames. Refer to Figure 1.3 for some examples. Most DT work
has concentrated on the latter form of models, where linear/nonlinear models have been pro-
posed to model variations in the intensity values of DTs. However, these models assume
that the same dynamics are observed for all the texture elements, which oversimplifies the
stochastic nature of DT dynamics.
Figure 1.3: Examples of the variations in the DT dimension corresponding to a DT’s dynam-
ics/dynamical model.
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Due to the large variability in DTs (along these dimensions), no single spatiotemporal model
can be proposed to handle dynamic textures sampled from this three dimensional space. Instead,
we propose three models, each of which applies to a certain range of dynamic textures in this space.
These three models by no means span the whole space; however, they build an essential framework
or stepping stone for future models. These models can be utilized in various applications, including
dynamic texture synthesis, compression, recognition, and foreground/background layer separation.
Moreover, developing these models and applying them to different problems uncovered several
new interesting problems that are important to the fields of computer vision and image processing.
We develop appropriate and efficient methods to address these problems. In what follows, we
summarize the organization of this dissertation.
• Chapter 2: In this chapter, we address the case of DTs, where the texture elements are
microscopic (i.e. pixel objects), opaque (covering the spatial extent of the video sequenc),
and undergo the same linear variation in their Fourier phase properties. For this purpose, we
propose a spatiotemporal, image-based model that uses the Fourier phase content of a DT
sequence to model both its appearance and global dynamics. We denote this spatiotemporal
model as the Principal Difference Phase PCA model (PDPP). This model is applied to dy-
namic texture synthesis, recognition, and video compression. When deemed appropriate, we
compare PDPP performance to that of LDS. The text of this chapter is based on the material
presented in [1].
• Chapter 3: In Chapter 2, when the proposed model was applied to video compression,
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), the de facto standard image quality metric, was used to
evaluate its compression performance. The need for a more perceptually relevant quality
measure arises. To address this need, in this chapter, we develop the Segmentation-Based
Perceptual Image Quality Assessment (SPIQA) measure, in this chapter. Given a reference
image and a distorted version of this image, SPIQA determines how much image quality
is lost due to distortion. Instead of independent pixel-based comparison, SPIQA makes
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use of segmentation and inter-segment interaction to produce a perceptually relevant quality
measure that correlates well with human subject judgment of quality. The text of this chapter
is based on the material presented in [2].
• Chapter 4: In this chapter, we address the case of DTs where the texture elements are mi-
croscopic (i.e. pixels representing fluid particles), translucent (partially covering the spatial
extent of the video sequence), and undergo spatiotemporal variations governed by a particu-
lar physical motion model (i.e. the Navies-Stokes equations for fluid dynamics). We denote
this type of DT as a fluid dynamic texture (FDT). For this purpose, we propose a FDT model
whose parameters are learned by fitting it to the observed FDT frames and the Navies-Stokes
equations. This model allows for the separation of an FDT from the static background it is
embedded in. This model is applied to FDT synthesis and FDT and background layer sepa-
ration. The text of this chapter is based on the material presented in [3].
• Chapter 5: In Chapter 4, to initialize the alpha mattes of an FDT, spectral matting [4] was
used. This method can be viewed as an unnormalized graph cut problem subject to user input
(or hard constraints) and linear constraints. Since unnormalized graph cuts are known to be
biased to small cuts [5], there was a need to extend this problem to the normalized graph cut
(NCUT) case. Due to the nature of the cost function, extending the solution to the NCUT
problem was not trivial. In fact, it posed a fundamental question regarding NCUT problems
subject to convex constraints. In this chapter, we propose an efficient framework in which
an NCUT problem with convex constraints can be solved efficiently (i.e. in polynomial
time). We denote this framework as Dinkelbach NCUT (DNCUT). This framework has
ramifications in all applications where the NCUT cost function is used, namely low-level
image segmentation and data clustering. The text of this chapter is based on the material
presented in [6].
• Chapter 6: In this chapter, we address the case of DTs where the texture elements are
macroscopic (i.e. objects), opaque (partially covering the spatial extent of the video se-
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quence), and undergo interdependent spatiotemporal transformations that are assumed to
be linear and stationary, in the probabilistic sense. We call these DTs dynamic swarms
(DSs). Instead of assuming that the dynamics of each texture element is the same (as done
in prior work), we allow the swarm texture elements to have different transformations that
are spatially and temporally constrained. In fact, these transformations are constrained to be
spatially dependent (i.e. the closer two swarm elements are, the more similar their dynam-
ics are). Temporally, the transformations are governed by a linear prediction model. These
assumptions are more grounded to the nature of dynamic swarms than were the restrictive
assumptions made in prior work. Based on these assumptions, we propose a novel model
that explains DS variations in space and time, while also producing a reliable segmentation
of the DS. Experimental results on real sequences are presented to validate the model. The
text of this chapter is based on the material presented in [7].
• Chapter 7: In the previous chapter, the proposed DT models have uniformly acknowledged
the three dimensions of the DT space. In other words, the variation in any of the three di-
mensions was assumed equally salient for all classes of DTs . In this chapter, we go beyond
this uniform assumption and proceed to learn these saliency values in a maximum margin
framework. By describing each DT dimension with appropriate spatial or temporal features
and by equipping it with a suitable distance measure, elementary distances (one for each
dimension) between dynamic texture sequences can be computed. In this chapter, we ad-
dress the problem of DT recognition by learning linear combinations of these elementary
distances. By learning weights to these distances, we shed light on how salient (in a discrim-
inative manner) each DT dimension is in representing classes of dynamic textures. To do
this, we propose an efficient maximum margin distance learning (MMDL) method based on
the Pegasos algorithm [8], for both class-independent and class-dependent weight learning.
In contrast to popular MMDL methods, which enforce restrictive distance constraints and
have a computational complexity that is cubic in the number of training samples, we show
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that our DL-Pegasos method can handle more general distance constraints with a computa-
tional complexity that can be made linear. When class-dependent weights are learned, we
show that, for certain classes of DTs, spatial texture features are dominantly salient, while
for other classes, this saliency lies in their temporal features. Furthermore, DL-Pegasos out-
performs state-of-the-art recognition methods on the UCLA benchmark DT dataset [9]. By
learning class-independent weights, we show that this benchmark does not offer much vari-
ety along the three DT dimensions, thus motivating the proposal of a new DT dataset, called
DynTex++. The text of this chapter is based on the material presented in [10].
• Chapter 8: In this chapter, we address the problem of DT recognition when structured noise
(i.e. occlusion) is applied to the test DT sequences. When applied to DT recognition, the DT
models proposed in the previous chapters assume a noiseless scenario, thus precluding the
handling of occlusion. To overcome this problem, we propose an efficient method of learning
sparse combinations of LDS models. In fact, given a sequence of observable features of an
LDS, we propose the problem of finding a representation of the LDS that is sparse in terms of
a given dictionary of LDSs. Since LDSs do not belong to Euclidean space, traditional sparse
coding techniques do not apply. We develop a probabilistic framework and an efficient MAP
algorithm to learn this sparse code. In the case of occlusion, we show that this sparse coding
scheme outperforms conventional DT recognition methods. The text of this chapter is based
on the material presented in [11].




Phase-Based Modeling of Dynamic Textures
and its Applications
2.1 Introduction
A dynamic texture (DT) sequence captures a random spatiotemporal phenomenon. The random-
ness is reflected in the spatial and temporal changes in the image signal. The random nature of
DTs may be caused by a variety of physical processes that involve objects that are small (smoke
particles), large (snowflakes), rigid (grass, flag), or non-rigid (cloud, fire) moving in 2-D or 3-D.
Even though the overall global motion of a DT may be perceived by humans as being simple and
coherent, the underlying local motion is governed by a complex stochastic model. For example, a
scene of clouds in the sky conveys visually identifiable global dynamics; however, the implosion
and explosion of the cloud segments during the motion result in very complicated local dynam-
ics. Irrespective of the nature of the physical phenomena, the usual objective of DT modeling in
computer vision and graphics is to capture the nondeterministic, spatial, and temporal variation in
images. DT modeling is motivated by a range of applications, including DT synthesis, background
subtraction in dynamic environments, and multi-layer motion separation.
The challenges of DT modeling arise from the need to capture the large number of objects
involved, their complex motions, and their intricate interactions. A good model must accurately
and efficiently capture both the appearance and global dynamics of DT. In this work, we address
the case of DTs where the texture elements are microscopic (i.e. pixel objects), opaque (covering




Most methods that model DT fall into three broad categories, which we briefly review here. (1)
Motion field methods [12, 13] are based on motion analysis algorithms, such as those that com-
pute and model optical flow. They are convenient, since frame-to-frame estimation of the motion
field has been extensively studied, and computationally efficient algorithms have been developed.
However, these methods are best suited to estimate local and smooth motion fields. The discon-
tinuities and noise inherent to rapidly varying, nonstationary DTs (e.g. fire) pose a challenge to
optical flow algorithms. Object tracking methods [14] also tend to be infeasible here due to the
large number of extremely small and non-rigid moving objects with little shape stability, complex
motion characteristics, and inter-object interactions.
(2) Physical modeling methods [15] attempt to capture the attributes of the physical process
from first principles. These methods are primarily used to synthesize specific textures, such as
ocean water or smoke. Being closely tied to specific physical processes, they are difficult to gen-
eralize to other DTs. They are also computationally expensive, since they must model physical
phenomena.
(3) The third category consists of methods that obtain statistical models of spatiotemporal
inter-dependence among images. They include the time series model of Mccormick et al. [16], the
spatiotemporal auto-regressive (STAR) model by Szummer et al. [17], and multiresolution analysis
(MRA) trees by Bar-Joseph et al. [18].
All the aforementioned methods suffer from the following shortcomings: (i) DT representa-
tion limits the amount of data involved; that is, only a finite-length sequence can be synthesized
from the original DT, (ii) constraints are imposed on the types of motion that can be modeled;
that is, neighborhood causality is imposed in both the spatial and temporal domains, or (iii) they
are applied directly to pixel intensities instead of more succinct representations, thus making them
computationally more challenging and sometimes infeasible. Within the third category of DT
models, we mention the notable work of Doretto et al. [19] that derives a stable linear dynami-
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cal system (LDS) model for DTs. Consecutive frames of a DT sequence are linearly related and
viewed as the responses of the LDS to random noise input. The LDS model has been applied to DT
synthesis [19], recognition [9], and segmentation [20]. LDS has been expanded to accommodate
a mixture of modeled DTs in [21], and its computational complexity has been improved in [22].
Modifications that have been made to this method include incorporating a lower-dimensional repre-
sentation by using high-energy Fourier descriptors or state space variables instead of the estimated
model parameters [22]. In [23], multiple local LDS models were embedded into a graphical model
framework, in which DT modeling was performed. Also, the LDS model has been applied to DT
sequence registration in [24].
However, LDS modeling of the intensity values of a DT as a stable autoregressive moving-
average (ARMA) process leads to three main disadvantages: (i) the assumption of second-order
probabilistic stationarity, which does not hold for numerous sequences (e.g. fire), (ii) the subopti-
mal relationship between the order of the LDS model and the extent of temporal modeling possible
(that is, an LDS of order n does not capture the most temporal variation in a DT among all models
of order n), and (iii) significant computational expense, since the model is applied directly to pixel
intensities without appropriately mitigating spatial redundancy.
Our Principal Difference Phase PCA (PDPP) model can be categorized as a spatiotemporal,
image-based model that uses Fourier phase content to model both the appearance and global dy-
namics of a DT sequence. This work extends the preliminary results we obtained in [25] and [26].
In what follows, we justify our choice of using Fourier phase (Section 2.2), present the details of
our phase-based model (Section 2.3), and apply it to DT synthesis and DT recognition. In Section
2.4, we describe how this model can be applied to DT video compression. Finally, in Section
2.5, we provide experimental results that compare the performance of our model to that of LDS in
regards to DT synthesis, recognition, and compression. We also compare our compression scheme
to that of MPEG-2 encoding.
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2.2 Motivation
In this section, we will establish that a model for the appearance and dynamics of a DT can be
obtained by representing its Fourier phase content alone. Following are the advantages of using
the frequency domain representation, which alleviate certain problems encountered in the spatial
domain and motivate our proposed approach.
• Spatially global features are captured locally in the frequency domain, since the change
of the amplitude or phase of a certain frequency results in a global spatial variation. This
makes frequency space modeling more appropriate for modeling global patterns such as
those associated with DT appearance and dynamics.
• Frequency analysis has been shown to be robust to unavoidable perturbations in images such
as illumination changes [27] and additive noise [28].
• Computational complexity can be reduced by exploiting the inherent conjugate symmetry
of the Fourier transform and the concentration of spectral image energy usually seen at low
frequencies.
• Furthermore, computationally efficient algorithms and specialized hardware are available
for the computation of the Fourier transform (e.g. the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)).
In what follows, we provide two justifications for why the phase content of DT is a useful dual rep-
resentation of its appearance and temporal variations and why it leads to a compact spatiotemporal
model.
(1) In [29], Hayes proved that it is possible to reconstruct multi-dimensional signals from their
phase content alone, provided that these signals do not have symmetric Z-transforms (i.e.
X (z) 6= ±z−kX (z−1) for some k). In other words, these signals should not have nontrivial
symmetric factors in their Z-transforms. In Proposition 1, we show that signals with symmet-
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ric Z-transforms are a special class of signals that seldom occur in natural multi-dimensional
signals, especially images.
Proposition 1. A discrete signal, having a symmetric Z-transform, is a symmetric (specifi-
cally even or odd) signal that has undergone either a spatial shift or an approximate spatial
shift.
Proof. Here, we consider 1-D signals, but the proof can be easily generalized to higher
dimensions. Consider a signal x[n] of length N , whose discrete Fourier transform is de-
noted by X (ω). X (ω) is decomposed into its amplitude and phase responses: X (ω) =
M (ω) ejΦ(ω). If x[n] has a symmetric Z-transform (i.e. X (z) = z−kX (z−1)), it can be
easily shown that Φ (ω) = k
2
ω + pim (linear phase), where k is a given integer and m ∈ Z.
So, X (ω) = ±M (ω) ej k2ω and x[n] = ±m[n] ∗ h[n], where m[n] is the inverse Fourier
transform of M (ω) and h[n] is that of ej
k
2
ω. Since M (ω) is positive real, m[n] must be even
(i.e. symmetric about center). If k is even, h[n] is simply the spatial shift filter δ[n + k
2
].












, which is an approximation to the spatial shift
filter. When X (z) = −z−kX (z−1), m[n] is odd (i.e. antisymmetric about center) instead
of even. Therefore, in general, x[n] is either a spatial shift or an approximate spatial shift of
an even/odd (symmetric) signal.
In the rest of this chapter, we assume that DT sequences possess this phase-only reconstruc-
tion property. This assumption is justified, since symmetric 2-D Z-transforms (i.e. linear
phase Fourier transforms) seldom occur in practice.
Apart from proving this phase-only reconstruction property for discrete signals, Hayes [29]
also highlighted an iterative reconstruction method that is proven to converge. This method
is formalized in [30]. In fact, if a hybrid image is constructed from the phase spectrum of
a given image and the amplitude spectrum of any other, we can use this iterative algorithm
to reconstruct the original image from the hybrid image. This process is called phase-only
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reconstruction and is shown schematically in Figure 2.1 (a). The initial phase response
of the hybrid image is kept constant, while its amplitude response is updated iteratively
through a sequence of FFT and inverse FFT (IFFT) operations of double the size of the
hybrid image. At each iteration, only the first M × N pixels of the resulting image are
retained. Figure 2.1(b) shows an example of this algorithm applied to ocean and fire images.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.1: (a) shows a schematic of the iterative phase-only reconstruction algorithm. This algo-
rithm comprises a sequence of FFT and IFFT operations, where the phase response of the initial
image (t = 0) is kept constant. In (b), this algorithm is applied to a hybrid image (t = 0), whose
phase response comes from an ocean image and whose amplitude response comes from a fire im-
age. We show the intermediate results of this algorithm for iterations t = 50, 100, 250. Note that
the reconstructed image significantly resembles the ocean image, from which the phase response
was extracted.
(2) Complex stochastic motion, which characterizes a DT, leads to complex stochastic variations
in the phase content of this DT. We have empirically shown (refer to Figure 2.2), for a
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number of commonly encountered DTs, that the temporal variations of phase values do
indeed capture most of the DT’s dynamical characteristics and, hence, its global motion.
This further validates, in addition to the phase-only-construction property, the value of phase
for DT modeling. Figure 2.2 shows that many more principal components are required to
represent 80% of the variation in the phase of a DT than to represent the same amount of
variation in its amplitude. This implies that a DT’s phase varies significantly more than its
amplitude over time, and so the DT’s dynamical properties are better captured in the Fourier
phase space.
As a result of (1) and (2) above, we conclude that modeling a DT’s global spatiotemporal features
can be efficiently performed solely in Fourier phase space.
Figure 2.2: PCA (principal component analysis) components of DT phase and amplitude for a set
of DT video sequences.
Contributions
The contributions of our model are twofold. (a) It exploits the globally spatial features inherent in
the Fourier phase domain to form a simple, computationally efficient, spatiotemporal model of a
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DT’s appearance and global dynamics. Our model does not assume that it surpasses the capabilities
of a general ARMA model in representing a DT’s temporal properties. However, its use of linear
transformations (e.g. Fourier transform) and nonlinear transformations (e.g. Fourier phase and
dimensionality reduction based on Fourier properties) allows it to be a simple, yet useful model of
DT sequences. (b) Its training is insensitive to the static background that might accompany the DT
itself and, hence, does not require any segmentation or specialized spatial cropping, which other
methods do.
2.3 Proposed Model
Our proposed model captures the phase portion of a DT and, for efficiency, represents it in PCA
space, which we call the Basic Phase PCA (BPP) model. To further increase the efficiency, our
model captures the phase changes in DT over time, instead of the absolute phase values of each
individual frame, as in BPP. Hence, we call our model the Principal Difference Phase PCA (PDPP)
model. The PDPP represents the phase changes in terms of the principal angle of the difference
between phase spectra of consecutive frames. We transform the BPP phase into PDPP format
as follows. Each extracted phase spectrum (~Φr+1) is vectorized and replaced by the sum of the
previous phase spectrum (~Φr) and the principal angle of their difference, as illustrated in Eq. (2.1).
For a DT sequence composed of F frames each of which isM×N pixels, we represent the (r+1)th
phase spectrum as
Φr+1i ←− Φri + Γ(Φr+1i − Φri ) ∀i = 1, · · · ,MN (2.1)
Γ(x) = x+ 2pik ∈ ]− pi, pi], for some k ∈ Z
In fact, this transformation expands the domain of the original BPP space by 2pi in each di-
mension. Hence, the PDPP space can be spanned by fewer principal components, giving rise to a
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more compact spatiotemporal model. This can be better understood by considering the example
of a simple rigid body translating in a video sequence with constant displacement. In this case,
the phase difference between every two consecutive frames is the same. The PDPP model dictates
that each of the ordered DT phase spectra be replaced by the sum of the previous spectrum and
the principal angle of the difference between the original spectrum and the previous one. If this
is done, the feature vectors will be collinear in the high-dimensional space, and a more compact
PCA representation can be acquired. Figure 2.3 shows a 2-D version of this situation, where A, B,
and C represent the original feature vectors, while A, B′ , and C ′ represent the transformed ones.
Obviously, we can represent A, B′ , and C ′ in a lower-dimensional space (i.e. the line connecting
these collinear points) than the one required to span A, B, and C.
Figure 2.3: BPP vs. PDPP in 2-D.
In Figure 2.4, we show that, given a pair of equivalent PDPP and BPP models, the PDPP
model is significantly more compact than the BPP one. In fact, Figure 2.4 provides empirical
evidence that PDPP can capture significantly more variation in DT phase than BPP, for the same
number of principal components. Consequently, a DT can be treated as a sequence of features
embedded in a low-dimensional PDPP space. We use two different versions of the PDPP model to
represent the temporal variations in these features: either in a holistic manner for all components
using a probabilistic framework (Section 2.3.2); or by modeling each component separately using
a deterministic framework (Section 2.3.3). In the rest of this section, we give a detailed description
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of both frameworks, and how the PDPP model can be applied to two major tasks involving DT
video sequences: DT synthesis and DT recognition.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: (a) and (b) plot the PDPP and BPP cumulative variances represented by any number
of PCA components for a fire and clouds sequence, respectively. It is clear that the PDPP model
represents much more cumulative variance than BPP for the same number of PCA components.
2.3.1 PDPP Algorithm
Each DT sequence is a set of F frames (M×N pixels in size). The extraction of the PDPP features
is preceded by a preprocessing stage, which prepares the sequence of frames for Fourier analysis
and reduces dimensionality using known Fourier transform properties.
First, in order to mitigate spectral leakage, we preprocess the DT frames with a Hanning filter,
whose window size is set equal to the image size. This filtering step is common practise when
analyzing Fourier transforms, since the sharp changes at the outer boundaries of an image tend to
contaminate its Fourier transforms with undesired, high-energy high-frequency noise.
Next, we exploit two known properties of the Fourier transform that allow us to reduce the
number of frequencies used in our representation (refer to Figure 2.5). (a) The Fourier transform
is conjugate symmetric (i.e. X (e−jω) = X∗ (ejω)), so, in essence, only half the Fourier transform
is required to reconstruct the signal exactly. (b) In natural images, the Fourier energy, which is
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proportional to the sum of squares of the amplitude response, is concentrated at low frequencies.
The components of the Fourier transform at the highest t% of frequencies are discarded, where t
varies according to the application and the existing computational restrictions. For example, in the
case of DT recognition, t% is as high as 80%.
Figure 2.5: Shown are the two stages of dimensionality reduction applied to an original Fourier
transform (amplitude response). Stage (a) makes use of the conjugate symmetry property of the
Fourier transform. In stage (b), the high-frequency (low-energy) components are not used. The
frequencies that remain unmasked after these two stages are used in our representation of the
Fourier phase.
After preprocessing each frame in the sequence, we extract the phase components of the re-
sulting Fourier transforms and vectorize them. We convert these vectors into principal difference
format (refer to Eq. 2.1). Here, we note that forming images from Fourier phase is a nonlinear
operation, since the phase appears in the complex exponent of the Fourier spectrum. Also, com-
paring angles using their absolute values in radians is discouraged. So, we represent the Fourier
phase elements using their orthogonal sinusoidal functions (i.e. cosine and sine). This doubles the
size of the representation vector, which is denoted by ~s.
The resulting representation vectors are further linearly transformed using principal component
analysis (PCA), which forms an orthonormal basis of these vectors along which they vary the
most. It is well known that this basis (denoted APDPP here) is obtained from the eigenvectors of
the data covariance matrix. Equation (2.2) shows how these phases are embedded in a lower-
dimensional PCA space to form PDPP features ({~xr}Fr=1). Since F frames exist in the dynamic
texture sequence, there is a maximum number of F basis vectors (i.e. principal components)
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that span {~sr}Fr=1. By reducing the number of principal components used in the representation to
L < F , a more compact model is obtained. More importantly, a DT sequence containing a static
background does not need to be cropped to show the dynamic texture alone. This follows from
the fact that a static background will result in an additive term in the Fourier domain, which varies
minimally with time. Since the PDPP features are formed from zero mean elements and its basis
spans the directions along which temporal variance is maximized (a property of PCA), the effect
of background on the model is highly reduced.
~sr = APDPP~x
r + ~Φm ∀r = 1, . . . , F (2.2)
~xr = ATPDPP(~s






~si and L ≤ F
We will now describe the two frameworks for learning the spatiotemporal manifold of a DT
sequence in the PDPP feature space. The first framework (Section 2.3.2) captures the variations
of all components in probabilistic terms, while the other (Section 2.3.3) captures the variations of
each PDPP component separately and deterministically.
2.3.2 Non-Parametric Probabilistic PDPP Model
In this framework, a DT sequence (S) is represented as a set of F PDPP features, {~xi}Fi=1, each of
dimension L. We model the posterior distribution of S non-parametrically, using Parzen windows
with a suitably scaled unitary function Ψ(~x) as shown in Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.5). This function
allows us to quantify how similar the DT sequence represented by {~yi}F
′
i=1 is to that one repre-
sented by {~xi}Fi=1. Here, for simplicity, we assume conditional independence between the features
{~yi}F
′
i=1. This assumption allows for a computationally efficient model, yet it de-emphasizes the
role of dynamics in representing a DT sequence. We choose to use the RBF (radial basis function)
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kernel due to the simple functional form of its gradient. The expression for VF is chosen as such so
that the data-driven estimate of the distribution is guaranteed to asymptotically approach the actual







































We now describe how we use this probabilistic formulation for DT synthesis and recognition,
using techniques from Bayesian machine learning.
MAP-Based DT Synthesis
We first consider using a given DT sequence to synthesize novel DT sequences, which resemble
the original in appearance and global dynamics. In other words, given a set of PDPP features
{~xi}Fi=1 that represent a DT, we want to find a new feature vector ~xMAP , which preserves the
chosen spatiotemporal properties, namely of this DT. We formulate this synthesis problem as a
multi-dimensional signal estimation problem according to the probabilistic framework described
earlier. The vector ~xMAP is computed as the feature vector that maximizes the weighted posterior
probability defined in Eq. (2.6). Here, the weight vector ~w is provided by the user.
























i=1wi = 1 ; wi ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , F
(2.7)
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This optimization problem can be solved locally using Newton gradient descent to find ~xMAP ,
since it is an unconstrained, non-convex maximization problem. Using the RBF kernel simplifies




in Eq. (2.7) are ~g and
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Different synthetic frames are produced when the frame MAP weights
({wi}Fi=1) are varied.
The impact of each original frame on the synthesis process is proportional to the magnitude of
its corresponding weight. The larger the weight is, the more the synthetic frame resembles the
corresponding original frame in appearance and dynamics, relating it to the next frame. A DT
sequence of arbitrary length can be synthesized by varying the MAP weights. This allows for
extrapolation of the appearance and dynamics of the original sequence without reproducing the
original frames. For example, when only two consecutive weights are non-zero, then this synthesis
procedure becomes a nonlinear interpolation method.
MAP-Based DT Recognition
We are given a set of C classes of DT, each of which contains DT sequences that have similar
appearance and dynamical properties. A class c is represented as either a single PDPP model
formed by concatenating all the DT instances in c or as a set of PDPP models (each for a different
DT in c) that will be processed independently. Experimentation shows us that both methods result
in similar recognition rates. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that each trained model (c)
is represented by a single DT sequence, {~yci}Fi=1. When there are multiple DT sequences for each
class, we concatenate these sequences to form one sequence of PDPP features. Given this sequence
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of training features, we apply the algorithm outlined in Section 2.3.1 to form the PDPP space that
spans {~yci}Fi=1.
Each given test sequence (ST ) of T frames is represented by a sequence of T features {~xci}Ti=1
for each class c. In other words, {~xci}Ti=1 are the projections of ST onto the PDPP space that spans
{~yci}Fi=1. Therefore, the task of recognizing ST becomes the task of finding the class c∗, which
maximizes the posterior probability of {~xci}Ti=1 over all classes. This is formulated as follows:






















2.3.3 Piecewise Smooth PDPP Model
Local correlations between neighboring frequencies in the Fourier phase domain are considerably
smaller than those between neighboring pixels in the spatial domain. Making use of this property,
we assume that the components of a PDPP feature can be modeled as being independent. In this
regard, the temporal variation of each component is represented by a 1-D trajectory, which is inher-
ently oscillatory. Consequently, we choose to model the trajectory of themth PDPP component as a




, (e.g. spline). Here, ~θm parameterizes the piecewise smooth
function. In the case of cubic splines, ~θm represents the coefficients of the cubic polynomials form-
ing the piecewise function. Using the independence assumption among the components, the PDPP
model of a DT can then be viewed as a sequence of samples from L independent models given
in Eq. (2.9). Although the component-wise independence assumption neglects underlying compo-
nent correlations, it allows for a more compact and computationally efficient model, as compared
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to be a cubic spline (i.e. piecewise cubic polynomials),
which is sampled at equal intervals. Continuity and smoothness constraints (e.g. consecutive cubic
pieces must have equal first- and second-order derivatives where they meet) must be incorporated
in estimating ~θm. Figure 2.6 shows the trajectory of a PDPP feature component modeled as a cubic
spline. Learning this trajectory facilitates the interpolation and extrapolation of novel DT frames.
Figure 2.6: Temporal variation of a PDPP feature component modeled by a cubic spline.
2.4 DT Video Compression
In this section, we employ the dimensionality reduction property of PCA to increase the compact-
ness of the PDPP model, thus rendering a compression scheme for DT video sequences. For DT
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video compression, we perform PCA on the DT feature vectors, which are formed from the vec-
torized half-spectra of the DT phase for the frames in the DT sequence. For a DT frame of size
M ×N , the length of the feature vector is K = MN
2
, so that the size of APDPP is K × L, where L
is the number of principal components that have been selected to represent the data. For complete
representation, L = F , which is the number of frames in the DT sequence.
Due to the symmetry of Fourier phase, considerable compression is possible for each individual
frame. We note here that additional compression can be achieved by neglecting frequencies with
low energy, mainly in the high-frequency bands, and by using the dimensionality reduction option
inherent to PCA. Below, we present the compression rates that can be achieved by PDPP and LDS
in terms of the number of principal components used for DT representation.
2.4.1 PDPP Compression
Here, we present the overall compression rate that can be achieved by reducing the dimensionality
of the PDPP space. We can compute the expected overall compression rate (RPDPP) for an arbitrary
DT sequence as shown in Eq. (2.10). In fact, since L ≤ F and MN
2
 F , then the removal of a
PCA component will lead to significant data compression. Since LMN , we have
RPDPP = 1− size(APDPP) + size(










≈ 1− L+ 1
2F
(2.10)
The main factor dictating the extent of the data compression is L
F
, the fraction of the PCA
components used in the representation. Also, note that even with a complete representation (L =
F ), the compression rate is about 50%. This is due to the fact that only half the phase spectrum is
used to represent the DT, so the amplitude spectrum must be initially determined by the iterative
process mentioned in the context of phase-only reconstruction (Figure 2.1(a)).
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2.4.2 LDS Compression
Using LDS, we require two matrices (A and C) and the initial state ~x0 in order to reconstruct the
DT. The dimension of A is L′ × L′ and that of C is 2K × L′ , where L′ represents the order of the
LDS and K = MN
2
, as defined before. So, the overall compression rate (RLDS) is estimated as in
Eq. (2.11). Note that under the same compression rate, the LDS method requires approximately
half the number of principal components needed by PDPP.













In this section, we will illustrate the performance of the PDPP model when applied to three appli-
cations: (I) DT synthesis, (II) DT recognition, and (III) video compression of DT sequences. The
probabilistic and component-wise models are used in synthesis, while only the former is used in
recognition. We will compare our results with those of LDS for all three applications, in addition
to a comparison with the MPEG-2 encoding scheme. For the implementation of LDS, we relied
on [19, 32].
2.5.1 APPLICATION (I): DT Synthesis
Numerous techniques have been proposed for DT synthesis. Some model the physical process
underlying the DT (e.g. formation of ocean waves) [15]. Despite their high visual quality, the
specificity of these models prevents them from being generalized to other DTs. As an alternative
to physical models, purely image-based approaches have also been developed. In this category, we
distinguish between two main groups. The first does not formulate a model of the DT; instead, it
reuses real frames from various locations in the sequence to extend the original sequence, while
maintaining smooth frame-to-frame transition [33]. The second group of methods synthesizes
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frames on the basis of a learned model of the DT [12, 17–19]. Among the few such model-based
techniques that have been proposed, LDS has received the most attention in recent work. Despite
its succinct representation, its main assumptions (e.g. second-order stationarity, linearity in the
spatial domain, and suboptimal temporal modeling) limit the visual quality of synthesized DT
sequences, especially nonstationary ones (e.g. fire). For such DT sequences, the visual quality of
the synthetics frames deteriorates over time.
To evaluate PDPP-based synthesis, we compiled a database of DT sequences from various
online sources including the recent DynTex dataset.1 Implementations of MATLAB for both of
our PDPP methods were developed.2 For the MAP-based method, only two consecutive MAP
weights were set to non-zero values. For the cubic spline method, we used equal-length sampling
intervals. Figure 2.7 shows some images randomly sampled from synthetic sequences produced
by both PDPP models.3
Figure 2.7: Sample synthetic images produced by the cubic spline (top two rows) and MAP (bot-
tom two rows) synthesis methods.
1The DynTex dataset can be downloaded at www.cwi.nl/projects/dyntex/. It is maintained by the Centre for Math-
ematics and Computer Science (CWI).
2All experiments were executed using MATLAB 7.6 on a 2.4 GHz, 4GB RAM PC.
3Videos of these sequences can be viewed at http://vision.ai.uiuc.edu/∼bghanem2/Shared/DT synthesis/.
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Evaluation
We compare the quality of our MAP synthesis with that of LDS for the same DT sequence. The
dimensionality of the LDS model was set to be the same as that of our PDPP model. In Figure 2.8,
we show an example of DT synthesis for a flame sequence. The quality of the synthetic frames
appears to be more “natural” for PDPP than for LDS, since PDPP better preserves DT boundaries
compared to LDS, which tends to blur them. Note that PDPP maintains smooth frame-to-frame
transition, while undergoing global dynamics that resemble the original sequence.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.8: Images (a), (b), and (c) are a frame from the original sequence, a MAP synthetic frame,
and a synthetic LDS frame, respectively.
The following observations can be made about the synthesis quality of PDPP and LDS. (1)
For some DT sequences, LDS produces synthetic frames whose visual quality degrades with time.
For PDPP, the temporal quality degradation is considerably less. (2) As the order of the PDPP
or LDS model decreases, the visual quality (i.e. the appearance and global dynamics) of the
synthesized frames degrades for both; however, the LDS frames tend to display significantly less
temporal variation than PDPP. This follows from the fact that an n < F dimensional PCA basis
captures the maximum variance, among all n dimensional bases, of the same set of feature points.
(3) Frames synthesized by LDS tend to be blurred (e.g. Figure 2.8(c)), caused by the model’s
underlying linear, spatial model. The PDPP model does not suffer from this problem; however,
some synthetic frames contain spatially periodic noise due to residual spectral leakage.
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2.5.2 APPLICATION (II): DT Recognition
DT recognition involves the use of both image appearance and temporal change in appearance.
For an overview of recent techniques developed for DT recognition, we refer to [34, 35]. In [9],
Doretto et al. use the LDS model parameters of each DT to recognize them. Fujita et al. use
impulse responses of state variables as alternative features for recognition using the LDS model
[36]. In [37], Peteri et al. propose a DT recognition algorithm based on six translation invariant
features; that is, normal optical flow and texture regularity are used to describe DT dynamics
and appearance, respectively. Recent work by Zhao et al. proposes local binary patterns (LBP)
and volume local binary patterns (VLBP) as the underlying features to be used in recognizing
DT sequences [38, 39]. The latter two methods are based on local descriptors, which do not
incorporate the global dynamics that characterize a dynamic texture. All the above algorithms
have been evaluated on subsequences or subblocks of the initial sequences on which the model
was trained. It is unclear how they will perform on test DT sequences not already used in training.
Since LDS is the model that has been used the most and seems to have the best performance among
image-based models, in what follows, we compare the performance of our MAP-based recognition
method to that of LDS and evaluate its generalization performance.
Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our proposed recognition algorithm, we perform two experiments
on two separate DT datasets, the first being the UCLA DT dataset [9,40] and the second being one
compiled by the authors. The first dataset is a benchmark DT dataset, on which state-of-the-art DT
recognition algorithms are applied and whose performances are reported in [41]. We will show
that our proposed method, although simple, performs up-to-par (if not better) as compared to more
complex algorithms. The second dataset is compiled from various online sources and contains
DTs that exhibit a greater variety of appearance and dynamics properties than the first dataset. We
will compare the performance of our method to that of the LDS method on this dataset as well.
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UCLA DT Dataset The UCLA dynamic texture dataset contains 50 classes of gray-scale dy-
namic texture, each of which is comprised of four DT sequences. Each DT sequence includes 75
frames of 160×110 pixels. Here, the DT sequences are cropped to show the representative dynam-
ics alone, thus leading to frames of 48× 48 pixels. Fourfold cross-validation is performed on this
dataset. In [41], the authors propose kernel dynamic textures that tend to model a wider variety
of DT dynamics than previous LDS-based techniques [9, 40]. Using a nearest neighbor (NN), the
reported best recognition performance was 89.5%. The distance metric used to compute nearest
neighbors was the Martin distance [42, 43], which computes the distance between LDS models.
The recognition scheme, as described in Section 2.3.2, can also be considered an NN scheme,
whereby the class of the training PDPP model that maximizes the probability determines the near-
est neighbor. For these experiments, we discarded the highest t = 80% of Fourier frequencies used
to form the PDPP features.
Figure 2.9 shows the the variation of the recognition performance of our method versus the
number of principal components used to represent the PDPP training models (L). Here, the maxi-
mum and average recognition rates for each value of L are plotted for the fourfold cross-validation
task. The best average performance is 92.5%, while the best maximum performance is 94%. We
see that the recognition rate is a monotonically increasing function of L, whereby the best rates
were achieved at high values of L (i.e. 60). These rates plateau after L = 60, so that additional
representational power does not improve recognition performance. Note that this performance
exceeds that of the kernel dynamic texture approach for a similar NN scheme.
In [41], the authors used kernel support vector machines (SVMs) to allow for better recognition
performance. The best performance recorded here was 97.5%. We also extend our proposed NN
scheme to a more sophisticated classifier. In this case, we treat the recognition of a DT sequence
in a different fashion. Each PDPP feature in the training set is considered an individual training
sample, whose class corresponds to the class of the DT sequence that this feature originates from.
Using these features, we learn a random forest classifier (refer to [44] for more details and to [45]
for the implementation available online). Random forests are used for recognition because of
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Figure 2.9: The variation of the recognition rate on the UCLA DT dataset versus the number
of principal components (L) used to represent the PDPP training models. Here, recognition is
performed using our proposed NN scheme.
several attractive properties including the ability to handle a large number of training samples and
fast learning time. Here, we use 30 trees to form the forest. In this setup, only the appearance
of the individual DT frames plays a factor in recognition and not the whole of the DT sequence,
which encapsulates its dynamics properties. After learning the random forest classifier, a given
test DT sequence is classified in the following manner. Each PDPP feature in this sequence that
corresponds to each frame is independently classified using the random forest. Therefore, the
class of the test sequence is determined by the class to which most PDPP features are recognized
as belonging. Here, a majority voting scheme is used to aggregate the recognition results of the
individual PDPP features. It is not expected that this recognition scheme will perform as well as the
previous NN scheme, since the frames are classified independently. However, a best performance
of 96% is achieved with L = 60, which is comparable to the state-of-the-art performance on the
same dataset. This result reinforces the conclusion of [40] in regards to the dominant discriminative
power of DT appearance in the UCLA DT dataset. Consequently, we perform another set of
experiments using a different dataset compiled from online sources. The goal was to have this
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dataset contain a wider variety of appearance and dynamics properties, where neither of these
properties dominates in discriminating between DT classes.
The previous results raise the need for a better benchmark dataset for DT sequences that show
more variety of appearance and dynamic properties. Also, there is a need to quantify how “com-
plex” a certain dataset is, so as to evaluate recognition algorithms adequately.
Compiled DT Dataset We constructed a database of color DT sequences from the DynTex
database and online sources.4 These sequences portray natural scenes including different bod-
ies of water (rivers, oceans, or waterfalls, as in Figure 2.7), fire, foliage, clouds, and smoke. These
DTs are characterized by a rich variety of appearance and dynamics and offer a challenging en-
vironment for testing our recognition algorithm against other available databases (e.g. the MIT
temporal texture dataset5). Some of the textures with the same label (e.g. fire) may exhibit widely
varying dynamics, while textures with different labels (e.g. smoke, water, and fire) may have
similar dynamics. Our efforts were the first step towards a benchmark DT dataset on which DT
recognition algorithms can be properly tested for their abilities to model and represent both the
appearance and dynamics of DT sequences. Having been collected from different sources, the im-
ages in these sequences have varying size and number (40−250 frames). To expedite FFT, images
in each sequence are resized to 128 × 128 pixels and converted to gray-scale format. No spatial
cropping is performed. We formed two groups of DT subsequences for this purpose. The first
group contains formatted subsequences for training the PDPP model. The second group contains
randomly chosen subsequences that were not used for training. The latter group forms our test
set. Subsequences from both groups were selected from C = 30 different DT classes from our
database.
In our experiments, we varied Ftrain (number of frames in the subsequences used to train the
PDPP model), while keeping Ftest (number of frames in the test subsequences) fixed to 30 frames.
In each experiment, PDPP performance was compared to that of LDS by implementing the algo-
4The compiled dataset can be downloaded at http://vision.ai.uiuc.edu/∼bghanem2/Shared/DT database/.
5The MIT dataset can be downloaded at ftp://whitechapel.media.mit.edu/pub/szummer/temporal-texture/.
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rithm described in [9]. All our experiments required Ftest ≤ 30 frames in order to run on a Pentium
IV (2GB RAM) PC and keep the running time of the LDS algorithm to a reasonable amount (i.e.
less than 3 minutes per test sequence); otherwise, the recognition process ran out of memory. The
overall recognition rates for LDS versus PDPP are included in Table 2.1. For both methods, the
number of principal components is set to the maximum order possible (i.e. the number of frames
in the training sequence). Specifically, L = Ftrain.
Table 2.1: Recognition performance of LDS vs. PDPP for different training settings.
Ftrain Ftest LDS (%) PDPP (%)
F/4 30 41.6 79.2
F/3 30 58.1 87.6
F/2 30 51.5 93.8
Since all these experiments lead to the same conclusions, we show detailed results of only one
of them (i.e. last row of Table 2.1). In this experiment, the second half of the sequence for each of
the C = 30 classes was chopped up into 350 test subsequences with Ftest = 30 frames. The first
halves of the sequences were used for training. Figure 2.10 shows parts of the confusion matrices
for both PDPP and LDS. The columns represent the labeled test subsequences (i.e. ground truth),
while the rows represent the corresponding recognition results. The subsequences are ordered so
that similar textures are located nearby. Recognition is deemed correct if the recognized class is
among the types located near the diagonal (shaded in gray). For example, of the nine “flame” test
subsequences, LDS recognizes six as “flame” and three as “fire1,” while PDPP recognizes them
all as “flame.” In this case, PDPP and LDS correctly recognize all the test subsequences. Our
PDPP yielded an overall recognition rate of 93.8% versus 51.5% for LDS. Interestingly, LDS has
difficulty in distinguishing the “fire” and “water” sequences. Note that if we were to accept only
diagonal entries as correct recognition, then the performance disparity between PDPP and LDS
would be greater.
On the basis of the results of these experiments, we draw the following conclusions. (1) The
recognition performance of LDS improves as Ftest becomes comparable to Ftrain. In our experiment,
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: (a) and (b) are parts of the confusion matrices that represent the recognition of column
DT (test DT) as row DT (DT class) by PDPP and LDS, respectively. Blank entries correspond to
recognition decisions never made. The weighted average recognition rates of PDPP and LDS are
93.8% and 51.5%.
Ftest  Ftrain versus [9] where Ftrain = Ftest = 75. This is a consequence of the distance metric
(Martin distance [42] used in [43]), which requires that the orders of the training and test LDS
models be the same. So, the order of the test LDS model has to be increased to the same value as
the training model, as described in [43]. This explains why the recognition performance of LDS
is not directly proportional to Ftrain. On the other hand, PDPP recognition performance increases
with the increase in Ftrain. (2) The presence of a static background in the training and/or test
sequences decreases the recognition rate for LDS considerably, since the LDS model does not
distinguish between DT and background properties, which in turn follows from its modeling of
all pixel intensities directly in the spatial domain. (3) A major drawback of the LDS model is its
memory usage and computational complexity. In our experiments, Ftest = 30 frames in order to
run LDS on a Pentium IV (2GB RAM) PC and keep the running time to less than 3 minutes per
test subsequence; otherwise, the recognition process ran out of memory. PDPP does not face this
problem. For Ftest = 30 frames, LDS runs in approximately 3 minutes, while our algorithm runs
in about 30 seconds for the same test sequence.
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We conducted another experiment to evaluate the “generalization” performance of PDPP and
LDS. In this setup, we regrouped the test subsequences (from the C = 30 classes) into Cg < C
categories of similar textures. For example, the “fire1,” “fire2,” “fire3,” “fire4,” and “flame” classes
form the “fire” category. This is a more difficult recognition task than the previous DT recognition
experiments. Here, only Cg models are learned.
Each model describes the dynamics and appearance of a set of DT classes, instead of each of
the C = 30 classes individually, which was the case with the DT recognition experiments. Each
model is trained on a subset of the total number of classes or sequences in its respective category.
Only a fraction of the subsequences in this subset is used for training, leaving the rest for testing.
We test the generalization performance of both methods with Cg = 4 categories (i.e. “smoke,”
“fire,” “water,” and “grass”). For each category, we train its PDPP and LDS models using half the
total number of sequences forming this category. From each of the C = 30 classes or sequences,
all possible test subsequences (30 frames in length) were formed, while excluding the frames that
were used in the training process. Table 2.2 summarizes the recognition results. We conclude that
the PDPP model achieves better generalization performance than LDS.
Table 2.2: Recognition rates of LDS vs. PDPP on distinct DT categories.





Weighted Average 58 88
2.5.3 APPLICATION (III): DT Compression
In this section, we present experimental results of our proposed DT model for compression and
compare its performance to that of LDS and MPEG-2 encoding.
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Evaluation
Figure 2.11 (a) to (c) compare the performance of LDS, BPP, and PDPP over a range of compres-
sion rates, which are proportional to the number of principal components required by LDS. It is
evident from these plots that BPP, in general, outperforms the LDS compression scheme, mainly
due to the fact that PDPP models only half of the phase spectrum. Furthermore, PDPP offers a
significant improvement over BPP even at very low compression rates. Figure 2.11(d) shows the
temporal performance of both methods at a compression rate of around 60%, when applied to a
fire sequence. Notice that both BPP and PDPP tend to oscillate about a steady PSNR value, while
LDS performance decreases with time.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 2.11: (a)–(c) compare the mean compression performance of LDS, BPP, and PDPP at differ-
ent levels of compression for fire, ocean, and smoke DT video sequences. (d) shows the temporal
variation of LDS, BPP, and PDPP compression for the fire sequence at a 60% compression level.
(e)–(h) compare the compression performance of the PDPP algorithm to that of MPEG-2 encoding
for a compression rate of approximately 85%.
Next, we compare PDPP compression to that of the MPEG-2 standard, as shown in Figure 2.11
(e) to (h). Here, we define the compression rate for each case as the ratio of the size of the
MPEG-2 video to that of the original, uncompressed video. This was set to approximately 85%
for each sequence. From the plots, we see that our method outperforms MPEG-2 for all four DTs.
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This improvement is primarily due to the more compact PDPP representation of the temporal
characteristics of the DT. Since MPEG-2 requires motion fields and the estimates for most motion
estimation methods (e.g. those based on optical flow) tend to degrade with scene complexity (e.g.
complexity of motion and the object count, shape, and illumination), MPEG-2 does not perform
as well for the stochastic motion of non-rigid particle objects prevalent in DTs.
Here, we emphasize that the PSNR measure is used to compare the compression schemes
(either PDPP versus LDS or PDPP versus MPEG-2). Despite being the de facto standard in
image quality evaluation, PSNR is not a perceptually relevant measure of image quality. Thus,
the need for a more perceptually relevant measure arises. To address this need, we develop the
Segmentation-Based Perceptual Image Quality Assessment (SPIQA) measure in the next chapter
(Chapter 3). Given a reference image and a distorted version of this image, SPIQA determines
how much image quality is lost due to distortion. Instead of independent pixelwise comparison
(PSNR), SPIQA makes use of segmentation and inter-segment interaction to produce a percep-
tually relevant quality measure that correlates well with human subject judgment of quality. The
SPIQA measure takes values on [0, 1], where the higher the value, the less image quality is lost
from the reference image when it is distorted.
Actually, Figure 2.12 shows the same compression results in Figure 2.11(a) to (c), but with
SPIQA used instead of PSNR. Here, the compression performances of the three methods undergo
variations similar to those observed when PSNR was used. However, some important differences
do exist. For the ocean sequence, the PSNR results show that there is a steep increase in quality
(starting from the 30% compression rate), even though the compression rate is increasing. Looking
at the compressed LDS sequences at these compression rates, we see that the intensity distributions
have changed significantly, yet the gradient distributions have not changed as much. This steep
increase is mitigated when the SPIQA measure is used, since the change in gradient distribution
tends to be more perceptually important than a change in intensity distribution. Moreover, for
the smoke sequence, the SPIQA results for the BPP and PDPP methods become closer than their
PSNR results, while the LDS method remains reasonably inferior to them. This pattern was not
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exhibited in Figure 2.11(c) due to the nature of the smoke sequence itself. The original sequence
contains strong edges and gradient variations, which are respectively blurred and smoothed due to
the linear nature of LDS. Since such gradient information is essential in image quality assessment,
the SPIQA results of LDS are far inferior to those of BPP and PDPP, with the latter two producing
similar results. This is not the case when PSNR is used.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.12: Same performances as Figure 2.11(a)–(c) but with the SPIQA measure instead of
PSNR. Similar variations in the compression performance can be seen here. However, there are
distinct differences. For example, in (c) the image quality for all three methods is much closer
together than the ones in Figure 2.11(c). This is because the smoke sequence does not contain
many strong edges or much intensity variation. These are the two dominant factors in determining






An image quality measure (IQM) that creates a computational representation of perceived image
quality is needed in computer vision and image processing, and has assumed increased importance
with the growing role of images and video in human-computer interaction. Such an IQM is essen-
tial in numerous applications, including image and video compression and the evaluation of how
well generative models represent images and videos. Due to its computational simplicity, PSNR is
the de facto standard for quality assessment; however, its use of a pixel-based distance metric fails
to capture the human-perceived qualities of image distortion. Several other IQMs have been pro-
posed recently [46], but none form a computationally robust method that mimics the human visual
system (HVS). Humans comprehend the contents of an image, and, using mid-level techniques, an
IQM should emulate the HVS by examining the structure of an image and quantifying distortion
in terms of the perturbations to image structure. Segmentation is a mid-level vision technique that
captures the structure of an image and achieves dimensionality reduction by dividing an image
into regions that are defined by their shape, color, size, and texture. Our proposed IQM, SPIQA,
achieves superior results by using segment-based regions to quantify the distortion of an image in
terms of image structure.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 summarizes the previous work on
IQMs, Section 3.3 gives a description of the underlying components that formulate the SPIQA mea-
sure, and Section 5.5 presents experimental results of the algorithm, demonstrating its performance
as compared to MSSSIM and VIF.
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3.2 Background
The formulation of IQMs for image quality assessment (QA) is an old field. IQMs can be divided
into two categories according to the amount and form of human intervention involved: subjective
or objective IQMs.
(1) A subjective IQM requires direct human intervention, since it measures the quality of an
image on the basis of the cumulative judgment of a group of human observers. This type of
IQM is heavily correlated with the preferences of the observers in question.
(2) On the other hand, objective IQMs approach the problem in a different way, where a given
algorithm analyzes a distorted image, and possibly a reference image, in the absence of any
direct human intervention. Most IQMs are of this type. Objective IQMs are categorized
as either “full-reference” or “blind-reference,” according to the availability of the reference
image. The former category renders a quantitative measurement of the quality of an image in
the absence of the reference. Most IQMs fall into the second category, where the measure is
computed by comparing the reference and distorted images. In this chapter, we will discuss
a novel, full-reference, region-based IQM, or SPIQA.
Traditional, objective IQM methods rely primarily on modeling and approximating the func-
tionality of the HVS in terms of well-known image processing operations. These IQMs take into
account the sensitivity of the HVS, which in general is only prone to distortions between the ref-
erence and distorted images that exceed a specific threshold. In other words, some types of visual
cues (at specific levels of strength) conveyed in an image influence the HVS, while others remain
dormant. For example, “baseline contrast sensitivity” determines the amplitude of each frequency
band necessary to detect the distortion in a flat, mid-gray background. On the other hand, “mask-
ing sensitivity” highlights the importance of image context in detecting distortion. For instance, a
small, black spot is easily detected as distortion when it is added to a flat, white image; however,
it will not be detected in a highly textured, black-and-white reference image. If the location and
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permissible thresholds of these distortions can be estimated, then one can improve the perceptual
quality of compression and reconstruction by exploiting the indifference of the HVS to certain
distortions. These methods tend to fall short of efficiently approximating the complex, nonlinear
functionality of the HVS, due to their dependence on linear or quasi-linear operations. Also, some
methods of this IQM type rely on parameters (e.g. the “display visual resolution”) that are de-
pendent on experimental settings (i.e. the distance of the human subject from the monitor). In
this context, we refer to the seminal work by Lubin [47], which was advanced and commercial-
ized by Sarnoff Corporation1. They developed a just noticeable difference (JND) measure, which
quantifies the threshold of distortion that must be exceeded before a human can perceptually de-
tect that this distortion has been imposed on the reference image. More recent objective IQMs
are considered signal fidelity IQMs, since they compute the measure based on inherent features
of the pair of images only, thus avoiding dependence on the experimental setup. These features
estimate the fundamental statistical properties of the reference and distorted images to derive a
quantitative measure of the quality depletion introduced by the distortion. Here, we consider three
IQMs: (a) The simplest and the de facto standard measure of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
and two signal fidelity IQMs that were proposed to overcome the limitations of PSNR. The latter
IQMs showed the best experimental performance in a recent survey [46]. (b) Multi-scale structural
similarity (MSSSIM) [48]. (c) Visual information fidelity (VIF) [49].
(a) PSNR targets distortion caused by additive independent noise. However, this method fails
to capture the structure of distortions (e.g. those due to spatial and/or spectral correlation).
Such structure plays an important role in perception of distortion by humans and occurs in
most applications (e.g. compression).
(b) MSSSIM suffers from the following limitations. First, its use of first- and second-order mo-
ments does not suffice to represent the luminance distribution of image patches. Second, its
“structural factor” is indeed independent of the spatial distributions of image values. Each
1More details can be viewed at http://www.sarnoff.com/products services/video vision/jndmetrix/downloads.asp.
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pixel pair across images contributes to the factor independently, which is the disadvantage
of PSNR that needs to be overcome. Furthermore, the computation across blocks assumes
independence of these regions from each other, thus, ignoring their relationships, which
are known to be important to the HVS. This is evident from the phenomenon called “visual
masking” [50], which states that regions are able to mask or enhance the presence of a distor-
tion in a specific region of the image depending on their respective luminance distributions
and spatial localization.
(c) VIF takes an information fidelity approach to the problem of image QA using wavelet de-
composition. No explicit interaction between wavelet subbands is modelled. Instead, the
subband-specific VIF measures are pooled together independently to render the final overall
IQM. This independence counteracts a highly regarded factor in HVS literature [50], the
contrast sensitivity function (CSF), which renders certain wavelet subbands (especially the
lower and higher frequencies) less effective than others in determining image quality.
In this chapter, we propose a signal fidelity IQM (SPIQA), which manipulates some of the
important characteristics of the HVS, while remaining independent of subjective factors related to
the experimental setup. We make use of the well-known psychophysical observation that human
vision tends to concentrate on coherent image regions instead of arbitrary image blocks. Conse-
quently, we propose to use features inherent to regions resulting from image segmentation. As a
result of segmentation, the SPIQA measure is formulated as a weighted sum of individual regional
measures, each of which pertains to a different segment. Each regional measure is formed of three
multiplicative factors, which are justified from a perception viewpoint. Also, we impose inter- and
intra-segment measures that take into account possible regional interactions that have been ignored
by previous IQMs.
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3.3 Segmentation-Based Image Quality Assessment
In this section, we describe how SPIQA is formulated. The major motivation for our measure is to
incorporate image segments in its definition, which makes the quality measure depend on spatial
structure in addition to image intensity values.
Image segmentation partitions an image into disjoint regions that contain pixels that are “sim-
ilar” to each other, but “different” from the pixels of another region. The problem of efficient and
perceptually correct segmentation is still an unsolved problem in computer vision, but there are
numerous algorithms in the literature that approximate the segmentation. We use the segmentation
algorithm presented in [51] and implemented in [52]. In essence, this multi-scale segmentation
algorithm proposes a region model characterized by a homogeneous region surrounded by ramp
discontinuities. Thus, each segment at every photometric scale includes ramp and non-ramp pixels
In our implementation, we require that segmentation be performed at a single photometric scale
and only on the reference image, where the same segment boundaries are also used for the distorted
image.
Assuming that image segmentation is given, we compute the overall measure as a weighted sum
of the regional image quality measures (RIQMs). These weights summarize the importance of each
segment in determining the overall image quality. Before proceeding with in-depth explanation of




wi RIQMi, such that wi = β1sizei + (1− β1)sali ; β1 ∈ [0, 1] (3.1)
where wi weighs the contribution of the RIQM in the ith segment. It summarizes all inter-segment
interactions by quantifying the importance of the corresponding segment in terms of its overall
saliency and size. The regional quality measure is RIQMi, and it summarizes all intra-segment
interactions according to how the HVS perceives the quality of each segment independently.
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3.3.1 Inter-Segment Interactions: wi
Equation (3.1) expresses wi as a linear combination of two normalized factors:
sizei =
no. of pixels in segi
no. of pixels in Iref
; sali =
total saliency of segi
total saliency of Iref
Here, saliency is computed in accordance to human visual attention as described in [53] (re-
fer to Figure 3.1). In fact, we can justify the use of saliency from a human perception point of
view. Humans concentrate on high-level features of an image to identify its contents; however,
the saliency algorithm computes the saliency map using low-level features and on a pixel basis.
So, we combine the pixel-based saliency map and the segmentation information to produce a re-
gional saliency map. This map is computed by setting the saliency of a segment as the average of
the saliency values corresponding to the pixels within this segment. Therefore, by using coherent
segments, we are able to incorporate higher-level features that better represent the focus of human
attention. By virtue of wi’s, the effects of distortion on the image quality are more influenced by
the distortions in the most salient regions. To the best of our knowledge, the use of such seg-
ment interaction is novel to nontraditional IQM formulation, which usually assumes independence
between neighboring blocks or bands.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: (a) is the reference image and (b) is its regional saliency map. Lighter regions indicate
higher saliency.
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3.3.2 Intra-Segment Interactions: RIQMi
This section highlights the intra-segment interactions, which capture the similarity between the
reference and distorted segment. The YCrCb color space (primarily the luminance component) is
used, since it best approximates the HVS color perception among common color spaces. RIQM is
defined as the product of three factors, as seen in Eq. (3.2): namely similarity in histogram, mutual
information, and spatial variation within segments. All three factors are properly normalized to







We differentiate the reference and distorted segment in terms of difference in Sobel gradient en-
ergy. This structural term is absent in PSNR, MSSSIM, and VIF. On the basis of [52], a segment
contains either significant ramp or non-ramp pixels, which are distinguished according to the vari-
ations of their luminance values with their neighbors. In fact, it is important to evaluate the percep-
tual effects of distortion on these two kinds of pixels. Therefore, we can write ∆G of a segment
(p) as a linear combination of two terms: the gradient similarity at significant ramp pixels (∆Gpr)
and the gradient similarity at non-significant ramps (∆Gpnr) as in Eq. (3.3) with β2 ∈ [0, 1].
∆Gp = β2∆Gpr + (1− β2)∆Gpnr (3.3)
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G dispnr‖2 + 
. (3.5)
The Sobel gradient energy, G, that is used in Eqs. (3.3) to (3.5) is computed from the gradient
of the image I . That is, Gx(i) = ‖∇Ix(i)‖, where x describes the specific region components
(pr|pnr) and the specific image type (dis|ref ) that is having its Sobel gradient energy computed.
Histogram Similarity (∆H)
This term is a non-structural factor that measures the difference in the distribution (as estimated







‖−→H refp‖2 + ‖
−→
H disp‖2 + 
This factor replaces the SSIM measure, since the difference in luminance distributions encom-
passes more information than simply the first and second moments.
Normalized Mutual Information Similarity (∆NM)
This is another non-structural factor, which builds on the assumption made in [49] that the HVS
reacts to the loss in mutual information between the reference and distorted images. It normalizes




We estimate all five β values by minimizing the sum of squared errors between the resultant
SPIQA and the experimental human decisions, in difference mean opinion score (DMOS) format,
over a set of N training image pairs as in Eq. (3.6).
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−→
β ∗ = arg min
N∑
t=1
|DMOS(t)− SPIQA(t,−→β )|2 (3.6)
3.3.3 Contributions
The contributions of our proposed IQM are threefold. (1) It uses image segmentation to delineate
coherent regions of human attention. (2) It quantifies both inter- and intra-segment interactions in
a manner that conforms to certain functional aspects of the HVS. (3) It quantifies the quality of an
image segment via local (e.g. at ramp and non-ramp pixels) and global features that represent both
the structure and the content of each segment.
3.4 Experimental Results
We evaluate our IQM on the image quality assessment database2 used by [46], which presents
the most recent and comprehensive survey of the performance of various IQMs available in the
literature. The LIVE database contains image pairs produced by five distortion types: JPEG com-
pression (JPEG), JPEG2000 compression (JPEG2K), white noise (WN), Gaussian blur (GBlur),
and fast fading channel distortion (FF).
We will compare our proposed IQM with the ones examined in [46] (i.e. MSSSIM and VIF)
using the experimental human results presented by [46] in normalized DMOS format. First, we
show empirical evidence that demonstrates the improvement in an IQM’s performance when it is
applied to image segments instead of image blocks. This justifies our claim that using segmented
regions for QA produces a measure that is more correlated to the HVS than using the non-structural
image areas described in prior work. For example, Table 3.1 shows the improvement in perfor-
mance of a segment-based SSIM over the original SSIM, which is in part due to the fact that the
2This database is maintained by the Laboratory for Image and Video Engineering (LIVE) at the University of Texas
at Austin. Consequently, the database is referred to as the LIVE image quality assessment database.
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deterioration due to block boundaries is significantly alleviated. The cross correlation (CC) and
root mean squared error (RMSE) measures are used to evaluate the two SSIM methods.
Table 3.1: Original SSIM vs. Segment SSIM.
CC RMSE
Original SSIM 0.78 18.75
Segment SSIM 0.93 06.12
Next, we learn the β values from 13% of the image pairs in the database (i.e. 20 from each of
the 5 distortion types) and compare the performance of SPIQA against that of MSSSIM and VIF
on the whole database. Figure 3.2(a) and (b), respectively, show each raw quality measure before
and after nonlinear regression (as described in [46]) is performed. For visual purposes, we only
consider a portion of the LIVE database in these plots. The impact of nonlinear regression on both
VIF and MSSSIM is quite significant, while for SPIQA it is incremental .
(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: SPIQA, VIF, and MSSSIM, before (a) and after (b) regression.
Table 3.2 summarizes the performance of SPIQA, VIF, MSSSIM, and PSNR. Here, all the
database samples are used for training in order to compare them to the experimental results re-
ported in [46]. These experiments show that SPIQA outperforms other measures of image quality,
despite the introduction of nonlinear regression. In fact, piecewise polynomial regression results
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in more significant overall performance for SPIQA. This improvement is primarily due to the sim-
ilarity between the spread of the raw SPIQA measures and the DMOS values.
Table 3.2: Performance (in RMSE) of PSNR, MSSSIM, VIF, and SPIQA with respect to the human
opinion score.
PSNR MSSSIM VIF SPIQA
JPEG2K 10.61 06.00 5.09 5.08
JPEG 12.17 05.47 5.32 5.59
WN 04.67 06.36 4.36 3.92
GBlur 11.44 05.82 3.99 4.12
FF 12.97 10.40 6.86 3.52
All Data 13.43 09.37 8.25 6.55
Table 3.3 shows the numerical values for the estimated β values. They represent the relative
importance of each individual value in determining image quality. From these results, we can make
some remarks about the importance of each factor in the SPIQA measure from its corresponding β
value. This dependence highlights not only the mechanism of the distortion, but also the location
of its manifestation in the image (e.g. at object boundaries, “flat” intensity regions, or over the
entire image). The general remarks focus on the weights estimated over all the data samples and
are described in Table 3.4.
Table 3.3: SPIQA weights learned from 100 training samples from each distortion type and the
whole LIVE database.
β1 β2 β3 β4 β5
JPEG2K 0.46 0.70 3.02 1.45 0.13
JPEG 0.47 0.65 1.41 0.00 0.34
GBlur 0.03 0.59 0.13 1.21 0.24
WN 0.19 0.20 2.85 0.77 0.14
FF 0.00 0.43 2.24 0.14 0.28
All Types 0.00 0.87 2.41 0.67 0.26
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Table 3.4: Explanation of β values.
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Extracting a Fluid Dynamic Texture and the
Background from Video
4.1 Introduction
Separation of a video into its constituent motion layers is a problem that has received significant
attention. Typically, it involves separation of a still background from an occluding layer that is
formed by moving objects. This problem occurs commonly in real life, usually in the context of
a scene of interest (in the background) being obstructed by the foreground. The difficulty of the
problem depends on the nature of the moving objects in each layer (e.g. large and rigid versus
small), their motions (e.g. rigid versus non-rigid), and their optical characteristics (e.g. opaque
versus translucent). In this chapter, we assume that the given video sequence can be represented as
a convex sum of the layers. Then, the separation task consists of extracting each individual layer
along with its spatial and temporal supports. In the absence of underlying assumptions regarding
the motion or appearance of each layer, this separation problem is ill-defined. We consider the
problem of separating a video containing a fluid dynamic texture (FDT) moving in front of a still
background into two distinct layers, as well as learning a spatiotemporal model for the FDT. Here,
the texture elements of the FDT are microscopic (i.e. pixels represent fluid particles), translucent
(partially covering the spatial extent of the video sequence), and undergo spatiotemporal variations
governed by a particular physical motion model (i.e. the Navies-Stokes equations for fluid dynam-
ics). Examples of FDT sequence are videos of heavy smoke or fountain water occluding a building
and fog or clouds blocking a panoramic vacation scene.
Numerous approaches have been proposed for dynamic layer separation from video. They
differ according to the motion or appearance models assumed for each layer. In [54, 55], dense
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spatial and temporal correspondences are required, thus restricting the scope of these methods to
relatively simple 2-D parametric motions, which are relatively easy to extract. More complex non-
rigid motions can be separated using the “information exchange” approach proposed in [56], but
this method assumes that one layer obeys 2-D parametric motion. The approach in [57] extends the
previous work by relaxing the assumption of simple parametric motion to accept periodic motion.
The authors use a global space-time alignment method followed by local space-time refinement to
align consecutive video frames. After alignment, the periodic motion is extracted using a median
filter applied on spatial and temporal image derivatives. Despite the advantages these methods
offer, they are unable to separate an FDT from its background for the following reasons: (1) FDT
motion is non-periodic in general and is characterized by rapid temporal variations, both in density
and flow. Consequently, current separation methods will produce significant errors, especially in
regions where the texture density is high. (2) Many of the past methods use frame alignment,
which is not a well-defined task for FDT images.
In general, image-based models of dynamic texture [19, 23, 34] tend to incorporate the back-
ground into the model, which renders it too specific to use in general purpose applications (e.g.
extrapolating the dynamic texture into novel backgrounds). Also, this drawback hinders the gen-
eralization performance of recognition systems that are built based on these models. Therefore,
separating the dynamic texture from its background support becomes necessary. Attempts at si-
multaneously separating dynamic textures from video and modeling include [58, 59]; however,
they use specific physical models of the motion and appearance of the dynamic texture (e.g., rain
and snow). These models therefore do not serve as general mechanisms for FDTs. To give an
example of our problem, we consider a sample smoke sequence, from which we seek to extract
both the FDT and the building in the background. Figure 4.1 shows the results of separating the
FDT layer from the static background layer, using (i) a temporal median filter (Figure 4.1(d)),
which fails to capture the background, due to the smoke’s temporal persistence, (ii) the dynamic
layer separation method of [56, 57], which fails to separate the layers especially in regions of high




Figure 4.1: (a) is an original frame from a smoke sequence and (d) is the median image of this
sequence. (b) and (e) show the results of layer separation (extracted background and smoke, re-
spectively) using the information exchange method, while (c) and (f) show the corresponding
separation results produced by our algorithm.
4.1.1 Contributions
In this chapter, we present a novel method of modeling and separating FDTs from video sequences,
which addresses the aforementioned limitations of previous methods. The contributions of the pro-
posed method are twofold. (1) It simultaneously separates an FDT from its static background and
learns a general fluid model of the appearance and dynamics of the FDT. For simplicity, we assume
that the appearance of the FDT is temporally stationary and that the temporal variations of its den-
sity are governed by basic laws of fluid dynamics. In fact, we model the frames of a video sequence
as if produced by a hidden Markov model (HMM), characterized by transition probabilities based
on the Navier-Stokes equations for fluid dynamics and by generation probabilities based on convex
matting of the FDT with the background. Both the FDT and background layers are estimated by
formulating and maximizing an appropriate joint probability using the iterative conditional modes
(ICM) algorithm. (2) Due to the generative nature of our FDT model and the separability of its
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underlying components (i.e. the FDT appearance, FDT dynamics, and background), higher-level
applications can be performed (e.g. synthesis and recognition). This separability property allows
us to avoid the shortcomings of current DT models that couple the aforementioned components.
In this chapter, we use this model to synthesize novel FDT sequences.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the FDT dynamics and appearance
models used in formulating the probabilistic framework of Section 4.3. In this section, we establish
a joint probability of the variables to be estimated and explain how to maximize it using ICM.
We derive iterative update equations and describe how the initialization is performed. Section
4.4 presents experimental results of applying the proposed method to real and synthetic video
sequences.
4.2 Problem Formulation and Overview
Given a video sequence {It}Ft=1, which includes an FDT moving in front of a static background
B, we assume that each frame is a convex combination of the FDT and B. In other words, for an
individual frame of M ×N pixels, we have ∀x = 1, · · · ,M, y = 1, · · · , N

It (x, y) = ρt (x, y)D (x, y) + [1− ρt (x, y)]B (x, y)
ρt (x, y) ∈ [0, 1], It (x, y) ≤ max (B (x, y) ,D (x, y))
(4.1)
where ρt (x, y) is the density (alpha matte) of the FDT at spatiotemporal location (x, y, t) and
D (x, y) is its appearance. The first term in the sum designates the contribution of FDT to It,
while the second term designates that of the background.
This model makes two fundamental assumptions. (1) The textured appearance of the FDT does
not change with time (i.e. D is static). This implies that the appearance of an FDT at a specific
time is the result of applying a soft mask (ρt) to a static 2-D texture. This is valid for the vast
majority of dynamic textures that behave as fluids (e.g. fog, smoke, and water). For example,
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in the case of fog, D is approximately constant. In the following sections, we also see that this
assumption can facilitate the estimation of the FDT model. (2) The model defining an FDT’s
dynamics can be made independent of its appearance model. Equivalently, {ρt}Ft=1 and D are
statistically independent. This assumption is valid and widely used in computer graphics to render
FDTs (e.g. smoke) with different texture maps or colors. On the basis of this claim, we can learn
{ρt}Ft=1 and D from one sequence and synthesize a novel FDT sequence with the same temporal
variations but with an appearance D′ 6= D, or vice versa.
We model the temporal variations of an FDT by the Navier-Stokes differential equations for
incompressible fluids. In their general form, they govern the change of a fluid’s density and flow
over time. In fact, they have been used extensively in synthesizing images of general stable fluids
in computer graphics [60, 61, 62], since they have been shown to effectively model both the spatial









= − (~u.∇) ~u+ ν∇2~u+ ~F
(4.2)
where ρ, ~u, κ, and ν are the density, flow, diffusion rate, and viscosity of the fluid, respectively.
The parameter S represents the auxiliary sources of fluid density, while ~F represents the external
forces applied to the fluid. In developing the proposed model, we assume S = 0 and ~F = ~0,
thus rendering a source-free uncompressed fluid, with 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. For rendering purposes, it is
commonplace in computer graphics that ρ is assumed to be spatially and temporally constant (i.e.
(E1) becomes ∇.~u = 0). However, for the purpose of model fitting, we maintain the spatial and
temporal variations of ρ.
We discretize these differential equations as shown in Eq. (4.3). Time derivatives are replaced
by differences and spatial derivatives are replaced by suitable derivative filters to render the tran-
sition arrays BT , Sxt , S
y
t , ~sxt , and ~s
y
t . We used ~hx and ~hy as the first-order derivative filters in the
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x and y directions, respectively. Similarly, we define Hxx = HTyy as the second-order derivatives.
We choose these basic filters so that the transition matrices (Bt, Sxt , and S
y
t ) are sparse. Note that
Bt is a function of ~ut and κt, while Sxt , and S
y
t are functions of ν. Also, we denote the vectorized
version of ρt (x, y) by ~ρt and that of ~ut (x, y) by ~ut, where the x components are stacked on top of
the y components.

(E1) : ~ρt+1 = Bt~ρt
(E2) : ~ut+1 (x, y) =
 ~uTt Sxt ~ut + ~uTt ~sxt
~uTt S
y




















Below, we propose a method to separate the background from the FDT (i.e. to compute
{~ρt}Ft=1), as well as to estimate the FDT appearance (D) and the background (B). Equations (4.1)
and (4.3) are the premises for building the joint probability model in Section 4.3.
4.3 Proposed Model
In this section, we embed the model of Section 4.2 into a probabilistic framework to incorporate
the noise that might arise. In Figure 4.2, we give a graphical representation of this framework. It
is in the form of a continuous hidden Markov model (HMM), where (1) the generation probability
conforms to the convex matting constraint of Eq. (4.1) and (2) the transition probability is based
on the discretized Navier-Stokes equations of Eq. (4.3). For now, the hidden state is xt = {~ρt, ~ut}.
Using the Markovian property and the independence of {ρt}Ft=1 and D, we formulate the joint
probability of this model as in Eq. (4.4). Let~it,~b, and ~d be the vectorized versions of It, B, andD,
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Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of our proposed model. The hidden state xt encodes the
FDT’s temporal variations. Given the current state xt, B, and D, the current video frame It is
independent of all other frames.
respectively. Here, K = P (B)P (D)P (x1) due to the joint independence of B and D. Assuming
uniform priors on B, D, and x1, K is a constant with respect to these variables.
P
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P (~ρt+1|~ρt, ~ut)P (~ut+1|~ut)
]
(4.4)
where P (~ut+1|~ut) =
∏
(x,y) P (~ut+1(x, y)|~ut). We model the generation probability and the tran-




























P (~ut+1(x, y)|~ut, ν) ∼ N

 ~uTt Sxt ~ut + ~uTt ~sxt
~uTt S
y








We propose to estimate {xt}Ft=1, B, D, and the model parameters (κt, ν, σ2I , and σ2ρ) by maxi-
mizing the joint probability in Eq. (4.4) using coordinate ascent along these variables (i.e. ICM).
As we will see, this leads to a set of update equations formulated as convex-quadratic program-
ming (QP) problems. In what follows, we decouple the state variables by keeping the flow vari-
ables {~ut}Ft=1 equal to their initial estimates (i.e. these variables are not updated). This allows for
numerical stability, reduces computational complexity, and removes the nonlinearity in the model.
4.3.1 Maximizing Equation 4.4
In Eq. (4.4), the background (~b), FDT appearance (~d), FDT densities ({~ρt}Ft=1), FDT diffusion
rate (κt), and the model parameters (σI and σρ) are coupled, so maximizing the joint probability
renders a large-scale, nonlinear, and non-convex optimization problem. Consequently, we resort
to solving this problem suboptimally using ICM, which will lead to a local maximum in general.
In each ICM iteration, the estimate of an individual variable is computed by maximizing the joint
probability with all other variables fixed. In Section 4.3.2, we describe how we initialize these
variables. Here, we note that we refrained from using a complete EM formulation because it adds








, κ(k)t , σ
(k)
I , and σ
(k)
ρ be the estimates at the kth iteration. By minimizing
the negative logarithm of the joint probability, we can derive the following update equations.
Update Model Parameters and κt
Setting α(k)t (x, y) = ρ
(k)
t+1(x, y)− ρ(k)t (x, y) + ~ut(x, y)T∇ρ(k)t (x, y) and β(k)t (x, y) = ∇2ρ(k)t (x, y),
we compute the ML estimates of σ(k+1)I , σ
(k+1)






























































Since L(k)2 is diagonal, the above QP is equivalent to MN scalar QPs, which can be solved in


























































Here, we update ~ρ(k)t sequentially ∀t = 1, · · · , F . Let α1 = I{t6=1} and α2 = I{t6=F} be the













α2||~ρ(k)t+1 −B(k)t ~z||2 + α1||~z −B(k)t−1~ρ(k)t−1||2
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. Since L(k)2 is sparse and L
(k)
2  0, the resulting problem is
convex and can be solved efficiently via suitable QP solvers (e.g. by active set or interior point
methods). In our implementation, we use a basic active set method, whose fundamental step
requires the solution of a sparse linear system using preconditioned conjugate gradients. To speed
up the update process, we initialize the solution of the linear system corresponding to frame t with
the final solution of frame t− 1.
~ρ
(k+1)












Since the original optimization problem is nonlinear and non-convex, the solution we obtain from
the previous update scheme will in general be a local minimum. Therefore, initializing the vari-
ables with meaningful values is crucial. We propose to use spectral matting [4]1 to initialize the
1Note that spectral matting can be formulated as an unnormalized graph cut problem with linear constraints. In
Chapter 5, we extend this problem to the normalized (NCUT) case and provide a framework to solve a general family
of such problems.
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FDT densities and a phase-based optical flow method [63] to determine the FDT flow vectors. Fur-
thermore, we assume that during the entire sequence the background solely appears (i.e. with zero
FDT density) at least once at every pixel. This is a valid assumption because, in the absence of a
background appearance model, no feasible estimate exists for the true intensity of a background
pixel, which does not solely appear in a sequence at least once.
Determine {~ut}Ft=1
To initialize the fluid flow, we can choose any optical flow algorithm from the large set of generic
algorithms or those specific to fluid flow [64, 65]. In [63], a phase-based algorithm is proposed
to estimate the optical flow fields of an image sequence by tracking contours of constant phase
over time. In this chapter, we use this method to estimate the flow vectors between every pair of








To compute the initial FDT densities, we estimate the alpha matte for every individual frame in
the sequence, using spectral matting defined in [4]. This method is chosen since it is unsupervised
and is proven to be optimal under certain conditions. To make the work self-contained, we briefly
review this method and then modify it for our purposes. For each frame It, the above method
decomposes it into a convex combination of K layers: It =
∑K
i=1 αiFi. Each matte ~αi is a
linear combination of the eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix (Lt) corresponding to the graph
formed from the pixels of It (i.e. ~αi = E (Lt) ~yi). The authors define a pairwise cost between
two alpha mattes as wt(i, j) = ~αTi Lt~αj . The foreground matte is determined as the sum of a
subset of the extracted alpha mattes ({~αi}Ki=1) that minimizes C =
∑
i,j∈S wt(i, j) with a lower
bound on the percentage of pixels labeled as background and foreground. The authors perform an
exhaustive search over all 2K subsets to find S. The computational complexity of this search grows
exponentially with the number of layers, so we propose to form an equivalent min-cut problem,
which can be solved suboptimally yet efficiently. The equivalent problem is formulated in Eq.
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(4.10). We have relaxed the binary constraint on ~z to take on real values with ||~z||2 = K. Let a1
and a2 be defined as the minimum and maximum percentages of allowable foreground pixels. We
use a simple gradient descent method to find a local minimum of this QP, which is then discretized
using k-means (k = 2) on ~z∗t . The discretized ~z
∗
t selects the set of alpha mattes that form the
foreground matte, which in turn determines ~ρ(0)t . From the initial density estimates, we compute
κ(0) and σ(0)ρ using Eqs (4.5, 4.6, 4.7).


















, we determine the initial background estimate at each pixel as the
image intensity at that pixel corresponding to the frame that contains the minimum density of that
pixel over time (i.e. b(0)(j) = it0(j), where t0 = arg mint ρ
(0)
t (j)). From this initial estimate, we
compute ~d(0) using the FDT appearance update equation. Then, we initialize σI , using Eq. (4.5).
4.4 Experimental Results
We conducted a set of experiments to verify the correctness of our formulation and the proposed
algorithm. We collected FDT sequences from various sources: the MIT temporal texture dataset,
the Dyntex dataset, and other online sources. All these video sequences include an FDT moving
in front of a static background. They show significant variations in the nature of the FDT (e.g. a
sparse fountain water and thick exhaust smoke) and the complexity of the background (e.g. highly
textured or constant intensity regions). In order to compute the initial alpha matte of each frame
within 60 seconds, we crop out the spatial support of the FDT from the initial video and resize it (if
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necessary) to a maximum size of 120× 120 pixels. We use K = 30 layers, a1 = 0.3, and a2 = 0.7
to initialize the FDT densities. We allowed 2 or 3 ICM iterations for each video sequence, where
the execution time of each iteration ranged from 15 to 60 seconds per frame.2 Most this time is
taken by updating the FDT density of a given frame. In Section 4.4.1, we give an example of how
the estimated variables evolve with the ICM iterations. In Section 4.4.2, we give a quantitative
comparison between the information exchange method of [56, 57] and our own when applied to a
synthetic sequence. Finally, Section 4.4.3 demonstrates how our generative model can be used to
synthesize novel FDT sequences with varying appearance and/or background.
4.4.1 ICM Iterations
During each ICM iteration, we update each variable to the value that maximizes the joint probabil-
ity with all other variables fixed. This leads to incremental improvement in the estimation of each
variable. In Figure 4.3, we show the results of applying our algorithm to two smoke sequences:
smoke2 and smokeMIT . The first three and last three images of the first row show frames from
the smoke2 and smokeMIT sequences, respectively. In the second row, we show the initial back-
ground (columns (a) and (c)), initial FDT appearance (columns (b) and (e)), and initial FDT density
(columns (c) and (f)) estimates, while the third row shows their corresponding final estimates.
The appearances of the two FDTs are of high intensity and spatially close to constant, except
in regions where the FDT only appears in a few frames (i.e. regions of low temporal persistence).
Similarly, the background estimates incur errors at regions where the FDT density is high and
temporally persistent. Since the FDT model enforces spatial and temporal coherence, fitting it to
the observed frames significantly improves the initial estimates of all the variables. In fact, this
coherence is crucial for individual FDT densities, since some initial estimates include consider-
able errors. This is the case for the smokeMIT sequence, where—even though the initial density
estimate is inverted (column (f) of the second row)—our algorithm rectifies it (column (f) of the
third row). For visual comparison, we supply the median images of the two sequences in Figure
2The experiments were executed using MATLAB on a 2.8 GHz, 2GB RAM PC.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i) (j)
Figure 4.3: The first row shows frames from the original smoke2 (first three) and smokeMIT (last
three) FDT sequences. The second row shows the initial estimates of B in columns (a) and (d), D
in (b) and (e), and the density (~ρt) of a sample frame for both sequences, respectively. This density
corresponds to the first frame of each sequence, shown in the first row. The third row shows the
final estimates of the previous variables in the same order. (g) and (h) show the median images of
both sequences, and (i) and (j) plot the estimated diffusion rates, respectively.
4.3(g) and (h), respectively. Clearly, the median filter fails to capture the background correctly. In
Figure 4.3(i) and (j), we plot the estimated diffusion rates (κt) of each sequence. These values are
positive and show minor temporal variations. This indicates a nearly constant outward diffusion
from the fluid source, which correctly supports the underlying dynamics of each sequence.
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4.4.2 Comparative Analysis
In this section, we perform a quantitative comparison between our proposed method and the in-
formation exchange separation method used in [56, 57]. Given two images formed from linear
combinations of two layers, the information exchange method attempts to extract these two layers
by iteratively minimizing the structural correlation between the two original images. So, to im-
plement this method on an FDT sequence, we first extract its median image and then sequentially
apply the method on each frame and the median image, as done in [56].
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Comparison of our algorithm to the information exchange separation method when
applied to the synthetic sequence (the second row). (a) plots the `2 norm of the error between
the ground truth FDT densities (the first row) and those estimated by each method. (b) plots the
normalized correlation between these values.
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We applied both the information exchange method and our own to a synthetic FDT sequence
(the second row of Figure 4.4), whose ground truth FDT densities and background are known
beforehand. These densities were acquired from a chimney smoke sequence (the first row of Figure
4.4), where the FDT moves in front of a black background and has a constant spatial appearance.
The synthetic sequence contains 250 frames, each of which is 68×128 pixels in size. We executed
the information exchange method using a 5× 5 pixel window and a maximum of 30 iterations. As
recommended by [56], we performed a coarse-to-fine analysis to incorporate the spatially varying
FDT densities. For our algorithm, we used two ICM iterations. Figure 4.4(a) plots the `2 norm
of the absolute difference between the estimated and ground truth densities, while Figure 4.4(b)
plots their corresponding normalized correlations. It is clear that our algorithm outperforms the
other method. Here, we mention that the information exchange method produced negative pixel
intensities, which were suppressed in our experiment. Also, this method does not enforce temporal
coherence between layers over time; so, for example, the first layer at time t may not correspond
to the first layer at t+1. Hence, to choose the estimated density layer from the two possible layers,
we select the one closest to the ground truth density at that frame.
4.4.3 FDT Synthesis
Our generative model enforces statistical independence between the three components of the video
sequence: the FDT appearance, FDT dynamics, and the background. So, after learning each
of these components, we can readily synthesize novel FDT sequences by varying each compo-
nent separately. For example, in Figure 4.5, we show sample frames produced by transferring
the FDT densities learned from three original video sequences (the first, third, and fifth rows)
to a new background and/or appearance. All the FDT synthesis results can be downloaded at
http://vision.ai.uiuc.edu/∼bghanem2/Shared/FDT Results/.
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Figure 4.5: Example frames from synthetic FDT sequences. The first, third, and fifth rows contain
frames from the original FDT sequences on which we apply our FDT layer separation method.
From each original sequence, the FDT appearance, the FDT dynamics, and the static background
are extracted. By varying each of these three extracted components, our method synthesizes FDT
frames shown in the second, fourth, and sixth rows.
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CHAPTER 5
Dinkelbach NCUT: An Efficient
Framework for Solving NCUT Problems
with Priors and Convex Constraints
5.1 Introduction
This chapter extends normalized graph cuts so the result satisfies general, convex constraints under
given priors on the graph. The new formulation is applied to and presented in terms of low-level
image segmentation using spectral graph theory, a problem that has recently received extensive
attention. However, this framework can be applied to general data clustering problems where the
aforementioned segmentation problem is a special case. In this problem, an image is represented
by an undirected graph, wherein nodes correspond to image pixels or regions and edges connect
pairs of nodes. An edge has a weight proportional to the similarity of the properties of the con-
nected nodes (e.g. of the pixel intensities). Given such a graph representation, image segmentation
becomes equivalent to partitioning the nodes of the graph into disjoint sets, or segments, which
optimize a given cost function. Such a partition is denoted as a graph cut. Traditionally, the cost of
a cut between two segments is the sum of weights corresponding to the graph edges that need to be
severed to produce this segmentation. However, other graph cut formulations exist, so graph cut
methods are categorized by the global cost function they optimize. If the objective is to minimize
the cost of a cut between two or more segments, then the problem can be formulated as a min-cut
and efficiently solved as a max-flow problem [66–69]. This cost can include node priors by intro-
ducing artificial nodes corresponding to the number of desired segments. The edge weights from
these nodes to the rest of the graph embed the node priors. In what follows, we will use the label
unnormalized graph cuts to denote this graph cut problem.
Despite the merits of the unnormalized graph cut formulation and its proposed algorithms, it is
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biased towards producing cuts that contain a small number of nodes. Consequently, a normalized
version of this cost function has been proposed, in which the cost of the normalized cut (NCUT)
incorporates the association cost of each segment (i.e. the sum of the edge weights connecting the
nodes of this segment to all other nodes in the graph), in this way suppressing the appearance of
small cuts [5]. For a detailed comparison of these two formulations, refer to [70]. Minimizing
the resulting NCUT objective function is an NP-hard discrete optimization problem, which is
relaxed to take on real values. The popularity of the NCUT method can be partially attributed
to its closed-form approximation of the optimal solution, using generalized eigen-decomposition.
Unconstrained NCUT has been used extensively for image segmentation and data clustering. In
[71], the NCUT problem is constrained by incorporating additional grouping constraints in the
form of linear homogeneous equalities. The unconstrained NCUT problem is extended to the case
of non-homogeneous equalities in [72].
In all the above NCUT methods [5, 71, 72], the NCUT solution is obtained from either a sin-
gle, generalized eigen-decomposition or a sequence of such decompositions. Even though these
methods offer certain advantages, their following shortcomings need to be addressed. (1) These
methods only allow for linear equality constraints, which is due to their underlying use of eigen-
decomposition to minimize the Rayleigh quotient. For example, [73] showed that it is NP-hard,
in general, to solve for eigenvectors under linear inequalities. This suggests that if a unifying
framework for such constrained NCUT problems is desired, it should avoid using this quotient for-
mulation. (2) Unlike unnormalized graph cut techniques, these methods do not embed any unary
terms (i.e. priors on individual graph nodes) in the NCUT cost function, which is equivalent to
assuming a zero prior for all nodes. (3) Since these methods compute generalized eigenvectors
of large matrices and form null spaces of very rank-deficient matrices, their computational com-




In this chapter, we present a first step toward formulating a unifying framework for convexly con-
strained NCUT problems, which addresses the aforementioned limitations. The contributions of
this framework are threefold. (i) It allows the efficient solution of the NCUT problem under gen-
eral convex constraints. It uses the Dinkelbach method to transform the initial fractional problem
into a sequence of convexly constrained, quadratic programming (QP) problems, whose convexity
is ensured by a suitable initialization that we construct. More importantly, the global solutions of
these problems converge superlinearly to the required solution of the fractional problem. Since the
Dinkelbach method is central to our framework, we denote our proposed method as Dinkelbach
NCUT (DNCUT). In fact, the Dinkelbach method was recently used in the context of parametric
max-flow algorithms in [74]. However, the energy function to be minimized was unconstrained;
hence, no effort was made to construct a valid initialization that allows efficient estimation of the
global solution for each Dinkelbach iteration. (ii) Our framework can incorporate prior knowl-
edge of nodes belonging to different segments, which is equivalent to the unary term present in
the energy function minimized by unnormalized graph cut algorithms. This case arises in various
supervised problems including interactive segmentation and supervised clustering. These prob-
lems cannot be solved using the current NCUT algorithms. (iii) Guaranteeing the convexity of
each Dinkelbach subproblem allows this framework to handle general convex constraints because
of the availability of efficient convex optimization techniques. Therefore, our proposed algorithm
refrains from eigen-decomposition and, in the case of linear constraints, degenerates into solving
a set of sparse linear systems using conjugate gradients.
5.1.2 Mathematical Notation
Before proceeding with the details of the chapter, we summarize the mathematical notations used
in the remainder of the chapter. In what follows, a matrix is denoted by a bold, uppercase letter
(e.g. W). A vector is denoted by a bold, lowercase letter with an arrow above it (e.g. ~x). A
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scalar is denoted by a normal lowercase letter. Elements of vectors and matrices are indexed
using parentheses. For example, x(i) represents the ith element of ~x, while W(i, j) represents
the element of W at the ith row and the j th column. Furthermore, a parenthesized superscript
is added to a variable to denote its value at a given iteration. For example, ~x(k) represents the
value of ~x at the kth iteration. Also, every optimization problem has a solution appended with a
superscript ∗ (e.g. ~x∗) and constraints (if any) listed underneath the cost function prefixed by s.t.,
the abbreviation of such that.
We separate the discussion of applying hard and other general convex constraints to the NCUT
problem. This is done because hard constraints directly impact the cost function itself, while the
other constraints do not. In Section 5.2, we consider the problem of applying hard constraints (e.g.
those placed by the user via interactive placement of constraints, which we call here interactive
NCUT). In Section 5.3, we describe the augmented graph structure used in formulating and solving
the NCUT problem. In Section 5.4, we use the Dinkelbach approach [75] to formulate a unifying
framework for solving the convexly constrained NCUT problem. We also describe an algorithm to
solve this problem with linear constraints. Finally, we test the algorithm by applying it to low-level
segmentation of real images in Section 5.5.
5.2 Hard Constraints
In this section, we consider the NCUT problem under the first type of convex constraints, namely
hard constraints. To put this problem into context, we visit the unnormalized graph cut problem,
which will also help us introduce the interactive version of the NCUT problem. Due to the na-
ture of the two different cost functions optimized in the unnormalized graph cut problem and its
corresponding NCUT problem, the analysis or solution of these two problems is quite different.
However, we still make use of two general concepts used in the unnormalized graph cut con-
text: the augmented graph structure and the notion that hard constraints directly affect the graph’s
weight matrix. We will elaborate on these two points in what follows. Next, we introduce the
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terminology to be used and give a brief description of the unnormalized graph cut and interactive
unnormalized graph cut problems.
5.2.1 Unnormalized Graph Cuts and Hard Constraints
Let G = (P , E) be an undirected graph, where P denotes the set of nodes contained in G, and E
the set of corresponding edges. Let W denote the edge weight matrix of G, where W (i, j) is a
non-negative weight associated with the edge connecting nodes i and j inP . This non-negativity is
the only restriction on W whereby the computation of pairwise edge weight values is application-
dependent. When applied to low-level spectral graph image segmentation, an edge weight between
two pixel nodes is commonly based on the similarity in color and/or image gradient between these
two pixels. A graph cut ~x is a binary segmentation of the nodes in P , where ∀k = 1, · · · , |P|,
x(k) = 1 if the kth node belongs to segment A, and x(k) = 0 if it belongs to segment B (refer to
Figure 5.1). The aim of a graph cuts algorithm is to find ~x that minimizes a given cost function.
In [66], the cost function was defined as E~x(A,B) = λR(~x) + S(~x). The regional cost term,
R(~x) =
∑
i∈P Ri(x(i)), is the sum of costs incurred by assigning each node i to its label x(i).
The boundary (cut) term, S(~x) = cut(A,B) =
∑
i∈A, j∈BW (i, j), is the cost of the cut resulting
in segments A and B. Numerous efficient algorithms have been developed to find the global
minimizer of E~x(A,B) [69].
The interactive unnormalized graph cuts problem is an extension of the aforementioned prob-
lem with the addition that some hard constraints are applied to the nodes of P (i.e. the labels of
some nodes are known beforehand). These constraints can originate from direct user interaction
or domain specific knowledge. Many recent works have addressed this problem under different
forms of user interaction [76–78]. We denote SA and SB to be the sets of nodes satisfying the hard
constraints, that is, those whose labels are known beforehand to be 1 or 0, respectively. Under
these constraints, the minimization problem becomes more difficult to solve. However, Boykov
et. al. [76] proved that there is no need to explicitly solve this new problem. They show that it is
equivalent to an unconstrained, unnormalized graph cut problem on G with the edge weights ap-
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Figure 5.1: Example of a graph cut (~x), which separates nodes 1, 2, 3 (labeled as A) from 4, 5, 6
(labeled as B). The cost of ~x is the sum of the edge weights that have to be cut to produce the final
labeling. Note that the regional costs are represented by the perforated blue lines, while the solid
green lines represent the boundary costs.
propriately modified to implicitly reflect the hard constraints. While such an equivalence exists for
the interactive, unnormalized graph cut problem, it does not transfer to the corresponding NCUT
problem, which we will appropriately call the interactive NCUT problem. Next, we show how
these hard constraints are explicitly applied to this NCUT problem. We study this case indepen-
dently, since it will directly influence the cost function to be minimized.
5.2.2 NCUT and Hard Constraints







where the cut cost is normalized by the association cost of each segment. The NCUT formulation
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defined in [5] is





y(i) ∈ {1,−b} ∀i = 1, · · · , |P|
~yTD~1 = 0
(5.1)








. Here, we note
that b quantifies how connected (similar) each segment is to the rest of the graph. A large value of
b (> 1) means that the nodes of segment A have stronger connections to the rest of the graph than
those of segment B. Since the value of b is dependent on the final labeling, solving this problem
exactly becomes infeasible. In general, the optimization problem in Eq. (5.1) is NP-hard, so it is
relaxed to render a real solution. This vector is discretised as a post-processing step, which does
not incorporate the value of b. In [5], it is shown that the solution to the relaxed problem can be
obtained in closed form by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem (i.e. eig(D −W,D)). This
is a direct conclusion from the fact that this relaxed problem is in the form of a Rayleigh quotient.
In fact, ~yNCUT is computed as the generalized eigenvector corresponding to the second smallest
eigenvalue. In [5], the NCUT framework was applied to low-level image segmentation and the
edge weight between each pair of nodes or pixels was computed using intervening contours [79].
Now, let us extend Eq. (5.1) to include some hard constraints, rendering the interactive NCUT
problem. To the best of our knowledge, the interactive NCUT problem has not been addressed
previously in the literature. To solve this problem, we cannot use the same graph used in the
traditional NCUT formulation. This graph is composed solely of pixel nodes originating from the
image itself. To this graph, we add two artificial nodes A and B to represent the two segments,
thus, differentiating them from the pixel nodes. This augmented graph will allow us to incorporate
hard constraints and include prior knowledge. We decompose the labeling vector ~y into three
disjoint parts: (1) ~y+ (of size N+ = |SA|), which corresponds to the pre-labeled nodes of SA, (2)
~y− (of sizeN− = |SB|), which corresponds to the pre-labeled nodes of SB, and (3) ~yu (of sizeNu),
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Figure 5.2: Example of a graph with hard constraints colored in red. Here, N+ = N− = 2, where
two pixel nodes are already labeled as A and B. The perforated blue edges are designated weights
that embed prior knowledge of the unknown nodes. The bold red edges have weights of K. Bold
green edges represent the similarity between the unknown nodes they connect.
which designates the unknown labels of the rest of the nodes in the graph. We use the augmented
graph in Figure 5.2 to illustrate an example.
We update W and D to include the hard labels, as shown below. The nodes corresponding to
~y+ are listed first, followed by those of ~y−, and then ~yu. Similarly to the interactive unnormalized
graph cut problem seen before, we embed the hard constraints into the edge weights by setting


















′) ∈ SB × SB. This means that nodes belonging to the same segment are maximally
similar, where the similarity value is a constant denoted by K. For now, K and b are left unknown.
In Section 5.4.2, we show how they are computed. Similarly, the nodes belonging to different





for every i 6∈ SA ∪ SB, j ∈ SA, and j ′ ∈ SB. Here, prior knowledge can be incorporated. The
edge weight between an unknown node and the hard constraints (i.e. the pre-labeled nodes) can
be viewed as the likelihood of that unknown node belonging to either segment. So, if a likelihood





In our experiments, given hard constraints, we assume the nearest neighbor model, so we set p+u (i)
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and p−u (i) to the maximum edge weight between node i and nodes of SA and SB, respectively. In
the absence of prior knowledge, these edge weights are set to the same constant. In our experiments





, since all edge weights (based
on intervening contours [79]) take values in [0, 1] for the case of low-level image segmentation.
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, P+u = ~1(
−→
p+u )
T , and P−u = ~1(
−→
p−u )
T (refer to Figure 5.2).
5.3 DNCUT Graph Structure
As opposed to the traditional NCUT formulation that only uses pixel nodes to construct the graph,
we adopt the augmented graph structure used in the unnormalized graph cut problem. As illustrated
before in Figure 5.2, the augmented graph adds artificial nodes to the original graph. These added
nodes correspond to the “sink” and “source” terminals in [68]. This augmented graph structure
has two major benefits.




p−u to be the vectors of edge
weights connecting the unknown nodes to the nodes in segments SA and SB, respectively.
They correspond to the unary, regional cost terms included in the unnormalized graph cut
formulation. They can also be viewed as the likelihoods that the unknown nodes belong to
each of the two segments. As such, the traditional NCUT problem becomes a special case of




p−u → ~0 (i.e. when there are zero priors) and K → 0.
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Figure 5.3 shows an example of how prior knowledge on the nodes of the augmented graph
can improve segmentation and labeling results. Figure 5.3(b) is the binary DNCUT seg-
mentation, if uniform prior knowledge is assumed on the nodes of this graph. The prior
knowledge in Figure 5.3(c) shows how nodes belonging to class SA and SB should look in
the image. Note the significant difference in segmentation when comparing Figure 5.3(b) to
Figure 5.3(d). Traditional NCUT methods cannot incorporate prior knowledge on the nodes
of the graph.
(a): original image (b): DNCUT (c): prior (d): DNCUT with prior
Figure 5.3: For the image in (a), the unconstrained binary DNCUT segmentation is provided in
(b). This segmentation is obtained when all unknown nodes have equally likely prior probabilities





). However, (d) represents the DNCUT
solution when non-uniform prior probabilities are used. These probabilities are based on how
similar the unknown nodes are to the nodes delineated by the green (SA) and red (SB) strokes.
We used a simple GMM (two Gaussians) likelihood model. Note how the incorporation of prior
knowledge rendered the binary DNCUT segmentation more meaningful.
(2) It supports an indirect connection between every pair of pixel nodes in the graph, while pre-
serving the sparsity ofW. In the case of image segmentation and due to memory restrictions,
W is made sparse by setting the edge weights between far pixels to 0. For the traditional
NCUT problem, this can yield pairs of nodes that have high similarity but are neither directly
nor indirectly connected in the graph. This biases the segmentation to assign such nodes to
different segments. This usually occurs due to occlusions. On the other hand, the DNCUT
framework ensures an indirect connection between these nodes, via the nodes in SA and SB,
thus alleviating the previous segmentation bias. In Figure 5.4, we show an example of the
traditional NCUT and the DNCUT solutions to the unconstrained NCUT problem described
in Section 5.2.2 [5]. Note that these solutions are binary solutions obtained by discretising
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the real solutions to the unconstrained NCUT problem.
(a): original image (b): traditional NCUT (c): DNCUT
Figure 5.4: For the image in (a), the traditional NCUT solution to the unconstrained NCUT
problem is shown in (b) and the DNCUT solution in (c). Note that similar pixel nodes (i.e. sky)
are assigned to different segments in (b) and to the same segment in (c).
5.4 DNCUT Framework under Hard and Convex Constraints
In this section, we highlight the details of our proposed DNCUT framework. We consider the
convexly constrained NCUT problem, where hard and/or other convex constraints are applied.
Given sets SA and SB and the updated weight matrix W, we formally define the problem as a
fractional quadratic program (FQP) with convex constraints, as shown in Eq. (5.2). Note that the
following setup is the same even if no hard constraints exist. For this special case, SA and SB only
contain a single node each (i.e. N+ = N− = 1).
~y∗u = arg min
~yTuQ~yu + ~m




yu(i) ∈ {1,−b} ∀i = 1, · · · , Nu
~yTuR~1 + q = 0
Φi(~yu) ≤ 0, ∀i = 1, · · · , |I|













































Φi(~x) and Ψj(~x) are convex ∀i = 1 · · · |I|, j = 1 · · · |E|
(5.3)
We define the Laplacian matrix corresponding to the unknown nodes as Lu, which is known
to belong to S+Nu =
{
X ∈ RNu×Nu : X = XT , X  0} (i.e. the set of symmetric positive semi-
definite matrices of sizeNu×Nu) [80]. For image segmentation, Wu andQ are sparse, in general.
The general convex constraints Φi(~yu) and Ψj(~yu) can be linear (e.g. partial groupings [71]) or
nonlinear (e.g. the upper bounds on ||~yu||2).
We keep b and K as scalar variables. Consequently, ~m, a, c, and q are variables, too. Note that
the value of b depends on ~y∗u itself and that the problem in Eq. (5.2) is still an NP-hard discrete
optimization problem, so we propose two forms of relaxation: (1) we relax ~yu to take on real
values and (2) we assume b takes on a constant value b0. In Section 5.4.2, we show how K and b0
are computed in the DNCUT framework. The relaxed problem becomes the FQP defined in Eq.
(5.4):
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~yTuR~1+ q = 0
Φi(~yu) ≤ 0,∀i = 1 · · · |I|
Ψj(~yu) = 0,∀j = 1 · · · |E|
(5.4)
Equation (5.4) is no longer a Rayleigh quotient, solvable by general eigen-decomposition, as
compared to the traditional unconstrained NCUT formulation. As such, there is no closed-form
solution for this problem. In particular, [73] showed that it is NP-hard, in general, to solve for gen-
eral eigenvectors under linear inequalities. So, we propose an iterative algorithm to find the global
minimum of this optimization problem using Dinkelbach’s method for fractional programming
(FP) [75, 81]. To make the chapter self-contained, we give a brief description of this algorithm
next.
5.4.1 Dinkelbach Algorithm for Fractional Programming
Given two continuous functions f : Rn → R and g : Rn → R defined on a compact set S ⊆ Rn
such that g (~x) > 0 ∀~x ∈ S, the fractional programming problem is to find the global minimizer,
~x∗, of h (~x) = f(~x)
g(~x)
. According to the parametric approach of Dinkelbach [75], ~x∗ minimizes this
problem if and only if F(~x∗, λ∗) = min ~x∈S [f (~x)− λ∗g (~x)], where λ∗ = h (~x∗). Dinkelbach
proved that F(~x, λ) is monotonically decreasing in λ. This equivalence was extended to prove
that λ∗ can be reached iteratively. In fact, he proposed an algorithm that produces a sequence of




, which converges superlinearly to λ∗.
The Dinkelbach algorithm was extended by [81] to provide a general framework for FP’s,
summarized below as Algorithm 1. The global minimum value of the objective function is λ∗.
Here, we emphasize that the superlinear convergence property is only regarding the iterations
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needed to achieve λ∗ and not the convergence of each iteration. Note that each iteration involves
solving a different optimization problem, which might be an NP-hard problem in its own right!
Consequently, choosing the initial guess ~x(0) is not a trivial task, since setting it to an arbitrary
value might lead to a sequence of NP-hard problems. However, we choose ~x(0) to reduce the
computational complexity of each iteration and the total number of iterations required.
Algorithm 1: Dinkelbach






, ~x∗, and λ∗
begin1







; i = 0; δ(i)←∞; N = 1; λ∗ = λ(0)2
while δ(i) >  do3
Solve ~x∗ = arg min~x∈S
[
f (~x)− λ(i)g (~x)]4
δ(i+ 1) = |f (~x∗)− λ(i)g (~x∗) |5
N ← N + 1, i← i+ 16
If δ(i+ 1) ≤ : λ∗ = h (~x∗), break7




5.4.2 Applying the Dinkelbach Algorithm to Equation (5.4)
Equation (5.4) fits the form required to apply the Dinkelbach algorithm, where S = {~yu : ~yTuR~1+
q = 0,Φi(~yu) ≤ 0 ∀i = 1, · · · , |I|,Ψj(~yu) = 0,∀j = 1, · · · , |E|}, f = F , g = G, and ~y(0)u = ~x(0).
The resulting optimization problem to be solved in each iteration of Dinkelbach(S, F, G, ~y(0)u ,) is
a QP subject to convex constraints. Equation (5.5) shows the problem to be solved at iteration i.




Q− λ(i)R) ~yu + ~mT~yu + (1− λ(i)) a− c]
s.t. ~yu ∈ S (5.5)
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The computational cost of each iteration is highly dependent on the nature of the matrix M(i) =
Q− λ(i)R. If M(i)  0, the problem becomes a convex QP, whose global minimum can be found
efficiently, depending on the nature of S . However, if M(i) has at least one negative eigenvalue,
then finding the global minimum of Eq. (5.5) becomes NP-hard [82]. Therefore, it is essential that
we study the existence and uniqueness of an initial guess ~y(0)u that guarantees the convexity of each
Dinkelbach iteration or equivalently the positive semi-definiteness of each M(i).
Dinkelbach Initialization for Equation (5.4): λ(0)
In what follows, we will determine an α bound on λ(0) that ensures M(i)  0 ∀ i = 0, · · · , N,
thus making Eq. (5.5) convex for every iteration (refer to Theorem 2). Furthermore, we show how
to construct a valid ~y(0)u that satisfies this α bound.






is a nontrivial upper bound that is computed without eigen-decomposition.
Proof. We propose to select λ(0) in order to guarantee M(i)  0 ∀ i = 0, · · · , N. Actually, this
is equivalent to ensuring M(0)  0, since there exists a recursive relationship between M(i) and
M(0): M(i) = M(0) +
(
λ(0) − λ(i))R. Notice that R  0 and λ(0) > λ(i) ∀ i = 1, · · · , N (refer
to Section 5.4.1). To do this, we study the relationship between the eigenvalues of M(0), PD, R,
and Q, which are matrices in RNu×Nu . Here, we use the eigenvalue notation ρk (B) to denote the
kth largest eigenvalue of matrix B. Using the results of [83,84], we bound the eigenvalues of M(0)
as follows:




+ λ(0)ρj (R) ≤ ρ1 (Q) ∀ j = 1, · · · , Nu
Since Q,PD ∈ S+Nu , we can bound the eigenvalues of Q in a similar manner to give ρNu (Q) ≥
ρNu (PD) + ρNu (Lu). Here, we use the fact that the smallest eigenvalue of a Laplacian matrix is
zero [5] (i.e. ρNu (Lu) = 0). This step is performed to avoid calculating ρNu (Q), which is compu-
tationally expensive. But, it also loosens the bound on λ(0), which may lead to slower convergence.
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However, even with this step, our experiments show that merely one to three Dinkelbach iterations
are needed for convergence.
Combining the above results, we find that ρj
(
M(0)
) ≥ min (diag (PD)) − λ(0)R(j, j). This
simplification is possible because PD is a diagonal matrix and its eigenvalues are its diagonal
elements themselves. For M(0)  0, we require that ρj
(
M(0)
) ≥ 0 ∀ j = 1, · · · , Nu. This can







Dinkelbach Initialization for Equation (5.4): ~y(0)u
Theorem 2 proved the existence of a nontrivial upper bound for λ(0); however, it did not show how
to find a particular value of ~y(0)u that satisfies this bound (if one exists). Here, we construct such a
~y
(0)






≤ α, we obtain a quadratic
feasibility problem with convex constraints, as shown in Eq. (5.6), with (Q− αR)  0.

(I): ~y(0)Tu (Q− αR) ~y(0)u + ~mT~y(0)u + (1− α) a− c ≤ 0
(II): ~dT~y(0)u + q = 0 (~d = R~1)
(III): Φi(~y
(0)









































(1− α) a− c = β1K + β2
q = β3K + β4
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Replacing (II) (i.e. K = −~dT ~y(0)u +β4
β3
) in (I) and enforcing that K ≥ 0, we obtain an equivalent
feasibility problem, where r (b) = β1β4
β3
− β2, as shown in Eq. (5.7). Now, all three constraints are
dependent on the value of b alone.


















u ) ≤ 0,Ψj(~y(0)u ) = 0, ∀i = 1 · · · |I|, ∀j = 1 · · · |E|
(5.7)
By setting b to b0 = arg maxb≥0 r (b), we maximize the upper bound on (I). In fact, it can be shown





, where κ is
chosen in the following manner.
κ = 1− ε if τ ≤ 1
κ = 1 + ε if τ > 1
where















As stated in Section 5.2.2, b quantifies how connected each segment is to the rest of the graph.
Ideally, the value of b is dependent on the final solution ~y∗u. However, subject to the hard con-
straints (if any) and prior to computing ~y∗u, b0 is a reasonable estimate of b. In the absence of hard
constraints (i.e. when N+ = N− = 1), b0 → 1. In the traditional NCUT formulation [5], no
attempts were made to approximate b.
Therefore, by setting b = b0, we can construct a feasible solution to Eq. (5.7) by solving the
convex QP shown in Eq. (5.8). Due to the convexity of the cost function and the constraints in Eq.
(5.8), we are guaranteed that a solution exists. This solution can be obtained by using a suitable QP
solver (e.g. methods based on trust regions or active sets) to find the global minimum. Moreover,
the sparsity of (Q− αR) should be exploited to reduce the overall computational complexity.
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Φi(~x) ≤ 0,Ψj(~x) = 0
(5.8)
5.4.3 Proposed DNCUT Algorithm
In Algorithm 2, we show the steps required to solve a convexly constrained NCUT problem under
the DNCUT framework. This algorithm reiterates how b, K, and ~y(0)u are computed to ensure that
M(i)  0 in every iteration of the Dinkelbach algorithm. Notice that the global minima of Eq.
(5.5) and Eq. (5.8) are computed using the same convex QP solver. We gain significant speed by
initializing the solution of each Dinkelbach iteration with the solution of the previous one. In the
discretization step, we cluster the values of the relaxed solution ~y∗u to obtain the binary solution.
Any clustering algorithm can be used here (e.g. using k-means clustering with k = 2).
Algorithm 2: DNCUT




p−u , N+, N−, , and ε
Output: ~y∗u and λ∗
begin1






Store PD, Q, R, ~m, and ~d3
Compute α, β1, β2, β3, and β44
Solve Eq. (5.8) =⇒ ~y(0)u [QP Solver]5
Compute K = −~dT ~y(0)u +β4
β3







N, {λ(i)}Ni=0, ~y∗u, λ∗
)
= Dinkelbach(S, F (~yu), G (~yu), ~y(0)u , ) [QP Solver]7
Discretise: ~y∗ =
[






DNCUT can be extended to multi-class (C ≥ 3) segmentation in a recursive fashion, similarly
to what was done in [5, 79]. We first construct an over-segmentation of the image by clustering
the values of ~y∗u into k  C clusters. No particular choice of clustering algorithm is required
here. In our experiments, we used both k-means clustering and mean shift clustering [85]. Then,
the k segments are greedily merged until only C segments remain. At each step, two clusters
are merged if the NCUT cost between them is the largest among all other pairs of clusters. This
guarantees that the merged segments are the “most similar.” Each resulting segment does not need
to be spatially connected; that is, spatially fragmented labels might occur. In our experiments, this
simple merging method produced meaningful results; however, more elaborate merging schemes
can be employed.
5.4.4 Special Case: DNCUT under Linear Constraints
In this section, we describe how to efficiently apply the DNCUT framework under linear equality
or inequality constraints. The reason we give this type of constraint special attention is twofold. (1)
Linear constraints encode important first-order relationships between graph nodes, such as partial
groupings [71] or area constraints [72]. However, current methods are restricted to linear equality
constraints. In what follows, we show that DNCUT readily incorporates linear inequalities. (2)
There exist efficient iterative methods that solve the underlying convex QP (e.g. interior point or
active set methods).
As emphasized earlier, we need a single QP solver to find the global minima of the convex QPs








where A ∈ S+Nu , C ∈ R|I|×Nu , E ∈ R(|E|+1)×Nu , ~b ∈ RNu , ~d ∈ R|I|, and ~f ∈ R(|E|+1). Also,
for our implementation purposes, we assume that C and E are sparse matrices (e.g. a case of par-
tial groupings). This assumption greatly reduces the complexity of the active set method, whose
fundamental step employs solving a large, sparse linear system with conjugate gradients. When
|I| = 0, there exists a closed-form solution, which requires solving a pair of linear systems. Also,
if |E| = 1 and no hard constraints exist, the problem degenerates to the unconstrained NCUT prob-
lem. When hard constraints are applied, the problem becomes equivalent to solving an interactive
NCUT problem. More details of the optimization technique can be found in Appendix B.
5.5 Experimental Results
We conducted a set of image segmentation experiments to verify the correctness of our formulation
and the proposed DNCUT algorithm. The NCUT criterion was chosen for image segmentation
only to validate the DNCUT framework and to compare it against other NCUT algorithms. The
segmentation performs only as well as the underlying NCUT formulation; our objective is only
a more general NCUT framework and algorithm. The results demonstrate that our algorithm can
accept hard or other linear constraints and efficiently derive a solution.
One problem that any image-as-a-graph approach must face is the need for large memory to
accommodate the large graphs created by the large number of pixels in any reasonably sized image.
In particular, forming the weight matrix Wu is the memory bottleneck for our DNCUT algorithm,
as it is for the original NCUT implementation [5]. This memory-related problem may be partly
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addressed by a multi-scale, coarse-to-fine implementation of DNCUT, similar to that described
in [86]; however, its extension to the DNCUT framework is left to future work. In our experiments,
there was no need for down-sampling images, since the number of pixels in each image did not
exceed the maximum allowable number of nodes. The edge weights between neighboring nodes
are computed using intervening contours [79] applied to the the gray-scale version of the image.
We use the default parameters (e.g. scale) that are available in the implementation described
in [79]. These weights take on values ranging from 0 to 1. We make Wu sparse by setting
the weights between nodes lying farther than 10 pixels apart to zero. For an unknown node i,
p+u (i) and p
−
u (i) are heuristically set to the maximum similarity between node i and all nodes of
SA and SB, respectively. In the absence of hard constraints (i.e. when N+ = N− = 1), we set
p+u (i) = p
−
u (i) = p. In fact, the DNCUT solution becomes equivalent to the traditional NCUT
solution when p → 0. For our experiments, we set p = 1
2
. Here, we note that if a probabilistic
model exists for the graph nodes, p+u (i) and p
−
u (i) can be set to the likelihood that node i belongs
to A and B, respectively. The tolerance values are  = 10−3 and ε = 10−5.
In what follows, we give the complexity of the DNCUT algorithm (Section 5.5.1), compare
the performance of DNCUT to two other NCUT algorithms when applied to the unconstrained
binary NCUT problem (Section 5.5.2), and show segmentation results of DNCUT when applied to
the linearly and nonlinearly constrained binary NCUT problem (Section 5.5.4) and applied to the
unconstrained multi-class segmentation problem (Section 5.5.5).
5.5.1 Complexity
With hard and linear constraints, our algorithm required one to three Dinkelbach iterations to













is the worst case complexity of
solving a sparse linear system with Nu variables using conjugate gradients. µD is the maximum
number of Dinkelbach iterations required for convergence and µA is the maximum number of
1All our image segmentation experiments were executed using MATLAB 7.6 on a 2.4 GHz, 4GB RAM PC.
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active set iterations needed for one Dinkelbach iteration to converge. When the constraints are
linear equalities, µA = 1.
5.5.2 Validation
Here, we demonstrate the correctness of DNCUT by comparing it to two previous NCUT imple-
mentations [5, 86] applied to the same image. This is done quantitatively for the case of uncon-
strained NCUT (i.e. |E| = |I| = 0), where the global solution to the relaxed NCUT problem
is known to be the second smallest generalized eigenvector (i.e. eig2(D −W,D)). In this case,
N+ = N− = 1 (but including only “source” and “sink” nodes). For all three algorithms, we
explicitly apply the hard constraints by setting y+ = 1 and y− = −b0.
The NCUT methods we compare against are the original algorithm described in [5] and its
multi-scale version described in [86]. These algorithms use implicitly restarted Arnoldi/Lanczos
methods for sparse matrices to perform eigen-decomposition in an iterative fashion [87]. The run-
time of this iterative decomposition is determined by the relative tolerance eig. The iterations are
terminated when the relative change in eigen solutions at the current and previous iterations is
less than eig. On the other hand, DNCUT solves the unconstrained problem by solving a pair of
sparse linear systems. In fact, this pair of systems can be solved simultaneously using the iterative
conjugate gradient method. This is true since the conjugate directions for one of the systems can
be used for the other. The run-time of DNCUT is determined by the relative tolerance CG, which
defines the stopping criterion for the conjugate gradient method. When the relative change in the
solution to the linear system is less than CG, the algorithm terminates. For all three algorithms,
the run-times do not include the time needed to construct the weight matrix Wu.
In Figure 5.5, we show comparative results for the three aforementioned algorithms when
applied to images in the Berkeley segmentation dataset [88]. Each image in this dataset has
∼155, 000 pixels or nodes. We aim to show how the NCUT cost (as defined in Eq. (5.4)) varies
for each algorithm and for different run-times (i.e. for different stopping criteria). On each image
in the dataset, we ran the three algorithms with varying stopping criteria and registered their corre-
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sponding NCUT costs. The costs of the original NCUT [5], multi-scale NCUT [86], and DNCUT
algorithms are denotedH (O),H (M), andH (D), respectively. A total of 20 stopping criteria were
used for each algorithm. Figure 5.5 plots the three NCUT costs at each run-time t. This cost is av-
eraged over all images in the dataset. We also show the standard deviations of these measurements.
Here, we used linear interpolation to complete the plots. It is obvious that as the run-time of an
algorithm increases, its NCUT cost decreases, until it reaches a stable value. All three algorithms
exhibit this variation. From the plots, we conclude that the original algorithm outperforms the
multi-scale one by 10.9 dB, while the DNCUT algorithm outperforms the original one by 3.7 dB.
This points to the obvious fact that solving Eq. (5.4) directly (i.e. NCUT on the augmented graph)
is not equivalent to solving the NCUT problem on the pixel nodes alone. Moreover, as p→ 0, the
original NCUT solution will approximate the DNCUT solution and H (D)→ H (O). Ideally, the
comparison should not be a relative comparison among the three methods, but instead a compar-
ison of each method with the global minimum of the original NCUT problem in Eq. (5.2). Since
this problem is NP-hard, obtaining its global minimum for nontrivial-sized problems is infeasible.
Figure 5.5: NCUT costs for the three NCUT algorithms are plotted versus run-time. The uncon-
strained NCUT problem is addressed here. The red values are averaged over all the images in the
Berkeley segmentation dataset. The standard deviations are also plotted as blue bars.
We also provide four qualitative examples in Figure 5.6. Columns (b) to (d) show the re-
laxed solutions (i.e. prior to any discretization) produced by the original, the multi-scale, and the
DNCUT algorithms on sample images in column (a), respectively. These solutions were obtained
after the stable NCUT value for each algorithm was reached. Comparing the segmentation results,
we see that the DNCUT solution is more detailed, which facilitates segmentation. If we consider
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the bird image in the second row, we see that the DNCUT solution plays the role of a soft labeling,
where pixels with similar values are grouped together. So, the sky pixels are much darker than
the foreground. This is not the case for the other two algorithms because they do not utilize the
augmented graph.
(a): original image (b): original NCUT (c): multi-scale NCUT (d): DNCUT
Figure 5.6: Columns (b) to (d) show the stable NCUT solutions yielded by the three methods,
respectively, when applied to the images in column (a). The unconstrained NCUT problem is
addressed here.
5.5.3 Computational Analysis
Here, we focus on a computational analysis of the three NCUT methods when applied to the prob-
lem of an unconstrained NCUT for the images in the Berkeley dataset. We study the relative change
of the NCUT solution with run-time. At every run-time t, we calculate the relative solution change
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Figure 5.7: Relative change of the NCUT solution with run-time.
as ∆e = ‖~xt+1−~xt‖2‖~xt‖2 . This change is averaged over all the images in the dataset. In Figure 5.7, we
plot ∆e as a percentage for each algorithm. All three algorithms show the same type of variation.
The initial monotonic increase in ∆e is followed by a monotonic decrease, until a stable solution
is achieved. Moreover, DNCUT converges to a stable solution much quicker than do the other
two algorithms. For a 5% change, the original NCUT algorithm requires 65 seconds on average to
stabilize, while the multi-scale algorithm requires about 35 seconds. On the other hand, DNCUT
requires about 11 seconds to reach a stable solution. The disparity between the three algorithms
is due to the inherent computational nature of each algorithm. From these empirical results, we
conclude that DNCUT (or its equivalent, the conjugate gradient algorithm) has significantly better
convergence and stability properties than the original or multi-scale NCUT algorithms (or their
equivalent, the Arnoldi/Lanczos method for eigen-decomposition).
5.5.4 Interactive, Linearly Constrained, and Nonlinearly Constrained
NCUT
Here, we conducted three experiments, whereby a different type of constraint on the nodes of the
augmented graph is applied in each experiment. The first experiment addresses the problem of the
interactive NCUT. In Figure 5.8, we consider the case of the interactive NCUT where a user marks
the hard constraints on the displayed image in column (b) with green strokes defining SA and red
strokes defining SB. Columns (c) and (d) show the segmentation results produced by DNCUT, with
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and without the hard constraints, respectively. Column (e) shows the corresponding segmentations
produced by the original NCUT algorithm without the hard constraints (i.e. with unconstrained
segmentation). It is evident that with additional (user-defined) constraints, the resulting binary (i.e
foreground versus background) segmentations become more perceptually relevant.
(a): original (b): constraints (c): con. DNCUT (d): uncon. DNCUT (e): uncon. NCUT
Figure 5.8: Examples of interactive NCUT, as compared to unconstrained NCUT and uncon-
strained DNCUT. The original images are shown in column (a). Column (b) shows the hard con-
straints of SA (green) and SB (red), as marked by a user. Using these hard constraints, column
(c) shows the interactive segmentations produced by DNCUT. Columns (d) and (e) display the
unconstrained NCUT segmentations, produced by DNCUT and the original NCUT algorithm, re-
spectively. These last two columns are shown for comparison with the interactive DNCUT results.
The second experiment addresses the problem of linearly constrained NCUT and shows some
results in Figure 5.9. In this experiment, we apply two types of linear constraints, (1) partial pixel
groupings and (2) −b0~1 ≤ ~yu ≤ ~1 to produce the binary segmentations shown in column (c). The
box constraint (2) is a linear relaxation of the original discrete constraint in Eq. (5.2). Such linear
inequalities cannot be handled by other NCUT algorithms. Unconstrained binary segmentations
produced by the DNCUT and original NCUT algorithms are presented in columns (d) and (e),
respectively. The partial groupings are determined by user-defined strokes in column (b). The
same colored pixels define nodes of the graph that should belong to the same segment.
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(a): original (b): constraints (c): con. DNCUT (d): uncon. DNCUT (e): uncon. NCUT
Figure 5.9: Examples of linearly constrained NCUT, as compared to unconstrained NCUT and
unconstrained DNCUT. Two types of linear constraints are applied: partial pixel groupings and a
box constraint on the values of the DNCUT solution (i.e. −b0~1 ≤ ~yu ≤ ~1). Partial groupings are
marked by users in red and green strokes, as shown in column (b). Column (c) shows the binary
DNCUT solutions to the linearly constrained NCUT problem. For visual comparison, columns
(d) and (e) show the binary, unconstrained NCUT segmentations produced by the DNCUT and
original NCUT algorithms, respectively.
As in the second experiment, the third one also addresses the problem of partial groupings
on the nodes of the augmented graph. However, in this version of the partial grouping problem,
the box constraint on ~yu is replaced by a ball constraint (i.e.







This ball constraint is a relaxation on the box constraint, since it does not implicitly guarantee
that yu(i) ∈ [−b0, 1] ∀i = 1, · · · , Nu. This is an example of how a nonlinear (quadratic) convex
constraint can be applied to the DNCUT framework. Since there is a single nonlinear constraint,
solving this version of the partial grouping problem is more efficient than solving the version in
the previous experiment. Figure 5.10 shows some segmentation results. The constrained DNCUT
solutions (after discretization) are shown in column (c), while the unconstrained binary segmen-
tations produced by the DNCUT and original NCUT algorithms are presented in columns (d) and
(e) for comparison. The partial groupings are determined by user-defined strokes in column (b).
The same colored pixels define nodes of the graph that should belong to the same segment.
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(a): original (b): constraints (c): con. DNCUT (d): uncon. DNCUT (e): uncon. NCUT
Figure 5.10: Examples of nonlinearly constrained NCUT, as compared to unconstrained NCUT
and unconstrained DNCUT. Two types of constraints are applied: partial pixel groupings and a
ball constraint on DNCUT solution (i.e.






)2). Partial groupings are
marked by users in red and green strokes, as shown in column (b). Column (c) shows the binary
DNCUT solutions to the nonlinearly constrained NCUT problem. For visual comparison, columns
(d) and (e) show the binary, unconstrained NCUT segmentations produced by the DNCUT and
original NCUT algorithms, respectively.
5.5.5 Multi-Class Segmentation
Figure 5.11 shows examples of unconstrained multi-class segmentation where C = 2, 3, 4. Fig-
ure 5.11(b) shows the DNCUT solution to the unconstrained problem. The clustering and merging
algorithm in Section 5.4.3 is used to produce the segmentations in Figure 5.11(d), (f), and (h),
where the corresponding boundaries are drawn in Figure 5.11(c), (e) and (g). Even though this
multi-class segmentation algorithm is suboptimal, it results in reasonable segmentations. How-
ever, its performance is correlated with the quality and detail of pixel groupings in the DNCUT
solution. For example, in the flowers case, the flowers are significantly delineated in the DNCUT
solution; however, the lady bugs on the flower petals and the blades of grass in the out-of-focus
background are not. This is primarily due to the nature of the weight matrix used. In fact, our
experiments used intervening contours at a single scale and no color information was exploited.
Incorporating more visual cues (e.g. color) into the edge weights and finding efficient ways to
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combine results at multiple scales are left for future work. All the segmentation results can be
downloaded at http://vision.ai.uiuc.edu/∼bghanem2/Shared/DNCUT/used pics/.
tiger︷ ︸︸ ︷
(a): image (b): DNCUT
(c): C = 2 (d): C = 2
(e): C = 3 (f): C = 3
(g): C = 4 (h): C = 4
owls︷ ︸︸ ︷
(a): image (b): DNCUT
(c): C = 2 (d): C = 2
(e): C = 3 (f): C = 3
(g): C = 4 (h): C = 4
flowers︷ ︸︸ ︷
(a): image (b): DNCUT
(c): C = 2 (d): C = 2
(e): C = 3 (f): C = 3
(g): C = 4 (h): C = 4
Figure 5.11: Examples of unconstrained multi-class segmentation with C = 2, 3, 4 when applied
to three images: tiger, owls, and flowers. (b) shows the DNCUT solution to the unconstrained
problem. (c), (e), and (g) show the boundaries of the segments in (d), (f), and (h), respectively.
Next, we show how the low-level, multi-class segmentation results for the three algorithms
relate to human segmentation results. Here, we use the Berkeley segmentation dataset, which con-
tains multiple benchmark (human) segmentations for each image in the dataset. To each image,
we applied the three multi-class algorithms where the number of classes was set to the number of
segments labeled in the benchmark segmentations corresponding to this image. Then, the resulting
binary segment boundaries are averaged over all the benchmark segmentations. We used the eval-
uation kit of [88] to plot the precision-recall curves shown in Figure 5.12. The three algorithms
yield very similar F-scores, which are higher than random performance (0.41) and significantly
less than human performance (0.79). They rank low on the list of state-of-the-art segmentation
algorithms. More importantly, comparing these NCUT algorithms together, we see that the multi-
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scale one has the worst F-score (0.46), while the original one has the best F-score (0.54). The
DNCUT registers an F-score (0.52) that is very similar to the original algorithm. This is the case,
even though DNCUT was shown in Section 5.5.2 to yield a smaller NCUT cost than the other
algorithms. This discrepancy points to the fact that the NCUT formulation for image segmentation
does not correlate well with human segmentation.






This chapter describes modeling of video sequences of a dense collection of moving objects, which
we will call swarms. Examples of dynamic swarms (DS) in nature abound: a colony of ants, a herd
of animals, people in a crowd, a flock of birds, a school of fish, a swarm of honeybees, trees in a
storm, and snowfall. In artificial settings, dynamic swarms are illustrated by fireworks, a caravan
of vehicles, sailboats on a lake, and robot swarms. A DS is characterized by the following proper-
ties. (1) All swarm elements belong to the same category, which means that the appearances (i.e.
the geometric and photometric properties) of the elements are similar, although not identical. For
example, each element may be a sample from the same underlying probability density function
(pdf) of appearance parameters. (2) The swarm elements occur in a dense spatial configuration.
Thus, their spatial placement, although not regular, is statistically uniform (e.g. determined by a
certain pdf). (3) Element motions are statistically similar. (4) The motions of the swarm elements
are globally independent. In other words, the motions of two elements that are sufficiently well
separated are independent. However, this is not strictly true on a local scale because if they are
located too close to one another compared to the extents of their displacements, then their mo-
tions must be interdependent to preserve separation. Thus, the motion parameters of each element
versus the other elements can be considered as being chosen from a mutually conditional pdf.
Occasional variations in these swarm properties are also possible, e.g. elements may belong to
multiple categories such as different types of vehicles in traffic. Figure 6.1 shows some examples
of DS.
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Figure 6.1: Examples of swarms.
This definition of DS is reminiscent of dynamic textures (DT). Indeed, a DS is analogous to a
DT of complex nonpoint objects. The introduction of complex nonpoint objects introduces signif-
icant complexity: (1) Extraction of nonpoint objects becomes necessary; their added complexity
is evident from, for example, the algorithm of [89]. (2) Motion for nonpoint objects is richer than
point objects; their rotation and non-rigid transformations become feasible. Since most work on
DTs has focused on textures formed of pixel or subpixel objects, DS is a relatively unexplored
problem. Tools for DS analysis should be useful for general problems such as dynamic scene
recognition, dynamic scene synthesis, and anomaly detection; they may be useful as well for spe-
cific problems such as the motion analysis of animal herds or flocks of birds. In this chapter, we
present an approach to derive the model of a DS from its video and demonstrate its efficacy through
example applications. Before we do this, we first review the work most related to DS, namely, that
on DT.
6.1.1 Related Work
A DT sequence captures a random spatiotemporal phenomenon, which may be the result of a
variety of physical processes involving objects that are small (smoke particles), large (snowflakes),
rigid (flag), non-rigid (cloud, fire), or moving in 2-D or 3-D. Even though the overall global motion
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of a DT may be perceived by humans as being simple and coherent, the underlying local motion
is governed by a complex stochastic model. Irrespective of the nature of the physical phenomena,
the objective of DT modeling in computer vision and graphics is to capture the nondeterministic,
spatial and temporal variation in images.
As discussed earlier, although the basic notion of DTs allows that both spatial and temporal
variations be complex, the limited work done on DTs has focused on moving objects (texels) that
have little spatial complexity, even as they exhibit complex motion. The texels, such as smoke
particles, are of negligible size and their movement appears as a continuous photometric variation
in the image, rather than as a sparser arrangement of finite (non-zero) size texels. Consequently,
the DT model must mainly capture the motion, and less is needed to represent the spatial structure.
Statistical modeling of spatiotemporal interdependence among DT images is closest to the
work we present here. This work includes the spatiotemporal auto-regressive (STAR) model by
Szummer et al. [17] and the multi-resolution analysis (MRA) trees by Bar-Joseph et al. [18]. The
DT model of Doretto et al. [19] uses a stable linear dynamical system (LDS). LDS mixture models
have been developed in [90] and implemented on DT clustering and segmentation. In [91], a
mixture of globally coordinated PPCA models was employed to model a DT.
Along with their merits, the previously proposed models also suffer from certain shortcomings.
(i) These models make restrictive assumptions about the DT sequences. Most of them assume that
there is a single DT covering each frame in the sequence. Others that consider multiple DTs are
usually limited to particle textures (e.g. water and smoke). Consequently, these models cannot
be easily extended to dynamic swarms. Even if the texels were known beforehand, learning a
separate model for each texel does not guarantee the underlying spatiotemporal stationarity of DS.
(ii) They do not make a clear separation between the appearance and dynamical models of the DT.
The approach proposed in [3] explicitly aims at this separation, but it is limited to fluid DTs only.
Another body of work that is related to our swarm motion models a DT as a set of dynamic
textons (or motons) whose motion is governed by a Markov chain model [92, 93]. This generative
model is limited to sequences of particle objects (e.g. snowflakes) or objects imaged at large
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distances. The texton dynamics are constrained by the underlying assumptions of the model,
which state that all textons have the same frame-to-frame transformation, that this transformation
is constant over time, and that the dynamics of spatially neighboring textons are independent.
While this work does involve moving objects containing more than one pixel per object as well as
some interpixel spacing, its modeling power still does not match the needs of the four properties
of a DS given above.
In the rest of this chapter, we refer to the objects forming a swarm as swarm elements. We pro-
pose a probabilistic model that learns both the spatial layout of the swarm elements and their joint
dynamics; these are modeled as linear transformations, which allow for a clear separation between
the appearance and dynamics of these elements. This joint representation takes into account the
interdependence in the properties of elements that are neighbors in space and time. This repre-
sentation is done by enforcing stationarity only within spatiotemporal neighborhoods. This local
stationarity constraint allows us to model not only DS sequences that exhibit globally uniform dy-
namics (to which previous methods are limited) but also DS sequences whose element properties
and dynamics gradually change in space and time.
6.1.2 Overview of Proposed Model
Given a DS sequence in which swarm elements undergo locally stationary transformations, we
iterate between learning the spatial layout of these elements (i.e. their binary alpha mattes and their
frame-to-frame correspondences) and their dynamics. We estimate swarm dynamics such that they
follow a probabilistic model that enforces local stationarity within a spatiotemporal neighborhood
of each element. In regards to spatial layout, we assume that each swarm element consists of one
or more homogenous segments that also possess these spatiotemporal stationarity properties.
We model the frame-to-frame motion of each individual element as a linear transformation,
which reconstructs the element’s features in a given frame from its features in the previous one.
These features can describe local or global properties. In our framework, we do not restrict the
choice of these features, since they can be application dependent. These linear transformations are
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chosen to capture a wide variety of possible changes, especially rotation, scaling, and shear. More-
over, each element is associated with a spatiotemporal neighborhood, in which local stationarity
is enforced. Spatially, this is done by assuming that the dynamics of elements in a given neigh-
borhood are samples from the same distribution corrupted by i.i.d. Gaussian noise. Temporally,
these dynamics are governed by an auto-regressive (AR) model. We learn swarm dynamics by
estimating the transformations that maximize the a posteriori probability or that equivalently (i)
minimize the reconstruction error and (ii) enforce stationarity in each element’s neighborhood.
Contributions
The contributions of the proposed model are threefold. (1) We present an approach that learns
the dynamics of swarm elements jointly. This is done by modeling their frame-to-frame linear
transformations instead of directly modeling their features. Using these transformations, our model
handles more complex swarm motions and allows for a clear separation between the appearance
and dynamics of a swarm. (2) Based on our assumption of local spatiotemporal stationarity, the
proposed probabilistic model allows for interdependence between swarm elements in time and
space. This is done locally, so as not to limit the types of DS sequences that can be modeled; this
limitation is a shortcoming of most other methods. (3) The proposed model and learning algorithm
estimate the spatial layout of swarm elements by enforcing temporal coherence in determining their
frame-to-frame correspondences and the spatial stationarity of their dynamics.
6.2 Proposed Spatiotemporal Model
In this section, we give a detailed description of our spatiotemporal model for the spatial layout and
dynamics of a DS. We consider sequences whose fundamental spatial elements are opaque objects.
The changes these elements undergo are stationary, both spatially and temporally. We also assume
that each swarm element consists of one or more homogenous segments that also possess these
spatiotemporal stationarity properties. To learn the spatial layout of a swarm, we refrain from
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using texel extraction algorithms (such as described in [89] or [94]) because they do not make
use of the spatiotemporal relationship inherent to swarm elements. Instead, we revisit the video
segmentation algorithm of [95], which has some interesting properties that we exploit to learn
spatial layout. Since no explicit tracking is performed on the swarm elements, occlusion handling
remains a problem and is left for future work. To enforce stationarity, we assume that the dynamics
of the swarm elements are distributed according to an MRF in both space and time. In our model,
the dynamics of each swarm element is influenced by its spatial and temporal neighbors within its
spatiotemporal neighborhood. Unlike other dynamical models (e.g. [19, 93]) that assume spatial
independence between texture elements, we maintain spatiotemporal dependence among swarm
elements to render a more constrained model. In what follows, we give a clear mathematical
formulation of our problem.
We are given F frames of sizeM×N constituting a swarm sequence. Frame t in this sequence
contains Kt swarm elements. This permits that elements can disappear and be formed at different
time instances. A swarm element consists of one or more adjacent low-level image segments that
have similar dynamics. Note that any low-level segmentation algorithm can be used here. In the
following sections, we show how we iterate between learning the spatial layout and dynamics of
the elements. At a given iteration, we fix element dynamics and update the swarm elements by
clustering segments to enforce spatiotemporal stationarity. Then, we update the dynamics of the
new swarm elements.


















, which describe their appearances. To model local swarm dynamics,
we define a linear transformationA(i)t that transforms ~f (i)t into ~f (i)t+1. Due to its general form, it can
encompass commonly used transformations, such as rotation and scaling, as well as more specific













to denote the set of
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features.
By using frame-to-frame transformations to characterize dynamics of swarms instead of their
corresponding features, we emphasize the separation between swarm appearance and dynamics.
This is usually ignored in other models. This explicit separation allows distinction between, and
independent control of, the appearance and motion of swarm elements. That is, we can pair a
swarm element with any form of dynamics.
The goals of modeling these linear transformations are twofold. [G1] We desire accurate
frame-to-frame reconstruction of the feature vectors, which determines how well our model fits
the underlying data. [G2] We need to impose spatial and temporal stationarity on the transforma-
tions within a local spatiotemporal neighborhood. In the absence of [G2], our model is ill-posed
and too general for any practical use. Consequently, [G2] ensures that our model conforms to the
underlying process that generates the dynamics of swarm elements.
Section 6.2.1 gives a detailed description of how the spatiotemporal neighborhood of a swarm
element is formed. In Section 6.2.3, we learn the spatial layout and the linear transformations in a
probabilistic MAP framework.
6.2.1 Spatiotemporal Neighborhood in a DS
Our dynamical model assumes spatial and temporal stationarity for each swarm element within





be the set of all spatiotemporal neigh-
borhoods in the sequence. The set of elements included in the neighborhood of T (i)t is N (i)t .
We define Γ (t, i) to be the set of index pairs (u, v) that represent T (v)u in N (i)t . For simplic-
ity, we decompose Γ (t, i) into two disjoint sets of indices, ΓS (t, i) and ΓT (t, i), where ΓS (t, i) ={
(t, j) : T (j)t ∈ N (i)t
}
and ΓT (t, i) =
{
(s, i) : T (i)s ∈ N (i)t
}
. Let ΓS (t, i) define the spatial neigh-
bors of T (i)t , while ΓT (t, i) defines its temporal neighbors.
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Spatial Neighborhood
The elements indexed by ΓS (t, i) are determined by the generalized Voronoi regions correspond-
ing to the elements present in the tth frame. We also weigh the “neighborness” of every pair of
spatial neighbors. The value wt (i, j) is the corresponding weight for
(
T (i)t , T (j)t
)
. It is equal to
the ratio of the length of the common boundary between the Voronoi regions of the neighboring
elements to the average distance of these elements to the common boundary. For elements that are
not spatial neighbors, this weight is set to zero. Local spatial stationarity is enforced by assum-
ing that transformations of neighboring elements are drawn from the same distribution, corrupted
by Gaussian i.i.d. noise. Therefore, we have: ∀ (t, j) ∈ ΓS (t, i) : A(j)t = A(i)t + N where






∀u, v = 1, · · · , d.
Temporal Neighborhood
The elements indexed by ΓT (t, i) are the manifestations of the ith element in a temporal window
consisting of the WT previous frames. The limits of this window are truncated to remain within
the limits of the video sequence itself. This is done to resolve exceptions occurring at the first WT
frames in the sequence. We enforce temporal stationarity by applying an AR model of order WT
to the sequence of transformations in this temporal window. In fact, the AR model has often been
used to model features over time (e.g. see [92]), but here, we use it to model the temporal variations
of these features, that is, the dynamics themselves. Therefore, we have ∀ N (i)t ∈ C : A(i)t =∑ρt
j=1 αjA(i)t−j +N , where ρt = min (WT , t− 1) and N(u, v) ∼ N (0, σ2T ). For simplicity, the AR
coefficients (~α ∈ RWT ) are assumed to be time invariant and the constant for all swarm elements.
In Figure 6.2, we show an example of the spatiotemporal neighborhood of T (1)t with WT = 2.
Note that the number of spatial neighbors and the neighborness weights can change from frame to
frame.
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Figure 6.2: Spatial neighbors are connected by solid black lines, while temporal neighbors are
connected by dashed black lines. Here, T (1)t has two spatial neighbors (T (2)t and T (3)t ) and two
temporal neighbors (T (1)t−1 and T (1)t−2) comprising its spatiotemporal neighborhood.
6.2.2 Model for Swarm Dynamics and Spatial Layout
Here, we present the probabilistic model that governs the dynamics of swarm elements and their
spatial layout in a DS. We model the joint probability of the spatial layout, features, and dynamics
of the swarm elements. This is done by decomposing the joint into a product of the prior over the
transformations and the spatial layout and the likelihood of the features, given the swarm layout
and dynamics as in Eq. (6.1). In what follows, we model the three terms to ensure [G1] and [G2].
p
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Since we assume a linear relationship between consecutive feature vectors, we can decompose the



















A(i)t ~f (i)t , γ2t Id
)
and p1 = p
(
F1 | {At}F−1t=1 , {Tt}Ft=1
)
is a constant with respect to the transfor-
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Prior on Swarm Spatial Layout (PT)
As stated before, each swarm element consists of one or more homogenous segments that are
produced by the algorithm of [96]. The spatial layout of these elements and their frame-to-frame
correspondences must ensure that the features of the swarm elements are reconstructed faithfully
and that spatial stationarity of their dynamics is enforced. The frame-to-frame correspondences
of a swarm element are equivalent to many-to-many correspondences between segments from the
two frames. To formalize this problem, we denote the frame-to-frame correspondence between
T (i)t and T (i)t+1 as n(t,i), which is a node in the graph of all frame-to-frame correspondences in the
swarm sequence. Two nodes n(t,i) and n(s,j) are considered neighbors in the graph, if any pair of{




T (j)s , T (j)s+1
}
are spatially adjacent (i.e. they share boundaries). We show an
example in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Two neighboring nodes of swarm elements in frames t and t + 1. Note that the n(s,j)
consists of two regions.
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, that quantifies the
quality of frame-to-frame feature reconstruction. Also, we define a pairwise similarity function for




, that evaluates how similar their frame-to-frame
transformations are. This setup is similar to the one used in [95]. Actually, we shall see later that
we use a similar method to update the spatial layout. We use normalized correlation to define s1(.)







t+1 A(i)t ~f (i)t










‖A(i)t ‖F ‖A(j)s ‖F
. The prior
probability PT is proportional to the self-similarity and pairwise similarities of all neighboring
nodes in the graph.
Prior on Swarm Dynamics (PA)
As L was modeled to guarantee [G1], [G2] is accounted for by modeling PA as a product of
potential functions defined on the set of all spatiotemporal neighborhoods. This decomposition
is widely used to model priors on maximum cliques defined on an undirected graph. We define
the potential function for each clique as the product of a spatial potential ΨS(.) and a temporal
potential ΨT (.); these potentials guarantee spatial and temporal stationarity in swarm dynamics,

































A(i)s : T (i)s ∈ N (i)t
}) (6.3)
The potentials fS and fT are potentials that evaluate how spatially and temporally stationary



























. We can express the negative log prior as in Eq. (6.4). Note











|ΓT (t, i)|2. Also, we assume that the normalizing factor Z is constant with
respect to the swarm dynamics, the noise variances, and the AR coefficients.
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∥∥∥A(j)t −A(j′ )t ∥∥∥2
F
 (6.4)
6.2.3 Learning Swarm Layout and Dynamics
After establishing our probabilistic model, we proceed to learning its parameters, {Tt}Ft=1, {At}F−1t=1 ,
the noise variances σS , σT , and ~γ (i.e. {γt}F−1t=1 ), as well as the AR coefficients ~α (i.e. {αj}WTj=1). To
do this, we embed our model into a MAP framework. We assume that the prior on the features and
the prior on the noise variances are uniform. Replacing Eq. (6.2, 6.4) in Eq. (6.1), we formulate
the MAP problem as a nonlinear and non-convex minimization problem.
min
{Tt}Ft=1,{At}F−1t=1 , σS , σT , ~γ,~α
[(−lnL − lnPA)− lnPT] (6.5)
Due to the complex form of Eq. (6.5), we learn the spatial layout of the DS and its dynamics in an
iterative fashion. In each iteration, we either fix the dynamics and update the spatial layout or vice
versa. In what follows, we show the steps involved in updating the spatial layout and the dynamics
at the j th iteration.
Spatial Layout Update
We employ a method similar to the one used for video object segmentation in [95] to update
{Tt[j − 1]}Ft=1. We will only highlight the main aspects of this method and how it applies to mod-
eling DSs. We create a graph whose nodes are all candidates for frame-to-frame correspondences
between {Tt[j − 1]}Ft=1 and individual segments of these frames. In other words, a segment or
swarm element in frame t corresponds to a segment or swarm element in the next frame if the pro-
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jection of the former into frame t + 1 (according to its optical flow) overlaps with the latter. This
graph allows for the clustering of similar and neighboring nodes, which enables many-to-many
correspondences between consecutive frames. Once this graph is created, the attributes of each
node and the edge weights between neighboring nodes are determined by s1(.) and s2(.), as de-
fined in Section 6.2.3. For segments that do not belong to {Tt[j − 1]}Ft=1, we use identity for their
transformation. Given this weighted undirected graph, we cluster its nodes into valid and invalid
correspondences. This binary clustering is done using graph cuts, instead of relaxation labeling.
Then, the resulting valid correspondences are broken down into individual connected components,
where connectedness is over time and space. This yields {Tt[j]}Ft=1. As pointed out in [95],
this method tends to cluster adjacent and occluding swarm elements with similar dynamics. For
initialization, we set {Tt[0]}Ft=1 to all segments in the video sequence with non-zero optical flow.
Dynamical Model Update
Given {Tt[j]}Ft=1, Eq. (6.5) can be solved iteratively using iterated conditional modes (ICM) [97],
which guarantees a local minimum. In the kth ICM iteration, the variances are updated to their ML
estimates. Updating each A(i)t requires the minimization of a convex-quadratic matrix problem.
The parameter vector ~α is updated by solving a linear system of equations. In what follows, we
index the model parameters with [k] to denote their estimates in the kth ICM iteration.
Variance Update Denoting the spatial and temporal residuals as 4S(t, j, j ′)[k] = wt(j, j ′)∥∥∥A(j)t [k]−A(j′ )t [k]∥∥∥2
F
and 4T (t, i)[k] =
∥∥∥A(i)t [k]−∑ρtj=1 αjA(i)t−j[k]∥∥∥2
F
, we obtain the update



























Dynamics Update First, we show the update equation for the AR coefficients. Taking the gra-
dient of Eq. (6.5) with respect to ~α and setting it to zero renders the following update equation:
G~α[k] = ~g (refer to Eq. (6.7)). Here, M is the sum of Gramm matrices corresponding to the
transformations associated with the spatiotemporal neighborhoods at iteration k. The sum of the
inner products between these transformations is ~m.
G︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
N (i)t ∈C




Now, we turn to updating the transformations. At each ICM iteration, we fix all of them except
for X = A(i)t [k]. Here, we isolate the dependence of Eq. (6.5) on X and minimize the following
convex-quadratic matrix problem.










where eR and eS represent the reconstruction and spatial stationarity residuals, respectively. The
value eT represents the temporal stationarity residuals corresponding to the frames preceding frame
t. We express these terms as in Eq. (6.9).
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Minimizing g (X) is a convex-quadratic matrix problem that admits a global minimum X∗. It
can be obtained using gradient descent where the rate of descent (η) is determined by a line search.
A closed-form solution for η can be derived. Until now, X has been an unconstrained linear trans-
formation; however, certain applications require that it belong to a feasible set Sd (e.g. the set of ro-
tation or symmetric matrices). To do this, we project the intermediate solution at each descent step
onto Sd. In some cases, this projection is trivial. For example, if Sd =
{
X ∈ Rd×d : X = XT},
the projection of X is X+X
T
2
. Using differential matrix identities, we can express the gradient of





−D, where β,~b, andD are func-
tions of ~f (i)t , ~f
(i)
t+1, and the current estimates of the transformations and ~α. Algorithm 3 provides
details for solving Eq. (6.8).
Algorithm 3: Gradient Descent (GD)
Input : X(0) ∈ Sd, β,~b, D, 
Initialization: δ ←∞; ` = 01
while δ ≥  do2
η` = arg minη≥0 g
(
X(`) − η (∇g) |X(`)
)
3
// move along gradient4
X(`+ 12)
= X(`) − ηl (∇g) |X(`)5








‖X(`)‖F ; ` = `+ 18
end9
We can initialize X in two ways. (a) Set X(0) equal to the transformation obtained from the
previous ICM iteration (i.e. X(0) = A(i)t [k − 1]). (b) If X is constrained to be in Sd, we can
initialize X(0) by projecting the solution to the unconstrained version of Eq. (6.8), denoted X∗UNC,





In our experiments, both initialization schemes had similar rates of convergence; however, (b)
tends to be more numerically unstable when β is small. For the first ICM iteration (k = 0), we
initialize every transformation to identity (i.e. A(i)t [0] = Id). Numerically, we avoid division by
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zero by setting σS[0] = σT [0] = γt[0] = 1.
Algorithm 4 combines all these update equations into the overall algorithm for solving Eq.
(6.5) to learn the swarm spatial layout and dynamics.
Algorithm 4: Learn Swarm Layout and Dynamics
Input : {Ft,Tt[0],At[0]}Ft=1, WT , , jmax, kmax
for j ← 0 TO jmax do1
// update spatial layout2
• get {Tt[j + 1]}Ft=1 from {Tt[j],At[j]}Ft=13
for t← 1 TO F ; i← 1 TO Kt do4
• find generalized Voronoi regions of T (i)t5
• compute wt(t, i)6
end7
// update noise variances and transformations8
Initialization: δ ←∞; k = 09
while (δ ≥ ) AND (k ≤ kmax) do10
• compute σS[k], σT [k], ~γ[k], ~α[k]11
for t← 1 TO F ; i← 1 TO Kt do12
• compute β,~b, D, X(0)13









; k = k + 116




To validate our model and evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we conducted experiments
on synthetic sequences (Section (6.3.1)) and real swarm sequences. The synthetic sequences help
provide quantitative evaluation. The experiments show that we can learn the spatial layout and
dynamics of swarms and discriminate between different types of swarm motion.
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6.3.1 Synthetic Sequences
Here, we evaluate our model and learning algorithm by applying them to some synthetic sequences,
whose ground truth segmentations and dynamics are known beforehand. In doing so, we learn the
spatiotemporal model of the swarm in each DS sequence and the respective segmentation of each
swarm element in each frame. In addition to model learning, we evaluate how useful our learned
model is in discriminating between different dynamic swarm types.
Model Learning
First, we construct a synthetic DS sequence of F = 25 frames and K = 8 elements (4 leaves and
4 squares with a simple textured interior). Figure 6.4(a) shows a sample frame of this sequence,
where the boundaries of the generalized Voronoi regions are drawn in green. The motion of the




. Specifically, for each
element in every frame, θ(i)t is sampled from a Gaussian distribution N (θ0 = pi25 , σ = 150).
The features we used were based on a polar coordinate system centered at the centroid of each
element, where each angular bin had a width of pi
20
rad. For each angular bin, we extracted two
shape features (kurtosis and skew), the mean centroidal distance of the element boundary, and the
mean intensity value. This yielded a feature vector of size d = 160. Setting  = 10−3, kmax = 50,
andWT = 3, we applied Algorithm 4 to learn the swarm dynamics1. Figure 6.4(b) shows a sample
transformation matrix after convergence.
1Running MATLAB on a 2.4GHz PC, our algorithm converged in 40 ICM iterations (∼ 30 seconds).
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(a) sample frame (b) learned transformation: A(1)10
(c) modeling performance
Figure 6.4: (a) is a frame in the synthetic DS sequence. (b) shows transformation A(1)10 , after
convergence.
We evaluate our model fitting performance by using three measures: the reconstruction residual












































They quantify the average error incurred in reconstructing the data and enforcing stationarity in
the spatiotemporal neighborhood of each swarm element. Clearly, the smaller these measures are,
the better our model fits the data. Figure 6.4(c) plots these measures for all frames in the sequence.
All three measures show a stable variation with time. The spatial and temporal residual errors ζS
and ζT are consistently larger than ζR due to the added noise corrupting each transformation. In
fact, as σ → 0, ζS and ζT both get closer to ζR. Furthermore, ζT is consistently larger than ζS
because temporal neighborhoods only extend WT = 3 frames from each swarm element. In fact,
as WT → (F − 1), ζT gets closer to ζS , since temporal stationarity is enforced on a larger number
of frames. Here, we point out that although the leaf and square elements are significantly different
in appearance, their dynamics are the same. This reinforces the fact that our method successfully
separates between swarm appearance and dynamics.
Motion Discrimination
Here, we demonstrate that the learned transformations can discriminate between different types of
motion. Another synthetic DS sequence is constructed in the same manner as before, but with the





square elements undergoR−θ(i)t . After learning the swarm dynamics, we compute all the distances
(i.e. the Frobenius norm of the difference) between pairs of learned transformations. We show
the resulting distance matrix in Figure 6.5(a). We see that the transformations corresponding to
the leaf elements are close to each other and far from those corresponding to the square elements.
For visualization purposes, we perform MDS on these pairwise distances to embed the transfor-
mations in R3. In this space, the leaf and square dynamics are easily separable. Moreover, these
transformations can be perfectly clustered using spectral clustering (K = 2).
This result reinforces the fact that our method can successfully learn and discriminate between
different motions occurring within a single DS sequence. This conclusion is valid as long as the
neighborness weights associated with swarm elements undergoing similar dynamics are reason-
ably higher than those moving differently.
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(a) distance matrix (b) MDS of swarm dynamics
Figure 6.5: (a) shows the distances between the swarm transformations in the synthetic sequence.
Note that brighter values designate larger distances. (b) projects the transformations onto R3 using
MDS.
6.3.2 Real Sequences
We apply our algorithm to swarm video sequences compiled from online sources. We perform
model learning and motion discrimination on four sequences: “birds” [93], “geese,” “robot swarm,”
and “pedestrian” [90] (refer to Figure 6.6). Furthermore, to exemplify the general potential of our
approach in describing complex motion of objects in video, we apply our algorithm to action
recognition, where a single swarm element occurs in each sequence.
Figure 6.6: Examples of “birds”, “geese”, “robot”, and “pedestrian” swarms.
Model Learning
The features we used were based on a polar coordinate system centered at the centroid of each
swarm element, where each angular bin had a width of pi
10
rad. For each angular bin, we extracted
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two shape features (kurtosis and skew), the mean centroidal distance of the element boundary,
and the mean intensity value. This yielded a feature vector of size d = 100. Setting  = 10−3,
jmax = 5, kmax = 50, and WT = 5, we applied Algorithm 4 to learn the spatial layout and
dynamics of each swarm sequence. To evaluate the performance of our method, we conducted a
leave-five-out experiment, where we learn the swarm dynamics using all the frames except for five.
The transformations and features of the elements in these left-out frames are reconstructed using
the AR model. We repeated this experiment and reported the average normalized residual errors
in Table 6.1, for the four sequences. These results show that our DS model represents the ground
truth data well. Here, we note that the error was the highest for the “pedestrian” sequence due to
the variability in the swarm dynamics and appearance. Also, we compared these residual errors
to the case when identity is used instead of the learned transformations (i.e. there is no update of
dynamics). The percentage ratio of these two errors is shown in parenthesis. We conclude that our
learned dynamics substantially improve model fitting.
Table 6.1: Average normalized residual error (as percentage). These errors are time averages of
ζR, ζS , and ζT . The percentage values in parentheses define the ratio of the average normalized
residual errors divided by the same error incurred if the swarm dynamics are not updated. This
clearly shows that our learning algorithm succeeds in fitting the model to the observed data.
“birds” “geese” “robot” “pedestrian”
ζR (%) 8.2 (5.4) 10.3 (4.9) 3.5 (4.2) 12.9 (9.5)
ζS (%) 12.5 (6.8) 6.5 (5.8) 11.6 (5.5) 15.8 (11.6)
ζT (%) 18.0 (4.1) 14.1 (7.7) 16.4 (4.4) 23.1 (18.3)
Motion Discrimination
We differentiate between the two cases of DS sequences: (I) the case when a DS sequence contains
multiple swarm elements per frame and (II) the special case when a DS sequence contains only a
single swarm element in every frame. Although swarm element interaction is non-existent in the
latter case, learning the dynamics of this single element remains an interesting problem, since it
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lends itself useful to human action recognition, where the human constitutes the swarm element in
each frame.
(I). Multiple Swarm Element Sequences Here, we demonstrate that our method can discrimi-
nate between different motions (i.e. sequences of transformations) within the same video sequence,
which contains multiple swarm elements. After learning the swarm dynamics, we compute the dis-
similarity in dynamics between every pair of swarm elements. We define the dissimilarity between
two sequences of swarm element transformations (T1 and T2) as the dynamic time warping (DTW)
cost needed to warp the transformations of T1 into those of T2 [98]. Such a warping is crucial,
since T1 and T2 might have different cardinalities (i.e. swarm elements do not have to appear in
the same number of frames). This DTW cost is efficiently computed using dynamic programming.
However, to compute this sequence-to-sequence DTW cost, we need to define a distance between
individual transformations comprising the sequences. We define the distance between transforma-
tions X1 and X2 as d (X1, X2) = 1 − trace(X
T
1 X2)
‖X1‖F ‖X2‖F . These DTW costs are employed in spectral
clustering to cluster the dynamics of swarm elements.
The “birds” and “pedestrian” sequences contain more than one distinguishable motion. Fig-
ure 6.7 illustrates the clustering results obtained for the “birds” sequence. The extracted swarm
elements are color coded in the frames according to their distinct motions. In this sequence, two
types of motion co-exist: (i) a “bird-flapping” motion where wings oscillate up and down and (ii)
a “bird-gliding” motion where the wings remain relatively still. On the right, Figure 6.7 shows the
DTW distances computed between all pairs of swarm element dynamics. We clearly see that type
(i) elements undergo quite different transformations than those of type (ii). Our approach was able
to simultaneously learn the different dynamics in the sequence and discriminate them. This cannot
be done by DT models such as [93].
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Figure 6.7: The “birds” swarm example containing a “bird-flapping” and “bird-gliding” motion.
The pairwise distances between the learned transformations are shown on the right.
We also apply our algorithm to “pedestrian” video sequences, where humans or groups of hu-
mans are considered swarm elements. These sequences were obtained from the UCSD pedestrian
traffic database [90]. Figure 6.8 illustrates the results obtained for a single pedestrian sequence
that exhibits dense swarm activity. The extracted swarm elements are color coded in the frames
according to their distinctive dynamics. In this sequence, three types of motion co-exist. (i) El-
ements (some of which are groups of pedestrians) move or walk from the top right corner to the
bottom left corner. (ii) Other elements move in the opposite direction. (iii) One element repre-
sents a person crossing the grass instead of walking along the diagonal path. On the right, Figure
6.8 shows the DTW distances computed between all pairs of swarm elements. We see that the
elements of (i) undergo much more similar transformations than those of (ii) and (iii), which, in
turn, have significantly different dynamics. Some pedestrian segments were not part of the spatial
layout since they were indistinguishable from the background.
(II). Single Swarm Element Sequences Here, we apply our algorithm to human action recog-
nition, where we consider the human as a single swarm element (i.e. Kt = 1 ∀t = 1, · · · , F ).
There is no need to determine the spatial neighborhoods of the elements. The action sequences
were obtained from the Weizmann classification dataset2, which contains 10 human actions. We
2The Weizmann dataset can be downloaded at www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/∼vision/SpaceTimeActions.html
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Figure 6.8: A pedestrian example containing three types of motion. The extracted swarm elements
are color coded. The pairwise distances between the learned transformations are shown on the
right. Brighter squares indicate larger distances.
use background subtraction to extract the swarm elements. In addition to the features used earlier,
we use the height and the width of the element masks at each frame. Note that there is no need to
perform iterative segmentation here (i.e. {Tt}Ft=1 are predefined).
After learning the texel transformations, we use a nearest neighbor (NN) classifier to recognize
a test action sequence, given a set of training sequences. We define the dissimilarity between two
sequences (S1 and S2) as the DTW cost defined earlier. Figure 6.9(a) plots the variation of the av-
erage recognition rate versus the number of sequences (per action class) used for training. For each
training sample size, we randomly choose a sample set of this size from each action class and then
perform classification. We repeat this multiple times and average the recognition rate to obtain the
plotted values. Obviously, the performance improves as the number of training samples increases.
More importantly, we note that a simple classifier using only one training sample achieves a 62%
recognition rate, where random chance is 10%. Furthermore, Figure 6.9(b) shows the average con-
fusion matrix. Note the high diagonal values. Here, we point out that confusion occurred between
similar actions especially for the (“jump,” “skip”) and (“run,” “walk”) pairs. Better performance is
expected when swarm elements are extracted more reliably and features are more discriminative
of human motion.
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(a) NN recognition performance (b) confusion matrix
Figure 6.9: (a) plots the recognition performance of a NN classifier vs. the number of training




Maximum Margin Distance Learning with
an Application to Dynamic Texture
Recognition
7.1 Introduction
As described in Chapter 1, dynamic texture sequences, despite their diverse manifestations occur-
ring in nature, belong to a three-dimensional DT space. In this work, we revisit this DT space and
proceed to learn its structural properties, which are defined in terms of the relative scaling of its
dimensions. In this space, each dimension isolates a single aspect that describes the variation of an
individual DT. These dimensions are, therefore, broad categories of variation for DTs, in general.
However, they are not generally independent, since for some cases of DT, it is not possible to fix
two dimensions and vary the third independently. This interdependence is attributed to the phys-
ical nature of the phenomena being imaged. In what follows, we will reiterate the properties of
each dimension. Then, we will designate the portion of the DT space, where this chapter operates.
Note that the first two dimensions describe the spatial variation and the spatial organization of a
DT, while the third describes its temporal variations.
(1) Spatial Texture Element: This dimension describes the spatial variation of a DT as ob-
served from each frame independently. Texture elements (usually denoted as texels) are the
spatially repetitive groups of pixels that share statistically similar appearance and structural
properties. The spectrum of texture elements varies from the simplest form at the micro-
scopic level (i.e. particles) to the most complex at the macroscopic level (i.e. whole objects).
At one extreme, this spectrum has DTs that show clouds, smoke, or water in motion, while at
the other, there are DTs of birds, animals, or humans moving. Most DT work has focused on
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pixel or subpixel objects (i.e. microscopic), whereby the pixel is assumed to be the texture
element whose motion is to be modeled.
(2) Spatial Texture Layering/Layout: This dimension describes the spatial layout of the tex-
ture elements in a DT, as well as their spatial layering. A DT’s spatial layout determines
how its texture elements are organized within each frame, especially in terms of their spa-
tial placement. In this sense, there are DTs with homogenously placed or spaced texture
elements, as well as DTs where the placement distribution is non-uniform. Moreover, the
spatial layering of a DT refers to the “density” (or translucency) of a DT. For simplicity,
spatial layering of a DT can be viewed as the alpha matte of the texture elements in each
frame when visualized in front of a background layer. The values of this alpha matte take
values in [0, 1]. For opaque DTs, spatial layering is not an issue, since the background does
not appear at all (i.e. the alpha matte is either 0 or 1). For translucent DTs (e.g. clouds and
smoke), this layering is essential. Most DT work has focused on DTs with opaque texture
elements that cover the whole spatial extent of the video.
(3) Dynamics: This dimension describes the temporal variation of a DT as observed by the
frame-to-frame variation in its texture elements and their layering/layout. DT dynamics rep-
resent temporal changes in features (e.g. intensity values and linear transformations of these
values) describing the texture elements and their layout. Note that the dynamics of a DT is a
global motion representation that incorporates the dynamics of individual texture elements
and their spatiotemporal interactions. Being a DT means that the dynamics of texture el-
ements are statistically similar and temporally stationary. In other words, texture elements
in the same DT all move in a similar fashion and their motions are not time dependent (i.e.
they are statistically stationary). As such, the models of DT dynamics either make use of
physical models (e.g. Navier-Stokes equations [3]) or assume a general parametric model
whose parameters are learned by fitting the model to the observed DT frames (e.g. a lin-
ear dynamical system [19]). Most DT work has concentrated on the latter form of models,
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where linear and nonlinear models have been proposed to model variations in the intensity
values of DTs.
In this chapter, we cater to opaque DTs consisting of pixel-based texture elements whose dy-
namics can be represented by a linear parametric model (LDS [19]). We address the problem of
DT recognition, which is motivated by critical real-life applications, especially the detection of the
onset of emergencies (e.g. a fire). Recognition is done by learning linear combinations of distances
between DT sequences, so that classes of DTs are maximally separated. These distances quantify
how different two DT sequences are with respect to the three dimensions mentioned above. By
learning weights to these distances, we shed light on how salient (in a discriminative fashion) each
dimension (i.e. spatial or temporal) is in representing a single DT class or a whole DT database.
7.2 Related Work
Recognizing DTs involves the analysis of both image appearance and dynamics. For an overview
of recent techniques developed for DT recognition, we refer the reader to [34]. Numerous DT
recognition methods have stemmed from representing the global spatiotemporal variations of a
DT as a linear dynamical system (LDS) [19]. In [9], Doretto et al. use the LDS model parameters
and the Martin distance measure [42] to perform nearest neighbor recognition. In [41], a kernel
function between two LDS models was proposed and used in a support vector machine (SVM)
framework to perform DT recognition. More recent work has addressed shift and view invariant
DT recognition [99, 100]. The latter work extends the use of the popular bag-of-features model to
the non-Euclidean space of LDS models.
Other recognition methods have used a multiplicity of spatiotemporal descriptors to represent
a DT. In [37], Peteri et al. propose a DT recognition algorithm based on six translation invariant
features. Recent work by Zhao et al. proposed using local binary patterns (LBP) [101] and volume
local binary patterns (VLBP) to recognize DT sequences [39, 102]. The latter two methods are
based on local descriptors, which do not incorporate the global dynamics that characterize a DT.
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Despite the merits of these methods, they all either focus on one dimension of the DT space
defined before or assume that these dimensions contribute equally and in the same manner for
all DT classes. These assumptions are quite restrictive and fail to characterize the discriminative
properties of many DTs. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to address the problem
of combining the discriminative properties of the three DT dimensions. Here, we provide an
intuitive example that motivates why this is important in DT recognition. On one hand, the fire
DT class is easily distinguished from other DT classes, primarily due to its highly discriminative
dynamics, as compared to its spatial texture appearance. On the other hand, DTs such as moving
leaves and grass have a more salient spatial texture element.
We infer the contributions of the DT dimensions by using a multiplicity of DT descriptors,
each of which operates in a given dimension. We elaborate on these descriptors and justify their
selection later. Since these descriptors are of different dimensions and belong to different spaces,
we model the distance between two DT sequences as a weighted sum of the elementary distances
between their respective descriptors. Learning these weights in a maximum margin setting will
determine the contributions of the DT dimensions in such a way that maximizes DT class discrim-
ination. Learning weighted distance functions in a maximum margin framework is not new, for
it has been successfully applied to image classification and retrieval [103, 104] and more recently
to region-based object recognition [105]. These approaches impose the following distance con-
straint: an image is closer to all other images in its class than to images of all other classes. In
feature space, this forces classes to be significantly compact, which tends not to be the case for
most real data. This “compactness” assumption is quite restrictive and does not generalize well
to object classes that share properties (e.g. cows versus horses). Furthermore, this compactness
assumption produces a set of distance constraints whose cardinality is cubic in the number of train-
ing images, since all relevant distance triplets are used. Our method generalizes this compactness
assumption whereby each DT sequence is only closer to a representative set of DTs within its class
than to a comparative set of DTs outside this class. By taking the representative set of a DT to
include its k nearest neighbors within its class and its comparative set to include all other DTs
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outside its class, we allow for less compact DT classes and many fewer distance constraints. To
reduce computational complexity, we solve the primal version of the maximum margin problem in
a way similar to the Pegasos algorithm [8].
Here, we note that distance weight learning finds some similarities with multiple kernel learn-
ing (MKL), which has been recently applied to object detection [106, 107]. In MKL, the kernels
define similarities between elements and are, by definition, symmetric and positive definite kernels.
Although similarities can be formed from certain distances (e.g. by parametric negative exponen-
tiation), these distances need not be symmetric and the parameters used to form the similarities
need to be set wisely. This method also suffers from a computational drawback, since it requires
expensive optimization techniques to learn the kernel mixing coefficients. Moreover, the MKL
framework does not readily accommodate the distance constraints required in maximum margin
distance learning (MMDL).
7.2.1 Contributions
The contributions of this work are threefold. (1) We propose to learn the individual contributions
or weights of all three DT dimensions in regards to DT class discrimination. (2) To learn these
weights, we propose an efficient MMDL method based on the Pegasos algorithm, whose complex-
ity can be made linear in the number of training samples. (3) A new DT dataset, called DynTex++,
is compiled to replace the current UCLA benchmark dataset.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.3, we give an overview of the DT recognition
problem in an MMDL framework. Section 7.4 provides a detailed description of our proposed
solution and algorithm, while Section 8.3 gives experimental validation of this algorithm when
applied to the UCLA and DynTex++ datasets.
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7.3 Problem Overview
In this chapter, we seek to learn how the different dimensions of the DT space can be linearly com-
bined to best discriminate between DT classes. Learning these linear combinations for a given DT
class or a group of DT classes sheds light on the relative importance of each DT dimension. We
choose a suitable descriptor to represent each dimension, which is characterized by a correspond-
ing elementary distance. Since these descriptors need not belong to vector spaces, the elementary
distances are can be of different forms. In this framework, the distance between two DT sequences
is modeled as a positively weighted sum of their elementary distances. These weights are learned
in a maximum margin fashion, so that DT classes are maximally separated. We consider the cases
of class-independent and class-dependent weights.
We assume a set of M training DT sequences (from N classes) is given with corresponding
labels in {1, . . . , N}. Let `(.) denote the labeling function, whereby `(vi) is the label of the DT
sequence vi. The DT sequence vi has F different DT descriptors1, which characterize the three dif-
ferent DT dimensions. We define the f th elementary distance from vj to vi as df (vi → vj). Here,
we note that these elementary distances need not be symmetric. As such, the combined distance





df (vi → vj). More compactly, we can
combine the elementary distances in vector format to obtainD~w`(vi) (vi → vj) = ~wT`(vi)~d (vi → vj).
Here, wf`(vi) is the weight that characterizes the f
th elementary distance for class `(vi). Here, we
are considering class-dependent weights; however, class independent weights are similarly incor-
porated by dropping the class label from ~w`(vi).
In order to best separate the DT classes, we assume that each DT of a given class is closer to
a representative set of DTs within this class than a comparative set of DTs outside this class. Let
R(vi) define the representative set corresponding to DT vi and C(vi) define its comparative set.
Under this assumption, a set of distance constraints arises for each DT vi, defined as follows. For
1In this chapter, we take F = 3, but the method generalizes to any number of descriptors.
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all i 6= j, `(vi) = `(vj) 6= `(vk), vj ∈ R(vi), and vk ∈ C(vi) we have
D~w`(vi) (vi → vj) ≤ D~w`(vi) (vi → vk)⇔ ~wT`(vi) ~4d (vi, vj, vk) ≥ 0 (7.1)
where ~d (vi, vj, vk) = ~d (vi → vk) − ~d (vi → vj) is the distance difference corresponding to the
DT triplet vi, vj , and vk. The total number of these constraints is
∑M
i |R(vi)||C(vi)|. Clearly, this
number and thus the scale of the optimization needed to learn ~w`(vi) depends on the nature ofR(.)
and C(.). In fact, it is bounded by Θ(M3) from above and Θ(M) from below.
Let Ac ∈ RL×F denote the matrix whose rows are composed of all the distance difference
vectors4~d(vi, vj, vk) for all DTs vi where `(vi) = c. The distance constraints in Eq. (7.1) can be
formalized as Ac ~wc  ~0. We embed these constraints in a maximum margin framework, as shown
in Eq. (7.2). In this framework, the cost function includes two terms that work towards minimizing
the classification bias and variance. The second term is the average hinge loss cost of theL distance
constraints. This cost uses a margin of 1 instead of 0. Although using L1 regularization is known
to lead to sparser solutions, we choose an L2 regularization term on ~wc instead because it is more
robust to noise and outliers and the number of feature descriptors F is relatively too small to benefit












0, 1− ~wTc ~ac(i)
)
(7.2)
where ~ac(i) is the ith row inAc. It is important to point out that when solving for class independent
weights the matrix of distance constraints becomes a concatenation of all Ac matrices with c ∈
{1, . . . , N}. Furthermore, note that class information need not be provided so long as relative
dissimilarities and rankings are. In other words, even when class labels are not given, our method
can still be applied if pairwise distance inequalities are known. So, a statement like “dynamic
texture A looks more similar to dynamic texture B than C” can be directly translated to a distance
constraint.
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The formulation in Eq. (7.2) is the same one used in the Pegasos algorithm [8], except for
the non-negativity constraint on ~wc. In the next section, we will show how the original Pegasos
method can be modified to efficiently solve for ~wc, to incorporate different forms ofR(.) and C(.),
and to reduce the number of distance constraints used in each Pegasos iteration. In fact, we choose
to use this formulation instead of the one used in [103, 104, 105] because the latter does not lend
itself suitable for variations in the representative and comparative sets and it requires a custom
solver to handle a large number of distance constraints.
After solving for ~wc of each class, a test DT sequence is classified as the class that satisfies
the most (or violates the least) number of distance constraints generated by the test DT. More
specifically, for each class in the training set, a logistic regression classifier2 is learned based on
the combined distances of training samples to samples within this class, as done in [105]. The test
DT is assigned to the class, whose regression classifier evaluates to the maximum value among
all classes. In the case of class independent weight learning, a simple k-nearest neighbor (kNN)
classifier can be employed to classify the test DT.
Elementary Distances
In what follows, we present and justify the set of feature descriptors (F = 3) that we choose to
represent the three DT dimensions of a DT sequence.
(1) Spatial Texture Element: This DT dimension is described by a histogram of local binary
patterns (LBP), which provides a simple yet powerful local depiction of intensity variation.
Each frame in a DT is described by an LBP histogram. As such, the elementary distance
between two DTs along this dimension is the minimum distance between LBP histograms
from these two DTs. To compare histograms, we use the earth mover’s distance (EMD)
[108], which though more computationally expensive than other distances (e.g. `2 norm
or χ2), provides a more accurate histogram distance. This spatial texture descriptor has









defines the logistic regres-
sion classifier of class c.
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been successfully utilized in DT recognition [39] and extended to video sequences in [38].
Recently, it has also proven to be useful in improving human detection performance [109].
(2) Spatial Texture Layout: This DT dimension is described by a pyramid of histograms of
oriented gradients (PHOG), which provides a powerful depiction of local spatial layout. In
building the PHOG of a DT frame, we assume uniform weighting for each histogram at a
given pyramid level, and we normalize with respect to the number of histograms at each
pyramid level. We only use two levels in the pyramid. Similarly to the LBP descriptor, we
use EMD to compute distances between histograms. Prior work has used this descriptor
extensively in detecting objects, especially human detection [110], as well as image retrieval
[111].
(3) Dynamics: To describe the global temporal variations of a DT sequence, we model it as a
linear dynamical system (LDS) [19]. An LDS model is parameterized by the matrix pair
(A,C), which governs feature generation and state transition. We assume a model size of
25 in our experiments. The LDS model and its variants have been extensively applied to DT
recognition, most recently in [99, 100]. The elementary distance between two LDS models
is the Martin distance between ARMA processes [42].
Since each elementary distance above spans a different range of values, proper normalization
is called for. After computing the elementary distances between DT sequences in the training set,
we normalize each distance type by its mean (µ) offset by a multiple of its standard deviation (σ).
In our experiments, we normalize each elementary distance by its corresponding (µ+ 3σ).
7.4 Learning Maximum Margin Weights
In this section, we give a detailed description of the learning algorithm used to compute ~wc in
Eq. (7.2). Algorithm 5 summarizes the learning process, which is a modified version of the
original Pegasos algorithm [8]. Distance Learning (DL) Pegasos can handle general definitions
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for R(.) and C(.), since they can be data driven and/or application specific. Furthermore, these
definitions can even be dependent on ~wc, which explains why R(vi) and C(vi) must be updated at
each iteration of this algorithm (refer to STEPS 2 to 3). In this case, Eq. (7.2) is no longer convex,
and so DL-Pegasos becomes a stochastic, projected3 subgradient descent method that alternates
between (i) performing a Pegasos iteration when the sets R(vi) and C(vi) are fixed for all DT
sequences vi and (ii) updating these sets for a fixed Pegasos solution of ~wc. A study of convergence
for DL-Pegasos is kept for future work; however, empirical analysis is very promising.
Algorithm 5: Distance Learning Pegasos (DL-Pegasos)
Input :R(.), C(.),
{
~d (vi → vj) : `(vi) = c
}
, λ, T , m
Initialization: ~w(0)c ∈ B+λ = {~x : ‖~x‖2 ≤ 1√λ , ~x  ~0}1
for t = 0, . . . , T do2
• determineR(vi) and C(vi) ∀vi such that `(vi) = c (use ~w(t)c if needed)3
• determine Ac ∈ RL×F4
// original PEGASOS iteration5
• Randomly choose Ct ⊆ {1, . . . , L}, where |Ct| = m6
• Set C+t = {i ∈ Ct : ~aTc (i)~w(t)c < 1} and ηt = 1λt7
• Compute subgradient: ~∇t = λ~w(t)c − 1|C+t |
∑
i∈C+t ~ac(i)8































In our MMDL formulation, the distance constraint matrix Ac is directly dependent on the
definition of R(.) and C(.). One popular definition is to equate R(vi) to the set of all DTs within
class c and C(vi) to the set of all DTs outside class c (refer to Figure 7.1(a)). This definition was
used in [103, 104, 105]. This is quite restrictive, since it assumes that classes in feature space must
be significantly compact (i.e. the minimum distance between any sample in class B to class A is at
3The projection ontoB+λ is necessary due to the non-negativity constraint on ~wc. The [.]+ operator returns a vector
whose negative coordinates are truncated to zero.
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least the maximum distance between any two samples in class A). This is usually not the case for
most real data. Based on this definition, the total number of distance constraints is L = Θ(M3),
which quickly becomes intractable for reasonably sized datasets. As a result, heuristic pruning
measures were taken to reduce this number [104, 103]; however, it remains Θ(M3). A major
problem with these measures is their immutability, since relevant constraints that are pruned at the
beginning can never be added back to the learning process. Therefore, a need arises for another
definition of R(.) and C(.) that is less restrictive (i.e. one that is a more general representation of
real data) and less computationally demanding.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.1: Examples of two definitions for R(vi) and their impact on the relative positioning
of classes in feature space. For illustration purposes, we assume an L2 distance is used between
features. (a) is an example of the definition used in previous MMDL work. (b) is an example of
the definition used here. Note how the classes need to be more separated (or equivalently more
compact) in (a) than (b).
Although our MMDL method can handle a general structure forR(.) and C(.), in this chapter,
we set R(vi) to the k nearest neighbors of vi within its class. This is based on the intuition
that a simple kNN classifier can be easily employed to classify vi. In this case, STEPS 2 to
3 in Algorithm 5 are equivalent to finding vi’s nearest neighbors according to ~w
(t)
c . Note that
the value of k need not be the same for every class c. A similar scheme can be applied to set
C(vi); however, since M  N and to avoid overhead computation, we do not compute the nearest
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neighbors of vi outside class c. Instead, we simply let C(vi) be the set of all DTs outside class
c (refer to Figure 7.1(b)). Since k  M , the total number of distance constraints now is L =
Θ(M2). However, only m out of L constraints are actually used in a single iteration, and m
is usually much smaller than L. In fact, we show empirical results where the total number of
constraints per DL-Pegasos iteration can be reduced to m = Θ(M) without loss in recognition
performance. Since a random set of these relevant constraints is chosen at every iteration, the
immutability problem facing previous methods is also alleviated. Moreover, the computational





includes computing and sorting the combined distances D~wc . While previous MMDL methods
suffer from Θ(M3) complexity, our method has at worst Θ(M2) and on average Θ(M) complexity.
7.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we present experimental results that validate the DL-Pegasos algorithm4 in terms
of DT recognition. We first learn class-independent and class-dependent weights for the UCLA
benchmark dataset [9]. Realizing that recognition performance on this dataset has become satu-
rated and that it lacks DT diversity, a new, easily accessible benchmark is essential. We organize
the DynTex++ dataset to be this next benchmark and evaluate our algorithm on it.
7.5.1 UCLA Dataset
The UCLA dynamic texture dataset contains 50 classes of gray-scale dynamic texture, each of
which is comprised of 4 DT sequences. Since these 50 classes contain the same DTs at different
viewpoints, they can be grouped together to form 9 classes, as in [100]. Each DT sequence includes
75 frames of 160 × 110 pixels. Here, the DT sequences are cropped to show the representative
dynamics alone, thus leading to frames of 48× 48 pixels.
4All experiments were executed using MATLAB 7.6 on a 2.4 GHz, 4GB RAM PC. Some DL-Pegasos parameters
were kept constant: (i) k = 1 nearest neighbors forR(.) and (ii) λ = 0.05.
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50-CLASS BREAKDOWN
In the case of the 50 DT classes, the state-of-the-art recognition result (97.5%) was achieved by
using kernel support vector machines (SVMs) [41]. Here, fourfold cross-validation is performed,
so the training set included M = 150 DT sequences (i.e. 3 sequences for each class). Applying
DL-Pegasos with m = 150 (i.e. Θ(M)) and T = 25 iterations, we obtain an average recognition
performance of 99% when both class-dependent and class-independent weights were learned. The
class-independent weights for the LBP, PHOG, and LDS descriptors are w1 = 1.95, w2 = 1.12,
and w3 = 1.33, respectively. This clearly indicates that the discrimination between DTs in this
dataset is dominated by their spatial texture features, whereby using these features alone leads to a
recognition rate of 90%. This reinforces the conclusion of [41], whose authors also reported on the
dominant discriminative power of static texture in the UCLA DT dataset. In what follows, we will
evaluate DL-Pegasos on the 9-class breakdown of this dataset, since it poses a greater challenge.
9-CLASS BREAKDOWN
In the case of the nine DT classes, the state-of-the-art recognition result (80%) was achieved by
using a bag-of-words model on LDS features [100]5, which lends itself useful to view-invariant
recognition. For comparison, we adopt the same experimental setup as in [100]. We train on
50% of the dataset (i.e. M = 100) and test on the rest, with the recognition rates recorded as the
average rate over 20 trials (i.e. random bisection of the classes in the dataset). First, we study the
effect of the DL-Pegasos free parameters (i.e. m and T ) on the average recognition performance.
Figure 7.2(a) plots the recognition rate of class-independent DL-Pegasos when m is varied, while
T is fixed to 25 iterations. Since k = 1, the total number of distance constraints is about 7000, from
which m distance constraints are randomly chosen at each iteration. It is evident that recognition
rate very quickly stabilizes (∼ 95%), thus indicating that most distance constraints do not play a
significant role in discriminating between DT classes. This seems intuitive, since most constraints
are easily satisfied for DTs that are significantly different in DT feature space. We also conclude
5In [100], only eight classes were considered, since the “plants” class was removed.
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that m can be reduced to Θ(M), without loss of performance. Similarly, Figure 7.2(b) plots the
recognition rate as T is increased, while m is fixed to 100. Clearly, the stable rate (∼ 95%) is
reached in a very small number of iterations.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: Recognition performance of DL-Pegasos plotted vs. m (the number of distance con-
straints per iteration) and T (the maximum number of iterations) when class-dependent weights
are learned. To obtain the recognition rates in (a), we use T = 25. To obtain the recognition rates
in (b), we use m = 100.
By setting m = 100 and T = 25, we obtain an average recognition rate of 95.6%, which
significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art (80%) on this dataset. Figure 7.3 shows the average
confusion matrix for this experiment. The confused classes tend to have very similar appearance
and/or dynamics, especially “fire” + “smoke,” “flowers” + “plants” and “fountains” + “waterfall.”
In regards to time complexity, each complete trial ran in under 0.6 second. This time does not
include feature extraction or pairwise elementary distance computation.
Here, we mention that the recognition performance of class-dependent DL-Pegasos (82%) is
significantly less than the class-independent performance above. This is indicative of overfitting
due to the small number of DTs per class. However, it is worthwhile to examine the values of ~wc,
since they shed light on which DT dimension(s) are the most discriminative for a given class. From
the weights in Table 7.1, we notice that some of our intuitions about what discriminates certain
DTs are validated. For example, classes defined primarily by their spatial texture appearance (e.g.
“flowers,” “plants,” and “sea”) have dominant w1 values. Other classes that are primarily defined
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Figure 7.3: The average confusion matrix for the 9-class recognition experiment.
by their motion have dominant w3 values (e.g. “fire” and “fountains”). Interestingly, the “boiling
water” class is the only class where w2 is the largest weight. This arises, in part, because the spatial
texture is irregular and greatly varies between frames, while the overall layout remains stable. The
other classes rely on a combination of these dimensions for their discriminative power.





plants sea smoke water water-
fall
w1 (LBP) 0.21 1.22 10.58 0.12 2.95 6.27 4.23 7.13 4.73
w2 (PHOG) 7.81 0.17 1.06 0.83 0.19 2.95 1.99 1.61 0.93
w3 (LDS) 7.31 7.07 1.45 10.18 0.14 1.08 5.93 4.70 7.12
7.5.2 DynTex Dataset
As mentioned before, the UCLA dataset is currently the benchmark for DT recognition, even
though a much larger and more diverse dataset (the DynTex dataset) exists. The UCLA dataset
remains the benchmark for the following reasons. (i) Its DT sequences have already been pre-
processed from their raw form, whereby each sequence is cropped to show its representative dy-
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namics in absence of any static or dynamic background. (ii) Only a single DT is present in each
DT sequence. (iii) In each DT sequence, no panning or zooming is performed. (iv) Ground truth
labels of the DT sequences are provided. Although some researchers have applied their recognition
algorithms on the DynTex dataset (e.g. [38]), it is difficult to manage and use because it lacks the
above four properties in its present form. Therefore, we propose the compilation of a new dataset,
called DynTex++.
Compiling the DynTex++ Dataset
The goal here is to organize the raw data in the DynTex dataset in order to provide a richer bench-
mark that will be publicly available for future DT analysis, in the same way the UCLA dataset is
currently. The original dataset is already publicly available (∼ 2GB of data); however, only the
raw AVI videos are provided. We proceeded to filter, pre-process, and label these DT sequences.
While DynTex contains a total of 656 video sequences, DynTex++ uses only 345 of them. We
eliminated sequences that contained more than one DT, contained dynamic background, used pan-
ning or zooming, or depicted little motion. The remaining sequences were then hand labeled as
one of N = 36 classes (e.g. “flying birds,” “waterfall,” “vehicle traffic”). They were not uniformly
distributed among the N classes. We pre-processed them so each class contained the same number
of subsequences.
The pre-processing proceeded as follows: (i) Each sequence is spatially downsampled by a fac-
tor of 0.75 and converted to gray-scale intensity. (ii) Since it is infeasible to manually crop these
sequences, we randomly selected a large (1000) set of subsequences of fixed size (50× 50× 50),
each of which is given a relevance score that represents how much motion it entails. This score
is the average optical flow energy6 in the subsequence. By doing this, static background sub-
sequences are eliminated from consideration and the more relevant DT subsequences remain.
(iii) After sorting the subsequences according to their relevance scores, we selected the high-
est 100 in each class (uniformly chosen from the video sequences constituting this class), thus
6Optical flow was estimated using the method of [63].
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resulting in a dataset of M = 3600 subsequences. In Figure 7.4, we show several examples
of the DTs present in this new dataset. For more details on DynTex++, see the online source
http://vision.ai.uiuc.edu/∼bghanem2/DynTex++.htm.
Figure 7.4: Examples of dynamic textures present in the DynTex++ dataset.
DL-Pegasos on DynTex++
We apply our approach to the DynTex++ dataset, using an experimental setup similar to the one in
the 9-class experiment on the UCLA dataset. In this case, we also set m = 100 and T = 25. We
obtain an average recognition rate of 68.7% with the average confusion matrix shown in Figure 7.5.
Since k = 1, the total number of distance constraints is about 3.15 × 106, from which m = 100
distance constraints are randomly chosen at each iteration. Consequently, each trial took under 30
seconds to run to completion.
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Figure 7.5: The confusion matrix for DT recognition on DynTex++.
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CHAPTER 8
Sparse Coding of Linear Dynamical
Systems with an Application to Dynamic
Texture Recognition
8.1 Introduction
A dynamic texture (DT) sequence captures a random spatiotemporal phenomenon. The random-
ness is reflected in the spatial and temporal changes in the image signal. The random nature of
DTs may be caused by a variety of physical processes that involve objects that are small (smoke
particles), large (snowflakes), rigid (grass, flag), or non-rigid (cloud, fire), moving in 2-D or 3-D.
Even though the overall global motion of a DT may be perceived by humans as being simple and
coherent, the underlying local motion is governed by a complex stochastic model. For example, a
scene of clouds in the sky conveys visually identifiable global dynamics; however, the implosion
and explosion of the cloud segments during the motion result in very complicated local dynam-
ics. Irrespective of the nature of the physical phenomena, the usual objective of DT modeling in
computer vision and graphics is to capture the nondeterministic, spatial, and temporal variation
in images. Modeling of DTs is motivated by a range of applications, including DT synthesis,
background subtraction in dynamic environments, and multi-layer motion separation.
The challenges of DT modeling arise from the need to capture the large number of objects
involved, their complex motions, and their intricate interactions. A good model must accurately
and efficiently capture both the appearance and global dynamics of a DT. In [19], Doretto et al.
showed that the spatiotemporal variations of a DT can be represented using a linear dynamical
system (LDS). In Figure 8.1, we show the graphical representation of an LDS model, where the
gray elements designate the observed features of the DT (e.g. pixelwise intensities) and the white
elements designate the latent state variables. Note the linear relationship between consecutive
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state variables and between an observation and the state variable at the same time instance. The
Markovian nature of the state transitions is evident. In a general LDS, (Ct,At) is a time-dependent
pair of matrices. However, a more feasible and widely used case is when this pair is constant over
time, whereby learning (C,A) can be done in closed form [19].
Figure 8.1: Graphical depiction of an LDS.
Based on this LDS modeling, numerous recognition methods have been proposed using the
defining LDS parameters (C,A). Since a LDS model cannot be embedded in a Euclidean space,
the need arises for new formulations of distances and similarities between two LDS models.
Among the most popular methods, a nearest neighbor (NN) classifier employing a subspace dis-
tance (denoted by Martin distance [42]) was proposed in [9]. In [40], a kernel function between
two LDS models was proposed and used in a support vector machine (SVM) framework to perform
DT recognition. More recent work has addressed shift [99] and view invariant [100] DT recogni-
tion. The latter work extends the use of the popular bag-of-features model to the non-Euclidean
space of LDS models.
Despite the merits of these methods, they are all sensitive to input variations due to noise.
This is especially the case when the noise results from occlusion. To alleviate this drawback, we
make use of the developments in other recognition problems (e.g. face recognition [112]) that
utilize linear sparse coding of data based on a predefined dictionary. Using only a sparse set of
training models to represent a test sample is at the heart of popular model selection methods (e.g.
minimum description length) and classification methods (e.g. SVM). Using sparse representation
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and compressed sensing theory [113], it was shown in [112] that a high-performance face classifier
could outperform state-of-the-art classifiers, especially when the test samples were corrupted with
noise (e.g. by occlusion). Theoretical guarantees were also provided to bound the recognition
performance. However, there does not appear to be a simple extension of traditional sparse coding
for DT recognition. Before this can be achieved, the problem of sparsely representing a DT using
a predefined set of LDS models needs to be solved. To the best of our knowledge, this work
represents the first time such a problem has been formulated and addressed.
In Section 8.2, we give a detailed presentation of this new sparse coding problem and the
probabilistic model we use to solve it. This model is embedded in a MAP framework, and an
efficient model learning algorithm is described. In Section 8.3, we present experimental results on
the representation and recognition of real-world DT video sequences. These results validate the
effectiveness of our model and learning algorithm.
8.2 Proposed Model
In this chapter, we model a DT as an LDS that is represented by a pair of matrices (C,A) [19]. Ma-
trixC describes how the observed features (e.g. intensity values) of a DT frame are produced from
the hidden states. Matrix A describes the transition between hidden states of consecutive frames.
The representation is given by the following equations, where ~ny and ~nx are noise components in
the observation and state space, respectively, and F is the number of DT frames:
~yt = C~xt + ~ny
~xt+1 = A~xt + ~nx
∀t = 1, · · · , F
We are given a set of L DT sequences for training, from which we extract L LDS models
(i.e. M = {(Ci,Ai)}Li=1). The LDS model parameters are learned by the closed-form method
proposed in [19], where Ci ∈ RM×N and Ai ∈ RN×N . The size of the observed feature vector
per frame is M and N is the LDS model size. The task of learning a sparse code for a target
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video sequence, which can be modeled as an LDS, is equivalent to learning a sparse set of linear
coefficients (~α ∈ RL) that combines the LDS models of M to best generate the frames of the
target. Here, ~α is the sparse code of the target with respect toM. GivenM, we model the target




i=1 αiCi~xt + ~ny
~xt+1 =
∑L
i=1 αiAi~xt + ~nx
∀t = 1, · · · , F (8.1)
For a given target DT, its sparse coding with respect toM is equivalent to finding the sparsest
~α and learning the hidden state variables {~xt}Ft=1 that best fit the model of Eq. (8.1). Since ~ny
and ~nx are i.i.d. Gaussian random vectors, this sparse coding problem can be viewed as a signal
detection problem. As such, {~xt}Ft=1 and ~α are learned by embedding them into a maximum a
posteriori (MAP) framework that fits the model in Eq. (8.1) to the observed data. To do this, we
form the joint probability: p
(
{~yt}Ft=1 , {~xt}Ft=1 , ~α
)
= LPxPα. Here, L represents the likelihood
of the observed data, Px represents the prior of the state variables (i.e. Markovian property), and
Pα represents the prior of the sparse code.
To conform to the model in Eq. (8.1), we decompose these three terms further. Since the DT
observations are conditionally independent of each other, we decompose L as
L = p
(





p (~yt | ~xt, ~α)







t=1 p (~xt+1 | ~xt, ~α). Assuming conditional independence between the sparse code ele-
ments, we decompose Pα as Pα = p (~α) =
∏L
i=1 p (αi).
To formalize this framework, we model each of the above probabilities. Both the likelihood
of an observation and the state prior probability are modeled as Gaussian distributions, according
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. In order to guarantee sparsity in ~α, we model its prior as a Laplacian
distribution: p (αi) ∼ Laplace (0, λα).
MAP Formulation
After modeling the joint distribution, we proceed to maximize it by minimizing its negative log,
as in Eq. (8.2). As we can see, there are three main terms in this cost function: (1) a frame recon-
struction term that evaluates how well the individual DT observations are reproduced, (2) a state
prediction term that evaluates how well the state variables are predicted, and (3) a regularization
term that ensures the sparsity of ~α. Note that these three terms are weighted differently, according
to σy, σx, and λα. More importantly, these weights are data driven, so there is no need for user-
defined constants. Next, we apply the method of iterated conditional modes (ICM) [97] to solve
Eq. (8.2). In this method, we perform blockwise coordinate descent on the cost function. In each























αiAi~xt‖22 + (F − 1)N lnσx (8.2)
In the (k+ 1)th ICM iteration, we have the following update rules for the sparse code, the state
variables, and the distribution parameters.
Update ~α Fixing all variables except ~α, we obtain a convex-quadratic program whose global
minimum can be obtained using gradient descent. The update is
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Update ~xt Fixing all variables except ~xt, we obtain a convex-quadratic program whose global
minimum can be obtained in closed form. If I{t=F} and I{t=1} are the indicator functions for the



































































Initialization Since ICM is an iterative method that only guarantees a local minimum for Eq.
(8.2), a good initialization of the variables is essential. To initialize the sparse code, we assume a
sparsity of K (e.g. K = 10) for ~α(0). We build a separate LDS model for the target, as described
in [19]. Then, we use this learned target model to determine the K closest training LDS models in
M. This is done by using the Martin distance [42, 43]. The non-zero elements of ~α(0) correspond
to these K “closest” training models, and they are set to 1. To initialize each state variable, we










In this section, we will evaluate the performance of our sparse LDS coding method when applied
to two DT applications: (I) DT representation and (II) DT recognition. In both applications, the
sparse code (~α) of a sample DT sequence is computed for a set of L LDS models (M), as in
Section 8.2. In application (I), ~α is used to reconstruct the sample DT, while in application (II),
it is used to recognize the class of the sample DT as one of the DT classes in M. We use the
benchmark UCLA DT dataset [19] for both applications. This dataset contains 50 classes of gray-
scale DT, each of which is comprised of 4 DT sequences. Each sequence has F = 75 frames with
M = 48× 48 pixels. In all our experiments, we use pixelwise intensities of the DT frames as the
observed feature vectors.
8.3.1 DT Representation
For a given DT sequence in the dataset, we first compute its sparse code and state variables, where
all other DTs are used as the set of training LDS modelsM. Given the code and state variables,
we can reconstruct the DT sequence according to Eq. (8.1). Figure 8.2 shows the learned sparse
code ~α for a sample DT sequence at the first and last ICM iterations. The peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) between the reconstructed DT sequence and the original one is 24 dB, which demonstrates
faithful DT reconstruction. Note that the code at the last ICM iteration is much sparser than the
initial code (K = 10) and that the highest α values occur for the LDS models fromM correspond-
ing to the class to which the sample DT sequence belongs. This latter observation explains why
our LDS sparse code method is suitable for DT recognition, which will be addressed in the next
section.
8.3.2 DT Recognition
The UCLA dataset contains 50 gray-scale DT classes, each of which is comprised of four DT
sequences. Fourfold cross-validation is performed on this dataset, and average recognition per-
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Figure 8.2: Example of DT sparse representation.
formance is reported. Using sparse LDS coding, we perform recognition according to the sparse
representation-based classification (SRC) proposed in [112]. In SRC, the class of a test sequence is
determined by the single class of training LDS models, which leads to the smallest reconstruction
error among all classes. More formally, we define the reconstruction error with a certain sparse




i=1 αiCi~xt‖22. If ~αk defines the sparse code of class k (i.e. all the
α values are set to zero if they do not correspond to class k), then the recognized SRC class of a




. As a benchmark comparison, we perform recogni-
tion using a NN classifier (as in [19]), where the distance used is the Martin distance. In Table 8.1,
we report the average recognition rates, where the maximum rate is achieved at N = 25 for both
methods. Our SRC method clearly outperforms the benchmark method.
Table 8.1: DT recognition rates vs. N .
N = 10 N = 25 N = 40 N = 55 N = 70
SRC(%) 89.0 95.5 93.0 91.5 89.0
NN (%) 87.0 92.5 90.5 88.0 86.0
Next, we evaluate the performance of our SRC method under varying conditions of structured
occlusion. To do this, we occlude a varying percentage of each frame of the test sample before
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recognition is performed. Within each test frame, we use a single, randomly positioned square
whose intensity values are uniformly distributed in [0, 255] to occlude the image. We fix N = 25
for this experiment. As before, we use the NN classifier based on Martin distance for comparison.
Figure 8.3 plots the average recognition rate as a function of the percentage of occlusion. The
performance of our SRC method decreases much more gradually with occlusion, as compared to
the NN classifier. This is primarily due to the fact that our method explicitly incorporates noise in
the proposed model. On the other hand, the NN classifier builds a separate LDS (global) model
for the test sample, thus rendering it more prone to occlusion.




In this chapter, the main conclusions of the previous work will be summarized and additional
comments will be provided.
• Chapter 2: In this chapter, we present a novel spatiotemporal model (PDPP) for dynamic
textures, which is based on the temporal variation of a generative Fourier phase descriptor.
The PDPP model compactly and efficiently represents both the appearance and dynamics of
a dynamic texture. We validate the added modeling power of PDPP by adapting it to three
problems, each of which focuses on a different aspect of the model. Using PDPP under
different conditions, we successfully applied it to dynamic texture synthesis, dynamic texture
recognition, and video compression of dynamic texture sequences. We show compelling
experimental results that the PDPP model outperforms the state-of-the-art model used in the
literature (LDS) in these applications. For compression, we show that PDPP content-based
compression can outperform MPEG-2 when applied to dynamic texture video sequences.
• Chapter 3: In this chapter, we present a novel segmentation-based reference image qual-
ity measure, which models both inter- and intra-segment relationships; it thus captures the
human visual system’s (HVS) characteristics more effectively than previous image quality
measures. Different image factors are used to quantify degradation in image quality, in-
cluding segment centric luminance, gradient energy, and mutual information. The relative
weights of these factors are learned in a supervised way, where our parametric measure is fit
to ground truth human judgment on image quality. Segmentation-Based Perceptual Image
Quality Assessment (SPIQA) improves over the state-of-the-art quality measures by reduc-
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ing the gap between automatic prediction and human judgment of image quality. Further-
more, it provides insightful conclusions regarding the relative importance of certain image
factors in determining the quality of an image as perceived by the HVS.
• Chapter 4: In this chapter, we present a novel method to simultaneously separate a fluid dy-
namic texture (FDT) from its static background and learn a generative model of the texture’s
spatiotemporal characteristics. The proposed model combines the FDT’s temporal density
variations and spatial appearance with the static background model in a continuous HMM
framework. We learn these variables by maximizing their joint probability using iterated
conditional modes (ICM). We validate our method by applying it to real and synthetic se-
quences, as well as comparing it to a current dynamic layer separation method. Furthermore,
we exploit the generative nature of the learned model to produce synthetic FDT sequences
of significant fidelity and image quality, which renders it useful to computer graphics appli-
cations.
• Chapter 5: In this chapter, we present a unifying Dinkelbach NCUT (DNCUT) framework
for solving convexly constrained NCUT problems with data priors on the augmented graph
nodes. We avoid using traditional eigen-decomposition due to its restrictions on the types of
constraints it can handle and its computational complexity. In this framework, any convexly
constrained NCUT problem can be converted into a sequence of convex QPs. In the case of
linear constraints, we propose an algorithm to efficiently find the global solution of each QP.
To validate the correctness of DNCUT, we compare it to state-of-the-art NCUT algorithms.
As compared to these algorithms, DNCUT provides a better and more computationally effi-
cient solution. We also show results of binary segmentation under hard, linear, and nonlinear
constraints, in addition to multi-class segmentation results. In the future, we plan to develop
a multi-scale version of this framework to handle larger graphs and to incorporate grouping
information from weight matrices computed at different scales.
• Chapter 6: This chapter proposes a spatiotemporal model for learning the spatial layout and
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dynamics of elements in dynamic swarm sequences. It represents the motion of a swarm
element as a sequence of linear transformations that reproduce its properties subject to local
stationarity constraints. By equipping each swarm element with a local, spatiotemporal
Markov field, an efficient Bayesian algorithm is developed to learn the parameters of the
proposed model (i.e. the dynamics of the swarm elements), as well as their spatial layout
(i.e. segmentation). We conduct experiments on synthetic and real sequences to demonstrate
our approach’s merit in representing swarm dynamics and discriminating between different
swarm dynamics.
• Chapter 7: In this chapter, we formulate dynamic texture recognition in a maximum margin
distance learning framework, where the distance between two dynamic textures is a linear
combination of elementary distances, each representing one of the three dimensions of DT
space. These distance weights are efficiently learned by our proposed DL-Pegasos algo-
rithm, which can be empirically shown to have computational complexity that is linear in
the number of training samples. We validate our approach by outperforming the state-of-the-
art on the UCLA DT benchmark, as well as applying it to the newly compiled DynTex++
dataset that has been made publicly available for future research in the realm of dynamic
textures.
• Chapter 8: This chapter proposes the novel problem of sparse coding for LDS models and
applies it to the problem of DT recognition. Since LDS parameters lie in a non-Euclidean
space, we learn the sparse code in a probabilistic Bayesian framework using a Laplacian
prior to enforce sparsity on the LDS code. We present experiments showing that this method
outperforms benchmark recognition methods, especially with occlusion. In this chapter, we
used a predefined dictionary of LDS models. In the future, we aim to extend this coding




In this appendix, we will give a more detailed description of b0 = arg maxb≥0 r (b), which was














−α [(N+)2 + (bN−)2] [N+ (~1T−→p+u )− bN− (~1T−→p−u )][
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Since α, b, ~1T
−→
p−u , N+, N−, and τ are non-negative numbers, we deduce that r (b) can be arbitrarily





, where κ is chosen such that,

κ = 1− ε if τ ≤ 1
κ = 1 + ε if τ > 1
where

















Solving a Convex-Quadratic Program with
Linear Constraints
In the next three parts, we will describe how to solve a convex-quadratic programming problem







Next, we consider the case when only a single equality constraint exists (e.g. in the case of un-
constrained or interactive NCUT). Then, we consider the case of multiple equality constraints
followed by general linear constraints.
B.1 Solving a Convex-Quadratic Program with a Single
Linear Equality Constraint






s. t. ~eT~x+ f = 0
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We derive the Lagrangian dual of Eq. (B.2), L (~x, ν), and determine the primal and dual solutions,
~x∗ and ν∗, in closed form. Equations (B.4, B.5) evaluate these optimal solutions. Note, that the
closed-form solution of the primal problem is valid because L (~x, ν) is convex in ~x. Also, the
form of ν∗ directly follows from the concavity of L (~x∗, ν). The optimal primal and dual solutions
can be obtained efficiently by solving a pair of linear systems: A~x = ~b and A~x = ~e, using
preconditioned conjugate gradients.





Primal solution: ~x∗ = arg min
~x







Dual solution: ν∗ = arg max
ν




B.2 Solving a Convex-Quadratic Program with Multiple
Linear Equality Constraints





s. t. E~x+~f = 0
Similarly to the previous part, we solve the primal and dual problems by solving the linear












B.3 Solving a Convex-Quadratic Program with General
Linear Constraints
Here, we will discuss an active set-based method that iteratively solves the following convex-






We present the main steps involved in applying the active set method.
(1) Initialize a counter k = 0. Choose a feasible initial guess ~x(k) that satisfies a certain set S(k)E
of the constraints with equality, including all the equality constraints and a subset of the in-
equality constraints. These constraints are referred to as active constraints. They correspond
to the following set of linear equalities: G(k)~x = ~h(k).
(2) Compute a step direction ~δ(k) by solving a convex-quadratic program with linear equality
constraints corresponding to those of S(k)E . This is done using the method outlined in the
previous part.
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s.t. G(k)~z = ~0
(3) If ~δ(k) = ~0, then check the Lagrangian multipliers corresponding to the active inequality
constraints. If they are all positive, then the final solution has been obtained; otherwise,
remove the constraints corresponding to the negative multipliers from S(k)E . On the other
hand, if ~δ(k) 6= ~0, take a step from the previous solution along ~δ(k) (i.e. ~x(k) = ~x(k+1) +
α(k)~δ(k)). The step size is computed as follows, where ~g(k)i is the i
th row of G(k) and h(i)(k)










where p = arg min












This step value guarantees that the current solution lies on the set of active constraints. If
α(k) < 1, then add the pth constraint to S(k)E . Increment k.
(4) Iterate through steps 2 to 3 until convergence.
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